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Em toca escriure els agraïments d’aquesta tesi i no sé gaire per on començar ni què dir-
hi. Mirant les tesis d’altres companys, totes comencen amb un agraïment al director de
tesi. En el meu cas és en Joan Bech, i penso què dir-ne. Podria començar dient que em
va dirigir el treball final de grau quan el vaig anar a buscar encaparrat que volia fer-lo
sobre meteorologia. També podria afegir que em va dirigir el treball final de màster,
però potser no cal tirar tan enrere. Hauria de centrar-me en aquesta etapa i dir que per
a mi ha estat un dels pilars fonamentals d’aquesta tesi, agrair-li la confiança, el suport
i l’empenta. Que qualsevol reunió es convertia en una injecció de moral i dir allò tan
típic que no hauria pogut tenir un millor director i que en aquest cas és ben cert. Però
clar, a part del director de tesi també he tingut dos supervisors al Servei Meteorològic
de Catalunya, en Roger Veciana i en Josep Ramon Miró, i penso que també n’hauria
de parlar al començament. D’en Roger hauria de començar dient que bona part del que
he après de programació li dec a ell? O bé hauria d’encarar-ho des d’un vessant més
personal i dir que m’ha contagiat la seva empenta, que m’ha ajudat i orientat sempre
que ho he necessitat i que he tingut sempre la seva confiança? I d’en JR què n’hauria
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les preguntes adients per continuar endavant i millorar? També podria afegir per tancar
aquesta part que a casa s’ha convertit en el proveïdor oficial d’oli d’oliva, però potser això
ja distaria una mica del que caldria posar en uns agraïments. Potser hauria de tancar el
primer paràgraf parlant de l’Abdel Sairouni i agrair-li la confiança i el suport que m’ha
mostrat sempre des del primer dia.

En aquest punt penso que hauria de fer referència al Francesc Gallart, al Jérôme
Latron i a la Pilar Llorens per donar-me l’oportunitat de fer pràctiques al seu grup de
l’IDAEA, on també vaig poder conèixer en Carles Cayuela, tot un exemple a seguir, i
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estaria pensant què posar en uns agraïments d’una tesi. Però bé, potser això ho hauria de
posar després de comentar els dos llocs on he fet el doctorat, el Servei Meteorològic de
Catalunya i la Facultat de Física de la Universitat de Barcelona. Podria començar dient
que ha estat un honor poder fer una part de la tesi a l’SMC i després agrair a tots els
companys l’acollida, i potser fer menció d’aquells amb qui he compartit més temps. Seria
millor començar pels de la cinquena planta o bé pels de la quarta? A la cinquena és on
treballava i on he compartit taula amb el SergioCastillo, el Francesc Roura i l’Anna Soler.
On també he pogut conèixer al Nico, la Patri, el Tomeu, la Helen, l’Oriol, i després en
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hauria d’agrair l’acollida, en especial al Santi, a la Montse i al Sergio. A la quarta és
on hi ha tota la gent de RAM, que també em van acollir i ajudar en el que calgués, i
podria posar que en especial els Jordis, i fer una mica de broma dient que no són pas
els activistes, sinó el Jordi Mercader i el Jordi Moré, però bé, potser una mica agafada
amb pinces. A la quarta planta també hi ha la gent de SOM, sense els quals no hauria
disposat de bona part de les dades d’aquesta tesi i fer una menció especial a la Xènia i al
Ricard. Ara hauria de buscar una manera d’enllaçar amb la facultat i crec que ho podria
fer a partir dels esmorzars. Dir que els divendres a l’SMC hi havia esmorzar, podríem
dir especial, i llavors enllaçar-ho amb els super esmorzars de la Facultat i mencionar
els increïbles pastissos del Jordi i la resta de postres i dolços que anaven portant tots
els companys del DAM-Nyam. I així podria començar a agrair a tots els companys
de departament la seva acollida, les bones estones a la saleta, que tinguessis el dia que
tinguessis sempre t’animaven. I acabar fent menció de la Mireia, la Yolanda, el Jordi,
el Joan, el Gabi, el Dani, la Chloé, el Richard, l’Àngela, el Javi, la Froila i la Marina. I
llavors crec que així tancaria el segon paràgraf.

Al final veig que és un costum acabar amb els agraïments de caire més personal.
I aquí em venen uns quants noms a qui els he d’agrair moltes coses. Potser podria
començar pels MeteoFreaks, l’Anna, la Maria i l’Oriol, i dir que han estat uns referents
per a mi i que amb qui compartir etapa de doctorand ha fet que la tesi sigui molt més
portable. Per totes les estones i risses™ compartides. I em ve al cap que amb l’Anna hem
compartit un congrés, el meu primer de fet, on vaig poder conèixer en Wael, que després
va venir a Barcelona i amb qui vaig compartir despatx un estiu i una sortida de camp a
la Cerdanya. Dit això podria seguir amb els amics de la carrera i dir que malgrat els
anys, no ens hem deixat de veure. Tot i estar mig dispersats per Europa, aquesta Europa
que ens mira, dir que els del Tots entre tots s’han interessat sempre per com m’anava tot.
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Abstract

Precipitation phase discrimination at ground level constitutes a fundamental variable in
many meteorological and hydrological applications, including avalanche hazards, winter
road safety, and flooding from rain on snow events. Discrimination of the precipitation
phase at surface level has been widely studied following different approaches ranging
from decision tree algorithms based on vertical temperature profiles parameters, to ma-
chine learning algorithms through schemes relying on microphysical parameterisations.
However, precipitation phase discrimination is still challenging, specially at temperature
close to freezing point. Several studies pointed out research gaps regarding this topic
and the present thesis aims to make its small contribution to some of them. In addi-
tion, this thesis comes from the need to provide the Meteorological Service of Catalonia
with an adjusted and verified precipitation phase discrimination product for diagnosing
and nowcasting purposes. In order to achieve both kind of requirements six specific
objectives were set and upon which this thesis was structured. These are the following:

• SO1. Obtention of a dynamic interpolation scheme suitable for complex terrain,
and high spatial and temporal resolution.

• SO2. Evaluation and adjustment of different schemes and meteorological vari-
ables to diagnose discrimination of the surface precipitation phase.

• SO3. Assessment of citizen science and crowd sourced observations for monitor-
ing snow events.

• SO4. Development and evaluation of different schemes to nowcast discrimina-
tion of the precipitation phase.

• SO5. Evaluation of ensemble techniques to nowcast discrimination of the pre-
cipitation phase.
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• SO6. Implementation of a precipitation phase product in an operational chain.

The present thesis is based in a compendium of three scientific publications and three
major blocks were defined following each publication. The storyline of the thesis is first
based on obtaining spatial surface information from point meteorological observations.
Then, the spatial information is used to estimate precipitation phase for diagnosing pur-
poses. And finally, include extrapolation techniques and numerical weather prediction
models to nowcast the precipitation phase with a forecast lead time of 180 minutes.

The first block of the thesis presents a methodology to interpolate high spatially and
temporally resolved meteorological observations. Interpolation techniques have been
widely studied and verified for daily and monthly observations, but limited for hourly
or sub-hourly time scales. At these scales, observations tend to be more irregular and
present higher variability as they are influenced by weather conditions, such as the pres-
ence of fog banks or thermal inversions. For this reason, an adaptive interpolation sys-
tem was proposed. It is based on the combination of three elements: clustering, multiple
linear regression, and residual correction. Meteorological observations are first divided
in several clusters of variable size to separate areas prone to be affected by different
weather conditions. A multiple linear regression is calculated for each cluster and then
compared against an MLR that considers all data. It is in this step where the proposed
system plays its role. The system, based on interpolation errors, decides which MLR
uses in each cluster: that calculated using the stations of the cluster only or that us-
ing all stations available. The adaptive character of the system lays on using different
number of clusters and test all them every time an interpolation is conducted. The sys-
tem was successfully applied in three European regions, and results indicate a reduction
of RMSE when the proposed interpolation system is used compared to using a single
MLR considering all stations.

Once the step to interpolate point meteorological observations is achieved, the the-
sis focuses on discrimination of the precipitation phase in the following two blocks.
The second block evaluates different precipitation phase discrimination schemes based
on surface observations for diagnosing purposes. These schemes set thresholds on me-
teorological variables upon which precipitation is classified as rain, mixed or snow. In
order to perform the evaluation of the schemes around 7700 quality-controlled observa-
tions of precipitation phase were gathered from different sources concerning Catalonia.
According to the verification results, the schemes including air saturation conditions
perform best, that is wet bulb temperature or combining air temperature with relative
humidity. When analysing the schemes for specific snowfall events, a certain variability
among the optimum thresholds was identified. This lead to suggest a range of thresh-
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olds when monitoring snowfall events. In addition, apart from the quality-controlled
observations, citizen science and crowd sourced observations were also collected and
evaluated showing both advantages and limitations.

The third block of the thesis is also focused on precipitation phase determination,
but in this case for nowcasting purposes. Apart from considering surface precipitation
phase discrimination schemes, algorithms based on vertical temperature profiles, which
play a key role on determining precipitation phase at ground level, were also considered.
According to the threshold and performance variability observed when diagnosing pre-
cipitation phase and based on previous studies, combinations of algorithms were also
taken into account in this block. The performance of the different algorithms and their
combinations was assessed in eight low-altitude snowfall events reported in Catalonia
between 2010 and 2021. Verification results showed that a combination of algorithms
is preferable as it may provide a wide perspective to forecasters during precipitation
phase transitions. In addition, this block included the implementation of a probabilistic
methodology to nowcast the precipitation field.

The results obtained in the present thesis allowed to adjust and improve the real-
time precipitation phase discrimination at the Meteorological Service of Catalonia. In
addition, a nowcasting of precipitation phase product was also developed and opera-
tionally implemented. The results may also contribute to add a new verification dataset
for precipitation phase discrimination purposes, together with the evaluation of precip-
itation phase schemes with interpolated meteorological variables and the development
of spatially resolved products.
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Resum

Discriminar el tipus de precipitació a la superfície és una informació fonamental en di-
verses aplicacions meteorològiques i hidrològiques, com ara el perill d’allaus, la seguretat
a la carretera durant condicions hivernals, o les inundacions provocades per pluges so-
bre superfícies nevades. Una gran varietat d’estudis s’han centrat en la discriminació del
tipus de precipitació a la superfície mitjançant diferents tècniques, des d’arbres de de-
cisió basats en paràmetres de perfils verticals de temperatura fins a algoritmes basats en
intel·ligència artificial, passant per esquemes amb parametritzacions de microfísica. Tot
i així, la discriminació del tipus de precipitació a la superfície continua sent un repte,
especialment quan la temperatura és propera al 0°C. Diversos estudis han enumerat un
seguit de mancances relacionades amb la discriminació del tipus de precipitació i aquesta
tesi pretén aportar el seu granet de sorra en algun d’ells. A més, la tesi també neix de
la necessitat del Servei Meteorològic de Catalunya de disposar d’un producte ajustat i
verificat per classificar la precipitació en pluja, aiguaneu i neu, tant a nivell de diagnosi
com a predicció a molt curt termini. Per tal d’assolir els dos tipus de requeriment s’han
definit un total de sis objectius específics (OE) a partir dels quals s’ha estructurat la tesi.
Són els següents:

• OE1. Obtenció d’un sistema d’interpolació adaptatiu per a terreny complex, i per
a altes resolucions temporals i espacials.

• OE2. Avaluació i ajust de diferents esquemes i variables meteorològiques per
diagnosticar la discriminació del tipus de precipitació en la superfície.

• OE3. Avaluació de les observacions obtingudes a partir de la ciència ciutadana
per al monitoratge de nevades a cotes baixes.

• OE4. Desenvolupament i avaluació de diferents esquemes per a la predicció a
molt curt termini del tipus de precipitació.
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• OE5. Avaluació de tècniques de conjunts per a la predicció a molt curt termini
del tipus de precipitació.

• OE6. Implementació operativa d’un producte per discriminar el tipus de precip-
itació en la superfície.

Aquesta tesi està basada en un compendi de tres articles científics i, per tant, s’han
definit tres blocs seguint cadascuna de les publicacions. El guió d’aquesta tesi comença
amb l’obtenció d’informació espacial a partir d’observacions meteorològiques puntuals.
Després, amb aquesta informació s’estima el tipus de precipitació per a un producte de
diagnosi. Finalment, s’inclouen tècniques d’extrapolació i models numèrics de predicció
per tal d’obtenir una predicció a molt curt termini (180 minuts) del tipus de precipitació.

El primer bloc de la tesi presenta una metodologia per a interpolar observacions me-
teorològiques de superfície a una alta resolució temporal i espacial. Hi ha multitud de
tècniques d’interpolació i totes han estat a bastament estudiades per a escales diàries o
mensuals. Ara bé, els estudis centrats en la verificació per a escales temporals més petites,
com ara horàries o 30-minutals són més escassos. A aquestes escales les observacions
tendeixen a presentar molta variabilitat, ja que es veuen notablement influenciades per
les condicions meteorològiques, ja sigui la presència de bancs de boira o d’inversions
tèrmiques. Per aquesta raó, s’ha proposat un sistema d’interpolació dinàmic. Està basat
en la combinació de tres elements: agrupació (clustering), regressió lineal múltiple, i cor-
recció dels residus. Primer, les observacions meteorològiques es divideixen en diferents
grups de mides diferents amb la intenció de separar zones que tendeixen a presentar
condicions meteorològiques diferents. Per a cada agrupació es calcula una regressió lin-
eal múltiple i després es compara amb una regressió lineal múltiple obtinguda amb totes
les estacions. És en aquest punt on entra en joc el sistema d’interpolació proposat. El
sistema, tenint en compte els errors de la interpolació, decideix quina regressió lineal
múltiple fa servir per a cada agrupació. O bé la calculada només amb les estacions que
es troben dins l’agrupació, o bé la que considera totes les estacions. El caràcter adap-
tatiu del sistema recau en la utilització de diferents nombres d’agrupacions, testejant-les
totes cada vegada que es vol fer una interpolació. El sistema s’ha verificat de forma sat-
isfactòria a tres regions europees i els resultats indiquen una reducció de l’error quadràtic
mitjà en comparació a fer servir una sola regressió lineal múltiple fent servir totes les
estacions.

Una vegada s’ha obtingut una metodologia per a la interpolació d’observacions mete-
orològiques, la tesi se centra en la discriminació del tipus de precipitació en els següents
dos blocs. El segon bloc avalua diferents esquemes basats en observacions de superfí-
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cie per a discriminar el tipus de precipitació. Aquests esquemes estableixen llindars a
variables meteorològiques a partir dels quals la precipitació es classifica en pluja, aigua-
neu i neu. Per tal de fer aquesta avaluació s’han emprat al voltant de 7700 observacions
del tipus de precipitació obtingudes de diverses fonts oficials. Els resultats de la ver-
ificació indiquen que els esquemes que inclouen informació respecte a les condicions
de saturació de l’aire presenten un millor comportament, com ara la temperatura del
termòmetre humit o la combinació de temperatura de l’aire i humitat relativa. Ara bé,
quan s’analitzen els esquemes de discriminació per a esdeveniments concrets s’observa
una certa variabilitat entre els llindars utilitzats. Això suggereix considerar un rang de
llindars, i no només uns d’establerts, per al monitoratge de nevades. A més a més, a part
de les observacions de fonts oficials, s’han tingut en compte observacions obtingudes a
partir de ciència ciutadana mostrant-ne els avantatges i les limitacions.

El tercer bloc de la tesi també està enfocat a la discriminació del tipus de precip-
itació, però en aquest cas no per a la diagnosi sinó per a la predicció a molt curt termini.
A part de considerar els esquemes de discriminació del tipus de precipitació basats en
observacions de superfície, també es tenen en compte algoritmes basats en perfils verti-
cals de temperatura. Aquests tenen un paper important a l’hora de determinar el tipus
de precipitació en superfície. Tenint en compte la variabilitat observada al segon bloc
pel que fa als llindars de discriminació i en estudis anteriors, també es consideren com-
binacions de diferents algoritmes. La verificació dels esquemes de forma individual i les
seves combinacions es realitza a partir de vuit episodis de nevades a cotes baixes ocor-
reguts a Catalunya entre el 2010 i el 2021. Els resultats mostren que una combinació
d’algoritmes és preferible, ja que pot proporcionar un punt de vista més ampli als pre-
dictors durant transicions de tipus de precipitació. A més a més, aquest bloc inclou la
implementació d’una metodologia probabilística per a la predicció a molt curt termini
del camp de precipitació.

Els resultats obtinguts en aquesta tesi han permès ajustar i millorar el producte
de discriminació del tipus de precipitació en temps real del Servei Meteorològic de
Catalunya. A més, també s’ha desenvolupat i implementat de forma operativa la predic-
ció a molt curt termini del tipus de precipitació. Els resultats de la tesi també poden
contribuir a afegir una nova verificació de metodologies per discriminar el tipus de pre-
cipitació, juntament amb l’ús de dades interpolades per a la discriminació del tipus de
precipitació en comptes de dades d’observades.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview
Precipitation, as defined in the AMS Glossary (AMS, 2022), is all hydrometeors formed
in the atmosphere, including liquid, solid, or a combination of the two, that are large enough to
fall as a result of gravity. These hydrometeors play a critical role in the global water and
energy cycle of Earth (Huntington, 2006; Schneider et al., 2014). It is precipitation the
primary source of freshwater and drives the responses of hydrological, ecological, and
atmospheric systems. Due to its importance, precipitation has long suscitated the inter-
est of the scientific community and has been measured and observed in many different
ways. Examples of instruments providing point observations are rain gauges, disdrom-
eters and vertically pointing Doppler radars (Peters et al., 2002). On the other hand,
single and dual polarisation weather radars provide spatial observations of precipitation
(Bech & Chau, 2012), together with space-borne microwave sensors (Tropical Rainfall
Measurement Mission, Kummerow et al. (1998); Global Precipitation Measurement
Mission, Hou et al. (2014)). In most cases, precipitation is not studied as a whole
but their associated characteristics, such as amount or distribution (Cortesi et al., 2012;
Gonzalez & Bech, 2017), and their consequences, such as floods (Cortès et al., 2018;
del Moral et al., 2020) or droughts (Livada & Assimakopoulos, 2007; Caloiero et al.,
2018).

Phase is one of the associated characteristics of precipitation, and it is the one
the present thesis is devoted to. Precipitation phase and its correct determination at
ground level is critical in many meteorological, climatological and hydrological applica-
tions across manifold scientific fields. It is crucial for the correction of rain gauge mea-

1
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Fig. 1.1: Different temperature profiles and corresponding precipitation phase at ground level. (a) corre-
sponds to rain, (b) to snow and (c) highlights the uncertainty involving the precipitation phase determina-
tion and the difficulty to predict it with only surface observations. The black line represents the temperature
profile and the blue dotted one for the mixing ratio. H stands for sensible heat, LE for latent heat of evap-
oration, f(sat) for function of saturation, and r for mixing ratio. [Figure 2 from Harpold et al. (2017b)]

surements in winter conditions (Rasmussen et al., 2012; Thériault et al., 2012; Buisán
et al., 2017); for winter road safety (Andrey et al., 2003; Stewart et al., 2004; Papagian-
naki et al., 2013); for the prediction of the timing and magnitude of surface runoff and
streamflows (?); for the study of the surface energy budget (Box et al., 2012); and for
climate change studies (Marty & Meister, 2012; Irannezhad et al., 2017; Hynčica &
Huth, 2019).

Precipitation phase at ground level is influenced by multiple factors including verti-
cal temperature profiles and precipitation characteristics (Bourgouin, 2000; Kain et al.,
2000; Thériault et al., 2010), the elevation of a melting layer (Minder et al., 2011),
the interaction between hydrometeors (Stewart, 1992; Kienzle, 2008), the wind speed
(Matsuo & Sasyo, 1981; Harder & Pomeroy, 2013), or atmospheric stability (Thériault
& Stewart, 2007), among others (Figure 1.1). Accounting for all the processes involved
in the knowledge of the precise nature of precipitation phase, its discrimination among
different types is still challenging. For this reason, different methodologies have been
proposed to estimate precipitation phase at ground level including surface based ob-
servations, remote sensing observations and atmospheric information (Harpold et al.,
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Fig. 1.2: Map of Catalonia showing the main orographic features and the position of the region in Europe.

2017b), and further details can be found in Section 1.2.3. One of these methodologies
consists on establishing a threshold to a meteorological variable upon which precipi-
tation is classified as rain, sleet or snow. It is the case of the Meteorological Service
of Catalonia, which implemented the methodology proposed in Gjertsen & Ødegaard
(2005) based on Koistinen & Saltikoff (1998).

Catalonia is located in the NE Iberian Peninsula and is bordered by the Mediter-
ranean Sea to the E and S, the Ebre Valley to the W and the Pyrenees mountain range
to the N (Figure 1.2). It is the Pyrenees and Pre-Pyrenees, with peaks exceeding 3,000
m above sea level, where snowfall commonly occurs from late autumn to early spring.
However, it occasionally takes place in lower altitude areas where population is concen-
trated and major disruption to transport and socioeconomic activities can occur, as the
2010 heavy snowfall event (Bech et al., 2003; Llasat et al., 2014). As an example of
the sporadic nature of these events, only 16 snowfall events were reported in Barcelona
City between 1949 and 2009 (Aran et al., 2010). Fernandez (2016) reported 9 high
societal impact snowfall events in Catalonia between 1981 and 2015. Although these
events rarely occur, they can cause substantial turmoil due to vulnerable infrastructures
and high population density areas being affected. For this reason, the Meteorological
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Service of Catalonia decided to implement a methodology to discriminate precipita-
tion phase at ground level to better monitor snowfall events. Still, its verification and
adjustment have been very limited (Bech et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2014).

Themotivation of the present thesis under the IndustrialDoctorate Programme frame-
work comes from the need to evaluate and adjust the surface precipitation phase product
available at the SMC as thresholds to discriminate precipitation phase changes across
the Northern Hemisphere (Jennings et al., 2018). Furthermore, the Industrial Doctorate
Programme project includes one step forward, the nowcasting of the precipitation phase
to improve the monitoring of low altitude snowfall events. Apart from the two project
deliverables, the present thesis also intends to do its part in three research gaps: to test
precipitation discrimination schemes using regionalised meteorological variables rather
than observed (Froidurot et al., 2014), the verification of current precipitation phase
discrimination schemes with the inclusion of relative humidity information (Froidurot
et al., 2014; Harpold et al., 2017b), and the development of spatially resolved products
(Harpold et al., 2017b).

1.2 State of the art

1.2.1 Spatial interpolation of surface observations

Meteorological surface observations are usually measured with manned and automatic
weather stations, commonly sparsely distributed over a region, conforming a network
from which weather conditions can be obtained. These irregularly spaced stations pro-
vide information from specific locations, but continuous fields are generally necessary for
a large number of subjects: climate analysis (Nastos et al., 2013; Mathbout et al., 2018),
severe weather surveillance (Gjertsen & Ødegaard, 2005; Rogelis & Werner, 2013) or
agrometeorological applications (Webb et al., 2016; Viggiano et al., 2019). For this rea-
son, spatial interpolation techniques are implemented to obtain high resolution gridded
fields.

The interpolation techniques can be classified into methods based only on the vari-
able of interest and methods including additional information, which account for cause
and effect relationships. Two examples of the first kind of interpolation methods are the
so-called inverse of the distance (Cressman, 1959; Barnes, 1964; Lu&Wong, 2008) and
ordinary kriging (Cressie, 1990). On the other hand, linear regression and kriging with
external drift are two interpolation techniques that relate the variable to estimate with
other parameters, such as precipitation or temperature with altitude (Kutner et al., 2005;
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Table 1.1: List of selected hydrometeors and their description from WMO (2017b) and AMS (2022).

Hydrometeor Description
Drizzle Fairly uniform precipitation of very fine drops of water very

close to one another that falls from a cloud not exceeding 0.5
mm of diameter.

Rain Precipitation of drops of water that falls from a cloud equal
or exceeding 0.5 mm of diameter.

Snow Precipitation of ice crystals, singly or stuck together, that falls
from a cloud.

Ice pellets Precipitation of transparent ice particles that falls from a
cloud. These particles are usually spheroidal or irregular, and
rarely conical. Their diameter is less than 5 mm.

Hail Precipitation of particles of ice (hailstones). These can be ei-
ther transparent, or partly or completely opaque. They are
usually spheroidal, conical or irregular in form, and generally
5−50 mm in diameter. The particles may fall from a cloud
either separately or agglomerated in irregular lumps.

Lanfredi et al., 2015).
A further step in spatial interpolation is using residual or anomaly correction which

forces the interpolated field values to be that of observations at their locations. This
correction is not restricted to observation points, but a residual correction field can also
be obtained through spatial interpolation which usually improves the performance of
the interpolated field (Stahl et al., 2006; Joly et al., 2011; Szymanowski & Kryza, 2012;
Piazza et al., 2015).

1.2.2 Present weather observations

Present weather is a description of the weather phenomena present at the time of obser-
vation (WMO, 2018). This kind of observations is qualitative and, according to WMO
(2018) can be categorised into precipitation, atmospheric obscurity and suspensoids,
and other weather events. Precipitation is labelled depending on its character, type and
intensity. However, the present study focused on its type which includes rain, drizzle,
snow, ice pellets, and hail, among others (WMO, 2017b). An example of this classifi-
cation can be seen in Table 1.1.

Precipitation phase observations can be obtained either through trained human ob-
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Fig. 1.3: OTT Parsivel 2 disdrometer from University of Barcelona (center) and an automated weather
station from the SMC (right) located in Das, La Cerdanya (Pyrenees).

servers or automatic sensors specifically designed for this purpose, such as optical dis-
drometers (Bloemink & Lanzinger, 2005; Löffler-Mang & Blahak, 2001) (Figure 1.3).
Regarding observations from trained observers, they are usually reported from airports
andmanned observatories. Both automatic andmanned observations are generally com-
piled from more than 20,000 stations (METAR and SYNOP) in the Integrated Surface
Database (ISD, Smith et al. (2011)).

Apart from the official sources of present weather observations, citizen science and
crowdsourcing experienced an increasing role in recent years in Earth observation top-
ics (Fritz et al., 2017). Examples of user friendly applications for citizens to report
weather observations are CoCoRaHS (Reges et al., 2016) and mPING (Elmore et al.,
2014). However, the use of social networks is starting to feature as a weather observation
source. “Snowtweets” (King et al., 2009) or “Picking up Hailstones” (Farnell & Rigo,
2020) (Figure 1.4) are two examples of successful campaigns to encourage citizen par-
ticipation in reporting snow and hail size, respectively. Nevertheless, non-conventional
sources must be taken with care due to their inherent issues, such as location and time
uncertainties (Schuster et al., 2005; Saltikoff et al., 2010; Reeves et al., 2014).
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Fig. 1.4: ”Picking up hailstones” Meteorological Service of Catalonia banner to encourage citizen partici-
pation in reporting hail size. [Source: SMC]

1.2.3 Precipitation phase discrimination

Precipitation phase discrimination at the surface level has been widely studied, that is,
classifying precipitation among the liquid (e.g., rain and drizzle), freezing (e.g., freez-
ing rain, and rain and snow mixed) or frozen (e.g., snow, hail and ice pellets) categories.
Numerous approaches have been considered to address this problem. A rather simple
but effective methodology to discriminate rain and snow is threshold-based schemes
based on near-surface variables. However, more complex ones, which are able to clas-
sify a wider range of precipitation types, deal with hydrometeor mixing ratios at ground
level aided by microphysics parameterisations (Thompson et al., 2008). Implicitly, these
methodologies are also constrained on the available information. For example, instru-
mentation such as dual-polarisation weather radars (Chandrasekar et al., 2013; Thomp-
son et al., 2014) or vertically pointing Doppler radars (Garcia-Benadí et al., 2020, 2021)
allow to directly measure parameters from which precipitation phase can be estimated.
On the other hand, if vertical temperature profiles, either modelled or observed, are
available, different algorithms can be applied to infer the precipitation phase at surface
level.

The present thesis, according to the available observations and instrumentation, fo-
cused on two specific types of methodologies: those based on surface observations and
those on vertical temperature profiles.

Surface observation based methods

Methodologies relying only on surface observations present the limitation of being able
to classify precipitation among three types: rain, snow and a mixture of both (here-
after, mixed). However, the simplicity and effectiveness of these methods make them a
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suitable option to discriminate precipitation between rain and snow. But how do they
work? These methodologies establish different thresholds to meteorological variables
upon which precipitation phase is classified. For example, if one threshold is set and
precipitation falls above it, precipitation is classified as rain, otherwise as snow. When
two thresholds are set, then precipitation can be classified among rain, snow and mixed.

Several meteorological variables have been evaluated in different studies to discrim-
inate precipitation phase: air temperature (Liu, 2008; Feiccabrino & Lundberg, 2009),
dew point temperature (Feiccabrino & Lundberg, 2009; Marks et al., 2013), wet bulb
temperature (Froidurot et al., 2014; Behrangi et al., 2018) or a combination of air tem-
perature and relative humidity (Koistinen & Saltikoff, 1998). These studies are usually
based on point observations, but their results can also be implemented to observations
interpolated or NWP model fields and derive a precipitation phase classification over
extensive areas. This is the case of Gjertsen & Ødegaard (2005) in Norway, Sims & Liu
(2015) in the precipitation phase product of the GPM product and Tang et al. (2018)
on the contiguous United States (CONUS).

These methodologies have the advantage of being easy to implement, but at the
same time present the inconvenience that they do not account for what is happening
to precipitation before reaching the ground. Bourgouin (2000), Kain et al. (2000) and
Heymsfield et al. (2021) stated that vertical temperature profiles and processes affecting
precipitation above the surface play a key role on determining the precipitation phase.
However, if discrimination of precipitation phase is narrowed to rain and snow, these
methodologies provide a reasonable trade-off between its simplicity and effectiveness of
the results (Froidurot et al., 2014; Jennings et al., 2018; Ding et al., 2014).

Vertical temperature profile based methods

Methodologies including atmospheric information, such as vertical temperature pro-
files, allow to take into consideration the conditions affecting hydrometeors before they
reach the ground, which present a key role on determining the precipitation phase at
surface level (Bourgouin, 2000). These kinds of methodologies usually first determine
which type of hydrometeors can be found or form in clouds, and then evaluate their
phase change along their path to the surface. These phase changes depend on multiple
factors, such as the position of the 0°C isotherm (Minder et al., 2011), the collision
processes between hydrometeors (Stewart, 1992), and the latent heat exchange with
the environment during the melting and freezing of precipitation (Thériault & Stewart,
2010).

Different approaches have been proposed to consider the processes affecting the
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Fig. 1.5: Different types of wet bulb temperature profiles used in Schuur et al. (2012) to classify precipita-
tion types. T corresponds to wet bulb temperature; H to height; H0 depict the heights of the 0°C crossing
points in the profiles; Tws to surface wet bulb temperature; Twmin and Twmax to the thresholds for the
maximum and minimum acceptable temperature in the cold and warm layers, respectively. Type 1 (a) cor-
responds to snow, Type 2 (b) to rain or wet snow, Type 3 (c) to ice pellets or rain, and Type 4 (d) to freezing
rain or ice pellets. [Figure 4 from Schuur et al. (2012)]

phase of precipitation. One of these approaches evaluates the thickness and average
virtual temperature of different layers limited by four specific pressure surfaces to clas-
sify precipitation phase, together with surface information (Keeter & Cline, 1991; Zerr,
1997). However, it presents the drawback that information from all four pressure lev-
els is mandatory, otherwise no precipitation phase estimation is provided. Other ap-
proaches focus on vertical thermodynamic profiles, either observed or modelled, which
estimate first the type of hydrometeors at the precipitation generation layer and then
calculates hydrometeor phase changes accounting for several effects and nature of the
profiles. For example, an algorithm proposed in Ramer (1993) determines the initial
ice fraction of hydrometeors being 0 for supercooled droplets and 1 for ice. Then, using
wet bulb temperature profile, air pressure and relative humidity values establishes the ice
fraction change of different layers from the precipitation generation level to the surface.
A positive change indicates refreezing of hydrometeors, otherwise melting. Depending
on the ice fraction reaching the surface, precipitation is classified. Other examples of
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vertical thermodynamic profiles algorithms are those based on melting and refreezing
energies, that is, accounting for the presence of warm and cold layers. This is the case of
the algorithms proposed by Baldwin et al. (1994) based on wet bulb temperature pro-
files and by Bourgouin (2000) based on air temperature profiles. Schuur et al. (2012)
proposed an algorithm using also wet bulb temperature profiles, but in this case based
on the number of crossing points of 0°C and 2-m temperature (Figure 1.5).

Another approach is to use advanced microphysics parameterisations that explicitly
resolve cloud, water vapor and precipitation processes. For example, in the WRF model
there are different available schemes (Skamarock et al., 2019). These include the one
proposed by Hong et al. (2004) which is a single-moment 3-class microphysics scheme
that considers ice-phase and ice sedimentation parameterisations, and the one proposed
by Thompson et al. (2008) which uses a microphysics bulk scheme with double-moment
ice and rain and was developed for mid-latitude snowfall conditions in a convection-
permitting grid scale.

1.2.4 Nowcasting precipitation and surface observations

Nowcasting is defined in WMO (2017a) as forecasting with local detail, by any method,
over a period from the present to 6 hours ahead, including a detailed description of the present
weather. Most of the nowcasting systems are focused on the prediction of precipita-
tion and convective activity. Even meteorological variables such as temperature, relative
humidity or wind have not been considered as themselves but as a mean for predicting
convective developments (Haiden et al., 2011). However, nowcasting of wind speed and
gust can be critical for aviation applications, such as determination of crosswinds, to-
gether with air temperature and relative humidity for visibility and fog related phenom-
ena (Isaac et al., 2014b; Huang et al., 2012). Therefore, there is a need for nowcasting
other meteorological variables apart from precipitation.

Most of the nowcasting systems are based on persistence or trends of observations
which tend to result superior to NWP models for the first forecast hours (Bowler et al.,
2006; Simonin et al., 2017). In case of precipitation, Eulerian or Lagrangian persis-
tence and different advection schemes are the most common techniques, as done for the
Nimrod system (Golding, 1998) or in STEPS (Seed, 2003), recently implemented in
Python by Pulkkinen et al. (2019). In case of other meteorological variables, such as
temperature or relative humidity, nowcasting is usually obtained considering an analysis
field and the forecast variations of the analogous NWP fields as done in INCA (Haiden
et al., 2011) and in Huang et al. (2012). In addition, methodologies including artificial
intelligence and machine learning techniques are also emerging in the nowcasting field,
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such as McGovern et al. (2017) for high-impact weather, Lagerquist et al. (2019) for
prediction of synoptic-scale fronts, or Ravuri et al. (2021) for weather radar precipitation
advection.

Another approach for nowcasting systems is the use of NWP models with data
assimilation techniques. These may include, for example, radar information to relate
reflectivity with hydrometeor properties of precipitation (Dowell et al., 2011). Perfor-
mance of techniques using data assimilation is expected to improve that of extrapolation,
except for the first steps of the forecast (Pierce et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2014).

1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 General objectives

Monitoring and surveillance of snowfall events in Catalonia (NE Iberian Peninsula),
specially those affecting low altitude areas, require different tools to improve emergency
management, together with the diagnostic and nowcasting of the precipitation phase
during these events. Catalonia experienced snowfalls that caused high socio-economic
impacts, such as in March 2010 (Bech et al., 2013; Llasat et al., 2014) or the so-called
Storm Filomena in January 2021, where an accurate diagnostic and nowcasting surface
precipitation phase product could have aided the forecasters during the monitoring of
these events. The discrimination of precipitation phase has been addressed following
different strategies including surface observations (Froidurot et al., 2014; Dai, 2008)
and vertical temperature profiles derived from NWP models (Manikin, 2005; Wan-
dishin et al., 2005). Therefore, these schemes should be evaluated in order to select
the most appropriate one for two different purposes: diagnostic and nowcasting of the
precipitation phase.

However, a robust and large database of precipitation phase observations is needed to
obtain an accurate evaluation of the different schemes. These observations can be gath-
ered from NIVOBS (Gavaldà et al., 2014; Apodaka et al., 2018), ISD (Smith et al.,
2011), Parsivel observations (Bloemink & Lanzinger, 2005; Gonzalez et al., 2019) and
observers from XOM (Ripoll et al., 2016). Apart from these sources, crowd-sourced
data from social networks like Twitter, successfully used in other meteorological situa-
tions (Farnell & Rigo, 2020), and spotters from XOM (Ripoll et al., 2016) should also
be explored.

Thereby, two general objectives (GO) were set from which the present thesis has
been constructed.
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• GO1. Adjustment and implementation of a diagnostic surface precipitation
phase product. The SMC had implemented a product to discriminate the pre-
cipitation phase but it has never been validated nor adjusted. Therefore, the vali-
dation of the current product together with the evaluation of different precipita-
tion phase schemes should result in an updated version of the product focusing on
three aspects: the interpolation methodology, the discrimination scheme, and the
thresholds used in the scheme. All this is done to obtain an accurate and robust
precipitation phase product.

• GO2. Development and implementation of a nowcasting surface precipita-
tion phase product. Based on the framework set during the implementation of
the diagnostic product, focus on a nowcasting product can also be addressed. The
work to be developed in this general objective comprises exploring different now-
casting tools not only regarding the precipitation phase but also the precipitation
field. Here the implementation of an operational nowcasting precipitation phase
product in the SMC is also considered.

1.3.2 Specific objectives

Based on the general objectives set, six specific objectives (SO) were defined to fulfill
the work of the present thesis. These are presented below.

• SO1. Obtention of a dynamic interpolation scheme suitable for complex ter-
rain, and high spatial and temporal resolution. Precipitation phase information
can be obtained for specific locations by applying discrimination schemes to obser-
vations from an AWS network. However, if spatial information of precipitation
phase is needed, an interpolation methodology must be set. This methodology
should account for complex terrain characteristics, high temporal resolution ob-
servations, which can present large variability, and, at the same time, deal with
high spatial resolution to properly capture precipitation phase transition areas.

• SO2. Evaluationandadjustmentofdifferent schemesandmeteorological vari-
ables to diagnose discrimination of the surface precipitation phase. Different
methodologies to diagnose precipitation phase based on surface observations have
been proposed in past studies, usually based on establishing thresholds to mete-
orological variables. Although one of them (Koistinen & Saltikoff, 1998) has
already been implemented in the SMC, verification studies have been very lim-
ited (Bech et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2014). Therefore, a need for validation and
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adjustment of threshold methodologies is required to provide the most accurate
discrimination available regarding the precipitation phase among rain, sleet and
snow.

• SO3. Assessment of citizen science and crowd sourced observations for mon-
itoring snow events. Non-conventional observations, such as those obtained
from citizen science have proved their value in reporting different meteorological
phenomena, such as hail (Farnell & Rigo, 2020) or tornadoes (Rodríguez et al.,
2021). Therefore, observations gathered from spotter networks or crowd-sourced
from social networks should be evaluated addressing the precipitation phase dis-
crimination problem. The SMC supports a weather surveillance spotter network
(XOM) which can be evaluated together with observations gathered from Twitter
social network.

• SO4. Development and evaluation of different schemes to nowcast discrimi-
nation of the precipitation phase. Vertical temperature profiles play a key role in
determining the precipitation phase at surface level. The nowcasting of precipita-
tion phase allows the inclusion of NWP models from which vertical temperature
profiles can be derived. Past studies have proposed different algorithms based on
temperature profiles to determine precipitation phase. Therefore, evaluation of
these algorithms together with threshold schemes based on the extrapolation of
surface meteorological observations is proposed.

• SO5. Evaluationof ensemble techniques tonowcast discriminationof thepre-
cipitation phase. Past studies noted that performance of precipitation phase
discrimination algorithms based on vertical temperature profiles presents certain
variability along the snowfall event or between different events. A combination
of algorithms is suggested to account for this variability. This approach is also
proposed in the present thesis combining not only vertical temperature related
algorithms but also those based on extrapolated surface observations.

• SO6. Implementationof aprecipitationphaseproduct inanoperational chain.
Considering the applied nature of a PhD Industrial project the ultimate reason
for the general and specific objectives is to operatively implement a diagnosing
and nowcasting product in the SMC. This operational chain should account for
the results obtained in the aforementioned objectives producing an accurate and
robust product.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis
The present thesis is built as a compendium of three publications and divided in five
chapters.

Chapter 1 includes the present section which includes the introduction divided in
an overview, the state of the art of the general topics addressed in the thesis and its
general and specific objectives. The following three chapters comprise the major part of
the thesis, including the three published papers. Chapter 2 addresses the interpolation
of surface meteorological observations at high temporal and spatial resolution scales
included in:

• Casellas, E., Bech, J., Veciana, R., Miró, J. R., Sairouni, A., & Pineda, N. (2020).
A meteorological analysis interpolation scheme for high spatial-temporal resolu-
tion in complex terrain. Atmospheric Research, 246, 105103.

Chapter 3 focuses on the evaluation and adjustment of different precipitation phase
scheme and their application for diagnosing purposes. This topic is addressed in:

• Casellas, E., Bech, J., Veciana, R., Pineda, N., Rigo, T., Miró, J. R., & Sairouni,
A. (2021). Surface precipitation phase discrimination in complex terrain. Journal
of Hydrology, 592, 125780.

Chapter 4 is analogous toChapter 3 but in this case focusing on nowcasting purposes
for both the precipitation field and precipitation phase. The paper comprising this study
is:

• Casellas, E., Bech, J., Veciana, R., Pineda, N., Miró, J. R., Moré, J., Rigo, T.
& Sairouni, A. (2021). Nowcasting the precipitation phase combining weather
radar data, surface observations, and NWP model forecasts. Quarterly Journal of
the Royal Meteorological Society, 147(739), 3135-3153.

The last chapter of the thesis, Chapter 5, includes the conclusions and gives answers
to the general and specific objectives set in Chapter 1. In addition, possible future lines
of research for the topics addressed in this thesis are sketched. Finally, two Appendix
conclude the present thesis. Firstly, in Appendix A the contributions made in scien-
tific journals, and poster presentations in congress and oral presentations in seminars
are listed. Secondly, Appendix B comprises the evaluation and verification of different
methodologies to refine air temperature and dew point temperature NWP model fields
from a coarse to high spatial resolution. This assessment constituted one of the first
steps to develop the study included in Chapter 4.



Chapter 2

Spatial interpolation of surface
observations

2.1 A meteorological analysis interpolation scheme for high
spatial-temporal resolution in complex terrain

2.1.1 Summary

In this paper the development of an interpolation scheme for sub-daily meteorological
observations is presented. Different interpolation approaches have been proposed for
daily and monthly observational data, but interpolation studies at hourly temporal scales
are much more limited. High temporal scale typically implies more irregular data due to
higher variability of weather conditions. For example, thermal inversions or fog banks
yield added difficulties for interpolation, since conditions over a region differ whether
they are affected by these phenomena or not. Therefore, the interpolation scheme pre-
sented in this paper aims to provide a meteorological analysis scheme suited for complex
terrain and high temporal resolution observations to face local isolated meteorological
phenomena.

How is this achieved? The presented scheme, “Meteorological field Interpolation
based on Clustered data Analysis” (MICA), combines three elements: clustering, mul-
tiple linear regression (MLR) and residual correction. The first element divides data in
different clusters of variable size aiming to separate regions prone to be concurrently af-
fected by dissimilar weather conditions. Then, a MLR is calculated for each cluster and
compared against a global MLR, which considers all data. Here is where MICA, based

15
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on interpolation errors, decides which MLR uses for a cluster: the one calculated with
data from the cluster only or that one calculated with all data. Therefore, the resultant
interpolated field may be composed of a global MLR model alone, a combination of
global MLR and cluster MLR models, or cluster MLR models only. Finally, a residual
correction field is subtracted from the estimated field to account for local effects. This
correction field is obtained by interpolating the difference between the estimated and
observed values at weather stations.

This interpolation schemewas applied to three European regions: Catalonia (Spain),
Emilia-Romagna (Italy) and Baden-Württemberg (Germany). The results, comparing
the application of MICA against a global MLR model, indicate a reduction of cross-
validation errors, being higher in Catalonia and Emilia-Romagna. This can be explained
due to their complex orography and the density of their AWS network compared to
those of Baden-Württemberg. In addition, study cases in the three regions showed that
the interpolation scheme is effective during fog and inversion conditions which yielded
a clear error reduction and a better representation of complex orography features. The
increase of middle and high altitude AWS station weight in MLR model calculation
and the increase of linearity when AWS data is clustered may explain the improvement
provided by the presented interpolation scheme.

2.1.2 Article

Casellas, E., Bech, J., Veciana, R., Miró, J. R., Sairouni, A., & Pineda, N. (2020).
A meteorological analysis interpolation scheme for high spatial-temporal resolution in
complex terrain. Atmospheric Research, 246, 105103.
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A B S T R A C T

An adaptive high-temporal resolution interpolation scheme for meteorological observations is presented. It stems
from a combination of linear regression, anomaly correction and clustering. A number of approaches to tackle
this problem for monthly and daily data have been proposed in the past, but interpolation studies at sub-daily
temporal scales are much more limited. Hourly and sub-hourly observational datasets use to present high
variability that may be related to different weather conditions. In the proposed methodology, rather than
considering the whole data set to perform the interpolation, data are divided in different clusters of variable size,
separating regions with potential dissimilar behaviour. A linear regression model is calculated for each cluster
and compared against a global model obtained considering all the observations. Only those clusters whose
regression model yields a reduction of errors compared to the global model are selected. The adaptive condition
lays on that several numbers of clusters are tested and the one that performs the best, in terms of Root Mean
Square Error, is selected every time an interpolation is conducted. The methodology presented provides gridded
analysis fields of hourly and sub-hourly intervals at 250 m of horizontal resolution. It was originally developed
for a complex terrain region (Catalonia, NE Spain), and it was also demonstrated in the German Land of Baden-
Württemberg and in the Italian region of Emilia-Romagna. Results show a reduction of cross-validation errors
using the leave-one-out method for air temperature and dew point temperature fields and a proper re-
presentation of complex orography features. The scheme presented is implemented in Python as pyMICA and it is
available as open-source software.

1. Introduction

High resolution gridded air temperature and relative humidity fields
are necessary for a large number of subjects, such as agrometeorological
applications (e.g. Webb et al., 2016; Le Roux et al., 2017; Viggiano
et al., 2019), climate analysis (e.g. Nastos et al., 2013; Liuzzo et al.,
2017; Mathbout et al., 2018) or severe weather surveillance (e.g.
Gjertsen and Ødegaard, 2005; Lowe et al., 2011; Bech et al., 2013;
Rogelis and Werner, 2013; Fehlmann et al., 2018). Air temperature and
relative humidity are usually measured over a region through a network
of irregularly spaced stations, from which continuous fields can be
obtained through spatial interpolation. Several interpolation techniques
are usually implemented for meteorological analysis. They can be
classified on methods based only on the variable of interest and
methods considering additional data, accounting for cause and effect
relationships. The former includes, for example, inverse of the distance

schemes (Cressman, 1959; Barnes, 1964; Lu and Wong, 2008) and or-
dinary kriging (Cressie, 1990). The latter includes, among others, linear
regression and kriging with external drift which often relates the vari-
able of interest with topographical parameters, such as precipitation or
air temperature with altitude (Kutner et al., 2005; Lanfredi et al., 2015).
Both methodologies can be implemented separately or in a com-

plementary way, which usually implies first a regression calculation
and then an interpolation of the regression residuals (Ninyerola et al.,
2000; Szymanowski et al., 2013; Kormos et al., 2018). This technique,
depending on the variable of interest to interpolate, tends to report
better results as obtained for air temperature by Stahl et al. (2006), Joly
et al. (2011) and Szymanowski and Kryza (2012). Interpolation per-
formance is dependant on the temporal resolution and spatial density of
the observations (Berndt and Haberlandt, 2018). Consequently, sub-
daily or hourly time scales imply typically more irregular data than
lower temporal resolution observations (i.e. monthly or daily data) due
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to higher variability of meteorological phenomena, such as thermal
inversions or fog, which yield added difficulties for interpolation.
Therefore, accounting for local effects is critical when interpolating
high time resolution observations, particularly in complex topography
areas. For this reason, residuals, which are the difference between the
predicted and observed values, can be used to force the interpolated
field values at station locations to be the same as that of observations.
Therefore, an anomaly correction of the residuals is often applied to the
resultant interpolated field, accounting for local and isolated effects
that may be disguised in regression and kriging models (Steinacker
et al., 2006). Note that the analysis of precipitation fields at hourly or
sub-hourly scale, given their high spatial variability in complex terrain,
requires not only point (rain gauge) measurements but also weather
radar observations (see for example Velasco-Forero et al. (2009) or
Sideris et al. (2014)). For this reason, precipitation analysis is not
considered here.
The main goal of this study is to provide a meteorological analysis

scheme suited for complex terrain and high temporal resolution ob-
servations able to deal with isolated local meteorological phenomena.
For this purpose, the interpolation scheme designed, based on the
combination of Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and anomaly cor-
rection (Ninyerola et al., 2000; Stahl et al., 2006; Kormos et al., 2018),
is aided by grouping weather stations in clusters similarly to Ninyerola
et al. (2007) in Spain, Joly et al. (2011) in France and Fick and Hijmans
(2017) at global scale. Therefore, the proposed strategy is threefold: (1)
classify weather stations in different clusters; (2) apply and verify the
interpolation methodology individually on the clusters; (3) dynamically
select the clusters that performs the best each time an interpolation is
conducted. The designed methodology is illustrated at three different
regions presenting different orographic and station density character-
istics: Catalonia in Spain, Baden-Württemberg in Germany and Emilia-
Romagna in Italy.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the three

study regions considered and the data used to illustrate the metho-
dology developed. Section 3 provides an overview of the interpolation
methodology. In Section 4 the analysis scheme proposed in this study is
presented in detail. The numbers of clusters applied, the air tempera-
ture and dew point temperature cross validation results, together with
case studies, for Catalonia, Baden-Württemberg and Emilia-Romagna
are presented in Section 5. Summary and conclusions are reported in
Section 6.

2. Data

Meteorological data considered in this study included air tempera-
ture, dew point temperature and relative humidity observations. Since
the linear regressions were computed using air and dew point tem-
perature, data from stations reporting relative humidity observations
were transformed to dew point values through Buck (1981). The dif-
ferent station networks considered are depicted in the following sub-
sections for each region of interest.

2.1. Catalonia

Located in the North-East of the Iberian Peninsula and with an ex-
tension about 32,000 km2 it is mostly characterized by a Mediterranean
climate. It is encompassed between the Pyrenees range to the North, the
Mediterranean Sea to the East and South and the Ebre Valley to the
West. Despite its relatively small area, Catalonia presents a notable
orographic variability. From the Pyrenees range summits above 3000 m
ASL (above sea level) to the coastal ranges from 500 to 1000 m ASL,
passing through extensive plains such as the Central Depression
(Fig. 1a). These irregularities contribute to strong temperature and
precipitation contrasts between interior regions (Martn-Vide et al.,
2008), where mean annual temperatures range from 0 °C to 17 °C and
mean annual precipitation from 400 mm to 1200 m depending on the

zone.
Meteorological station data were obtained from the automatic

weather stations (AWS) network, Xarxa d'Estacions Meteorolgiques
Automtiques (XEMA), managed and quality controlled by the
Meteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC) (Serra et al., 2016; Llabrés-
Brustenga et al., 2019). XEMA consists of 184 AWS that provide, among
other measurements, temperature and relative humidity data with 30-
min time resolution. XEMA stations are not uniformly distributed over
the region, with higher density (160 stations) in flat areas where po-
pulation is concentrated and lower density as altitude increases (Fig. 1).
A few number of AWS (12) are located in middle altitudes, between
1000 and 2000 m ASL and 12 stations are installed at high mountain
areas (Fig. 1b and c). In addition, due to complex orography, there are
several areas prone to the formation of cold pools in which the tem-
perature and humidity behaviour are difficult to characterize, such as in
La Cerdanya Valley (Pagès et al., 2017).

2.2. Baden-Württemberg

The Land of Baden-Württemberg is located in the South-West of
Germany with an extension of ~36,000 km2 and limited by the Rhine
Valley to the East and the Alps' foothills to the South. The region does
not present great orographic complexity except for the Black Forest
region where there are mountains reaching up to 1493 m ASL (Fig. 2a).
This Land is characterized by a humid continental climate with a mean
annual air temperature of 8.3 °C and a mean annual precipitation of
1000 mm, according to the German Climate Atlas (Kaspar et al., 2013).
Meteorological data, including air temperature and dew point

temperature observations were derived from the AWS network sup-
ported and maintained by the German Meteorological Service (DWD)
(Kaspar et al., 2013) and distributed by their Open Data Service (DWD
Climate Data Center, 2018). Baden-Württemberg holds a network of 62
AWS which are mostly located in flat areas below 500 m ASL and close
to populated areas (40) (Fig. 2b and c), 21 stations in middle altitudes
and 1 station above 1000 m ASL, installed in the Feldberg mountain in
the Black Forest region (Fig. 2b and c).

2.3. Emilia-Romagna

Encompassed between the Po river and the Apennines, and limited
to the East by the Adriatic Sea and with an extension of ~22,500 km2,
the Italian Emilia-Romagna region is characterized by a sharp oro-
graphic transition between the extensive Po Plain and the Apennines
(Fig. 3a). The highest summit, Monte Cimone (2165 m ASL), is located
in the southern part of the domain. The region presents a sub-
continental and cool temperate climate (Nistor, 2016) with a mean
annual air temperature range of 5 °C to 14 °C and a mean annual pre-
cipitation ranging of 600 mm to 2300 mm (Antolini et al., 2016).
Meteorological station data was provided by the Agenzia Regionale

per la prevenzione, l'ambiente e l'energia dell'Emilia-Romagna database
(ARPAE). ARPAE supports a weather station network including 188 air
temperature sensors, considering agrometeorological, urban and hy-
drometeorological stations (Fig. 3b). They are mostly located between 0
and 250 m in accordance with the orography of the region (Fig. 3c).
However, they are also densely deployed in the Apennine area, com-
prising altitudes from 250 m ASL to 1250 m ASL (Fig. 3b and c).

3. Overview of the interpolation methodology

3.1. Multiple linear regression (MLR)

A MLR model allows to linearly predict a response variable (de-
pendant) using different explanatory variables (independent). The MLR
model can be expressed as:
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= +y xi
k

k ik i
(1)

where yi is the dependent variable, in this case the meteorological
variable of interest, βk are the coefficients of linear regression, xik are
the independent or explanatory variables and εi are the residuals of the
regression, which are the difference between the predicted and ob-
served values. The explanatory variables were introduced in the MLR in
a forward stepwise procedure, likewise in Kurtzman and Kadmon
(1999), Ninyerola et al. (2000) and Joly et al. (2011). Thereby, colli-
nearity of explanatory variables is restricted (Joly et al., 2011).
The explanatory variables considered in this study for the MLR

calculations were altitude, longitude, latitude and distance to the coast
as proposed in previous studies (Hiebl et al., 2009; Brunetti et al.,
2014). Elevation data was obtained from the 30-m spatial resolution

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) provided by the NASA's Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission and downloaded from Jarvis et al. (2008) for the
three regions of interest. DEMs were resampled to a resolution of 250-
m. Longitude, latitude and distance to coast were obtained considering
the same extent and resolution as the DEMs. However, distance to the
coast was only considered for Catalonia and Emilia-Romagna regions
and, rather than considering the Euclidean distance, it was calculated
through an exponential function (Eq. 2) following Ninyerola et al.
(2007) and Joly et al. (2011):

=
×

d e1coast
dist
D

3
(2)

where dcoast is the resultant distance to coast of the function, dist is the
Euclidean distance from a point to the coast line and D is the distance
from which the influence of the sea is considered negligible. This

Fig. 1. a) Hypsometry and characteristic orographic features of Catalonia. b) Automatic weather stations used in this study. Black lines represent the cluster divisions
considered in panels a) and b). c) Altitude distribution of the study region's relief (% of Catalonia's area, dark shaded histogram) and the automatic weather stations
(non-shaded histogram).

Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 for Baden-Württemberg Land.
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function is 0 at the coast line and ~1 when the Euclidean distance (dist)
is equal or higher than a defined distance (D). Thereby, a higher weight
is given to those stations that are closer to the coast. On the contrary,
those that are far from the coast line have the same dcoast value as there
is nearly no difference, in terms of sea influence, being 100 km or
150 km to the coast. For the present study, D was set to 100 km.

3.2. Residuals correction

Residuals correction consists on subtracting the difference between
the estimated and observed values at weather stations points. That is,
forcing predicted values at weather stations points to be the same as the
observations. The correction is not restricted to station points, but a
residuals correction field can be obtained through spatial interpolation,
which generally improves the MLR performance (Stahl et al., 2006; Joly
et al., 2011; Szymanowski and Kryza, 2012; Piazza et al., 2015). For
this study, inverse of the 3D-distance interpolation was selected for its
suitability for complex terrain regions (Frei, 2014; Lussana et al., 2018).
The residuals are calculated at a certain point considering not only the
horizontal distance between the point and all the stations, but also their
altitude difference. Thereby, the higher the altitude difference between
points the longer the distance is associated. For example, if two stations
are at the same horizontal distance to a point, but one is at the same
altitude and the other one is 1000 m higher, a greater distance will be
assigned to the latter.

4. The MICA system

Meteorological field Interpolation based on Clustered data Analysis
(MICA) scheme lays on dividing a weather station network in different
clusters to separate areas of the same region that may be concurrently
influenced by heterogeneous weather conditions.

4.1. Clustering stations

Defining clusters over a region allows classification of weather
stations in different groups that may share more similar characteristics
than considering one single group including all stations. In fact, split-
ting data into smaller groups may lead to an increase of linearity among
the stations and therefore, be better modelled. Grouping stations can be
performed using manifold criteria, for instance considering watersheds,
different land use areas or climatic zones, but any way all these a priori
classifications imply some degree of subjectivity. Thereby, similar to
Frei (2014), Hiebl and Frei (2016) and Krähenmann et al. (2018)
clusters were defined based on meteorological knowledge and aiming to
enhance regional differentiation. In addition, two premises were fol-
lowed: (1) the number of stations per cluster should be at least 20 for
local model calibration (Joly et al., 2011; Szymanowski and Kryza,

2012); (2) the stations included in a cluster should be representative of
the area covered by the cluster preventing unrealistic values
(Szymanowski and Kryza, 2012; Kormos et al., 2018). Another option
would be to consider clustering with unsupervised classification tech-
niques, such as K-means (Lloyd, 1982), to obtain a first-guess station
classification. This option may require further modification to fulfil the
two aforementioned premises.
The strategy followed lead to use the clusters technique in two ways.

Firstly, identifying two groups of stations that clearly present oro-
graphic contrast, such as separating a mountainous area from a flat
area. Secondly, defining clusters capturing more local and finer char-
acteristics of each region delimiting potential behaviour differences.
For example, grouping stations located over extensive plain areas, deep
and isolated valleys, or the same watershed or, alternatively, separating
regions with different slope orientation, or different land use.

4.2. Cluster configuration selection process

The cluster configuration includes two aspects: the number of
clusters (grouping of the stations) and the analysis method applied to
each cluster. This configuration is selected using an iterative optimi-
zation process which requires two steps. Firstly, it calculates a MLR
considering all the stations of the network (MLRGlobal) as a preliminary
analysis method and with the residuals of all of them extracts the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) value (RMSEGlobal) using the following
equation:

=RMSE
N

k

N

k
2

(3)

where εk are the individual station errors and N the total number of
stations. Secondly, MICA calculates a MLR for each cluster (MLRCluster)
(Fig. 4) considering the stations included in it and also computes a
RMSE value (RMSECluster). MICA compares the RMSE values obtained by
applying the MLRCluster and the MLRGlobal to the stations of the cluster. If
the RMSECluster is lower than the RMSEGlobal, then the MLRCluster for that
cluster is retained. Otherwise, the MLRGlobal is chosen. Therefore, only
those MLRCluster that report an improvement against that of MLRGlobal
are selected. Finally, the resultant interpolated field may be composed
solely of MLRCluster, MLRGlobal or a combination of both as in Fig. 4d. The
RMSE for that field is calculated accordingly.
Since MICA can be configured to use more than one number of

clusters, the second step process is repeated for each number of clusters
considered. Then, the number that minimizes the RMSE is selected.
Using different number of clusters and configurations guarantees an
adaptive character to the interpolation scheme appropriate for regions
behaving diversely.
An example is presented in Table 1 and Fig. 4, where three

Fig. 3. As Fig. 1 for Emilia-Romagna region.
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configurations with different number of clusters are considered: 1
(Global cluster), 2 and 3. When two clusters are considered, the com-
parison between RMSE from individual clusters and Global resulted in
the selection of the MLRCluster for one cluster (Table 1, Cluster 2.1) and
the default MLRGlobal for the other (Table 1, Cluster 2.2). If three clus-
ters are considered, the comparison shows that individual MLRCluster
models performed the best for two clusters (Table 1, Cluster 3.1, 3.2)
and retained the MLRGlobal for the third one (Table 1, Cluster 3.3). Then,
if final RMSE values are compared, considering two clusters is the op-
tion that minimizes the error, which result from the combination of the
default global interpolation (MLRGlobal) and an individual MLRCluster
(Table 1 and Fig. 4d).

4.3. Merging of the clusters

Once the configuration of clusters that minimizes RMSE is selected,
the field interpolation and cluster merging must be performed. For this
purpose, the coefficients of the MLRs selected for each cluster are ap-
plied over their corresponding cluster area. Since the coefficients of
these MLRs may differ depending on the cluster, a merging is required
in order to disguise cluster boundaries avoiding abrupt transitions. This
is achieved through the combination of a blurring and a weighting
process. The blurring allows an overlapping region in contiguous
clusters, similarly to Frei (2014), Hiebl and Frei (2016) and Fick and
Hijmans (2017). The weighting is done using a Gaussian function that
results in weights that range from 1 in the center of the cluster and 0 at
the boundaries of it. Thereby, the values in the overlapping regions are
calculated using the aforementioned weights (Hijmans et al., 2005).

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Cluster divisions

The strategy to define clusters in the three regions of study was
similar. Firstly, identify two groups of stations that clearly present
orographic contrast. Secondly, define clusters capturing more local and
finer characteristics of each region delimiting potential behaviour

differences. Thereby, two numbers of clusters was proposed in
Catalonia. One separating the Pyrenees area from the rest of the region
(Fig. 1a) and one focusing on specific characteristics, like separating the
oriental and occidental part of the Pyrenees or isolating an area prone
to the formation of fog banks (Metzger et al., 2005; Martínez et al.,
2008) (Fig. 1b). In Baden-Württemberg, one division isolated the Rhine
valley and the Black Forest from the rest of the region (Fig. 2a) and
another implied further division like grouping stations in the Black
Forest or the Swabian Alb with different orientation slopes (Fig. 2b)
(Metzger et al., 2005; Schröder et al., 2006). Finally, weather stations in
Emilia-Romagna were first grouped based on the orographic division
between the Po plain and the Northern Appenines (Fig. 3a). The second
group of clusters divided the mountainous regions in different areas
including several valleys, but maintaining a single cluster the Po Plain
(Fig. 3b) (Metzger et al., 2005; Nistor, 2016).

5.2. Cross-validation results

The quality of the interpolated meteorological fields was assessed by
‘leave-one-out’ cross validation technique (Hastie et al., 2001), here-
after CV. This technique consists of removing an observation of the
dataset and predict the value at the point of that observation with a
model, in this study a MLR model and an anomaly correction, built
without it. Then, a prediction error for that point is obtained. Following
this technique, the prediction errors were used to calculate the RMSE.
CV errors were calculated for air and dew point temperatures for

2017 for Catalonia and Baden-Württemberg at 30-min and hourly scale,
respectively. For Emilia-Romagna only air temperature data at hourly
resolution was considered. A comparison was made between inter-
polated fields obtained considering only one cluster (Global cluster) and
the same approach but obtained through MICA, where several numbers
of clusters were considered.

5.2.1. Catalonia
Considering the MICA scheme with two number of clusters, two and

six, reported an improvement in air temperature interpolated fields. For
2017, median CV RMSE experienced a decrease of 0.2C from 1.4 °C to

Fig. 4. Illustration of cluster configuration selection process. For each panel clusters and analysis methods are labelled: a) Global cluster (Cluster 1.1), b) 2 clusters
(Cluster 2.1 and Cluster 2.2), c) 3 clusters (Cluster 3.1, Cluster 3.2 and Cluster 3.3) and d) final selection configuration by the MICA system (Cluster 2.1 with MLR
Cluster 2.1, and Cluster 2.2 with MLR Global for the remaining area). Black dots represent weather stations and shaded areas the clusters domain.

Table 1
Example of cluster selection by RMSE cross-validation considering a maximum of three clusters. Number of clusters indicate the number of groups in which stations
are classified. The Cluster ID is the label assigned to each cluster in a given number of clusters. The number of stations indicate how many stations are included in
each cluster. RMSE columns show the error of the cluster, the same but considering the residuals obtained by a MLR calculated using all stations and the final error for
the specific number of clusters.

Number of clusters Cluster ID Number of stations RMSECluster (°C) RMSEGlobal (°C) RMSEFinal (°C)

(Global cluster) 1.1 120 1.5 1.5 1.5
2 2.1 60 1.2 ✓ 2.0 1.1

2.2 60 1.2 1.0 ✓
3 3.1 40 1.2 ✓ 1.8 1.2

3.2 40 1.2 ✓ 1.5
3.3 40 2.1 1.3 ✓
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1.2 °C. Although the inter-quartile remained unaltered at ~0.6 °C, a
slight reduction of high error cases is reflected in the 0.2 °C difference
between the superior whiskers (Fig. 5a). In Fig. 6a the time series of 30-
min CV RMSE shows that highest uncertainties were concentrated in
autumn and winter months with CV RMSE values up to 3.2 °C for the
Global cluster and 3.1 °C for MICA. Spatial interpolation in autumn and
winter months use to yield added difficulties, such as the formation of
cold pools or thermal inversions, which increase the interpolation error
(Lussana et al., 2018; Krähenmann et al., 2018). Mapping the CV RMSE
over the area of study resulted in clearly separated regions: (1) plains
and the metropolitan area of Barcelona, and (2) the Pyrenees range. The
first of them concentrated the lowest uncertainty due to high station
density and gentle orography. On the contrary, the second one pre-
sented greater CV RMSE average errors, expected from the combination
of low station density and orographic complexity (Fick and Hijmans,
2017). However, most of the stations presenting high CV RMSE values
are located at middle altitudes, between (600–1500 m ASL), such as
Prades, Montserrat and PN Els Ports (Figs. 1, 7a and b). But at the same
time, these stations present a clear CV RMSE reduction when MICA is
applied: 17% for Prades, 20% for Montserrat and 31% for PN Els Ports

(Fig. 7c). The reason for this decrease is that those stations are placed in
isolated ranges and when clusters were considered, the weight of sta-
tions with similar altitudes increased in the MLR, being then better
represented. Overall, individual station errors were reduced by at least
5% for 109 out of 183 stations and by at least 10% for 59 of them.
However, the CV RMSE increased in 11 stations by at least 5% (Fig. 7c).
Regarding dew point temperature results, the median CV RMSE

behaviour was similar to air temperature with a decrease of 0.2 °C, from
1.6 °C to 1.4 °C. However, in this case the interquartile decreased 0.1 °C
and the highest errors (superior whiskers) dropped from 3.1 °C to
2.7 °C, reporting an improvement of 0.4 °C (Fig. 5a). Time series of CV
RMSE for dew point temperature (Fig. 6b) did not fluctuate as air
temperature (Fig. 6a) and there was not a clear season where errors
were higher than others. Map of CV RMSE values showed analogous
features as those observed for air temperature (Fig. 7d and e). Focusing
on individual stations, 126 out of 183 presented a median CV RMSE
reduction by at least 5%, in which 83 was at least 10% Fig. 7f). The
highest reductions were found at stations located at middle altitude
ranges, such as PN Els Ports (24%), Puig Sesolles (34%) and Prades
(25%).

Fig. 5. Boxplots of cross-validation (CV) RMSE for air temperature (white) and dew point temperature (grey) considering the Global cluster and applying the MICA
scheme. The median of each boxplot is indicated by the orange line and its value is shown at the top of the plot. The panels represents the three regions of study: a)
Catalonia, b) Baden-Württemberg and c) Emilia-Romagna.

Fig. 6. Time series of the cross-validation (CV) RMSE errors in Catalonia at 30-min resolution for a) air temperature and b) dew point temperature. Light grey dots
indicate Global cluster CV RMSE values and dark grey MICA CV RMSE values. Red line illustrates a running mean of 30-days using Global cluster and the same for the
blue line considering MICA. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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5.2.2. Baden-Württemberg
Similar results for air temperature and dew point temperature in

terms of median CV RMSE were obtained either considering the Global
cluster alone or applying the MICA scheme (Fig. 5b). The maximum
number of clusters considered in this area was three due to the number
and density of weather stations. The latter, together with a smooth
orography may lead to a slight error reduction in the MICA scheme. The
CV RMSE values were in agreement to those reported by Krähenmann
et al. (2018) for approximately the same region. From an annual point
of view the results were practically the same, however some differences
arise when focusing on individual stations. CV median errors experi-
enced a decrease of at least 5% for 18 out of 62 stations for air tem-
perature, and for 19 stations for dew point temperature. One of the
highest error reduction was reported in the Feldburg station (1493 m
ASL) with 16% for air temperature and 23% for dew point temperature.
This may be explained through the density of stations at that altitude,
since the present case was the only station above 1000 m ASL. There-
fore, when clusters were considered, the weight of stations with similar
altitude in the regression model calculation was higher than if only one
regression model would have been considered for all the German re-
gion.

5.2.3. Emilia-Romagna
Applying the MICA scheme for air temperature hourly measure-

ments in Emilia-Romagna yielded a slight reduction of the median CV
RMSE values, from 1.3 °C to 1.2 °C (Fig. 5c). However, a decrease of
high error cases and the interquartile range is obtained with MICA,
reflected in the whiskers and boxes of Fig. 5c. In a previous study, a
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 1.3 °C was obtained at daily scale for

minimum and maximum air temperature for the 1961–2010 period
(Antolini et al., 2016), similarly to that obtained in this study for hourly
observations, 1.0 °C. Focusing on individual station errors, 105 out of
188 showed an improvement of CV RMSE of at least 5%, being higher
than 10% in 77 stations. However, 28 stations experienced an increase
of the mean CV RMSE values by at least 5%. Still, the number of stations
where a reduction of CV RMSE is present largely overweights those
presenting an increment.
The general improvement is mostly reported in the mountainous

areas, specially in the Northern Apennines. For example, the stations in
the Taro Valley: Pieve Cusignano, Albareto Parma and Ostia Parmense
experienced an error reduction of 43%, 35% and 28%, respectively
(Figs. 3a, b and 8). In the Reno Valley the stations of Sasso Marconi and
Porretta Terme the improvement was of 40% and 28%, respectively
(Figs. 3a, b and 8).
Separating Emilia-Romagna in different clusters, being a region

prone to thermal inversions and formation of fog banks (Mariani,
2009), yielded a better representation of stations in valley bottoms and
allowed to separate two areas presenting dissimilar behaviour: the Po
Plain and the Appenines.

5.3. Clusters and explanatory variables used

The MICA scheme selects the cluster configuration that minimizes
the RMSE each time an interpolation is performed. Considering air
temperature and dew point temperature observations recorded in 2017,
35,040 30-min analysis were done for Catalonia, 17,520 for Baden-
Württemberg and 8760 Emilia-Romagna. In the Catalan region, the
predominant number of clusters used was 6 either for air temperature

Fig. 7. Map of interpolated cross-validation (CV) RMSE values in Catalonia for air temperature (a, b and c) and dew point temperature (d, e, f). a) Illustrates the map
of CV RMSE values obtained using the Global cluster and b) the same but using MICA scheme. c) Represents the percentage difference between MICA and Global
cluster errors. The same for d), e) and f), respectively.
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or dew point temperature calculations. Due to complex orography, a
tendency to select the highest number of clusters was found which may
be explained by the linearity increase when station data is split into
smaller groups. Furthermore, in Emilia-Romagna, a 4 cluster config-
uration was selected for 56% of the interpolation calculations. In this
case, isolating the Po Plain from the Apennines mountainous area re-
sulted effective to separate regions with clear behaviour differences.
Regarding Baden-Württemberg, a 3 cluster configuration, the maximum
considered for this region, was selected for analysis.
The most explanatory variable used in the three regions considered

is altitude, which was selected in all the air temperature and dew point
temperature interpolation calculations. In Catalonia, the second most
selected variable was distance to coast, followed by latitude and long-
itude. On the contrary, in Emilia-Romagna, distance to coast was re-
legated as the fourth most frequently selected variable, overpassed by
longitude and latitude. This may be related to a more gradual influence
of distance to coast due to small orography changes (Fig. 3a) compared
to Catalonia with the presence of the Coastal and Pre-Coastal moun-
tainous ranges (Fig. 1a). Therefore, this gradual influence may better
captured when longitude is considered, rather than an exponential
function (Eq. 2). In Baden-Württemberg, latitude was selected over 60%
either for air temperature and dew point temperature.

5.4. Case studies

In this section interpolated fields of air temperature and relative
humidity are shown. Case studies were selected to exhibit MICA per-
formance over concurrent different meteorological situations in a re-
gion with respect to considering a unique MLR model.

5.4.1. Persistent fog and strong inversion in Catalonia
Two examples with different meteorological conditions con-

currently affecting Catalonia were selected. The first one illustrates a
winter case of persistent fog on 21st February 2017 12.00 UTC. The
NASA Worldview (Behnke et al., 2019) image (Fig. 9a) showed a fog
area over the Central Depression that was consistent with relative hu-
midity values (Fig. 9b and c). Relative humidity field was obtained
through air temperature and dew point temperature interpolated fields.
Both fields exhibited a decrease of CV RMSE, from 2.1 °C to 1.5 °C for
air temperature and from 1.4 °C to 1.2 °C for dew point temperature
when six clusters were considered (Fig. 9c) compared to global inter-
polation (Fig. 9b). Thereby, a more plausible relative humidity field
was obtained, where the fog area boundaries that were hardly followed
by the global model (Fig. 9b) were better defined by MICA (Fig. 9c). In
this case, using physically informed clusters allowed to separate regions
that clearly behaved differently due to their dissimilar meteorological

conditions.
The second example is related to a strong inversion situation on

11th March 2017 06.00 UTC. Global interpolation was unable to cap-
ture the meteorological situation properly (Fig. 9d), but applying MICA
with six clusters lead to a reduction of artificial local extremes produced
by residuals interpolation across the region (Fig. 9e). This is reflected in
the low correlation coefficient obtained for altitude when considering
Global interpolation. Although the reduction of CV RMSE was from
2.5 °C to 2.2 °C, dividing the region in different clusters aided the MLR
calculation with more linear groups. Focusing on individual stations, it
is worth mentioning the error reduction in Montserrat from 5.4 °C to
2.9 °C, in PN Els Ports from 3.7 °C to 0.9 °C and in PN del Garraf from
3.5 °C to 2.4 °C.

5.4.2. Persistent fog in Baden-Württemberg
A fog case was selected in Baden-Württemberg to demonstrate MICA

performance. The present case took place on 25th September 2017,
when fog was present on the Rhine Valley in the western part of the
Land (Fig. 10a, NASA Worldview (Behnke et al., 2019)). Fig. 10 illus-
trates relative humidity fields for 25th September 2017 11.00 UTC
obtained considering a single MLR for the region (Fig. 10b) and ap-
plying the MICA scheme (Fig. 10c). From both fields it can be seen that
the extension of the fog (Fig. 10a) coincided with maximum relative
humidity values. Although the CV RMSE differences between MICA and
a single MLR were marginal, they were better represented when the
former was applied, since the relative humidity field below the fog area
was nearly homogeneous (Fig. 10c). In addition, the expected strong
gradient between fog and no fog areas was better represented using
MICA. On the contrary, unrealistic “bull-eyes” were present in the field
obtained using a single regression (Fig. 10b). If individual Rhine Valley
station errors are analysed, a notable decrease can be found in air
temperature and dew point temperature errors. Lahr station experi-
enced a Ta improvement of 1.2 °C, from 3.1 °C to 1.9 °C, Rheinau-
Memprechtshofen error decreased from 2.8 °C to 2.0 °C. Similarly,
Manheim station error decreased 0.6 °C for Ta.

5.4.3. Strong inversion and fog bank in Emilia-Romagna
Two examples of the application of MICA scheme in Emilia-

Romagna are presented in Fig. 11. The first one corresponds to a strong
horizontal temperature gradient case due to the presence of a dense fog
bank in the Po Plain on 23rd February 2017 (Fig. 11a and b). Isolating
the Po Plain from the Apennines area using two clusters, allowed to
decrease the CV RMSE from 1.9 °C to 1.4 °C. In addition, a better re-
presentation of the valleys in the Apennines was obtained, leading to a
reduction of “bull-eyes” interpolation artifacts (Fig. 11c). Furthermore,
a clearer separation between fog and no fog areas is obtained (Fig. 11b).
Regarding the case on 16th December 2017, a strong inversion was
present in the alpine area. In this case, similarly to the latter, the CV
RMSE decreased from 3.2 °C to 2.5 °C when two clusters were used.
Strong residuals in the Po Plain and the Apennines valleys were clearly
reduced (Fig. 11c and d). It is worth mentioning the clearer re-
presentation of Taro and Reno valleys when MICA is applied (Fig. 11d)
compared to global interpolation (Fig. 11c). Thereby, CV individual
station errors in these valleys plummeted, for example: from 6.7 °C to
0.9 °C in Pieve di Cusignano, from 2.6 °C to 0.8 °C in La Stella and from
5.4 °C to 0.7 °C in Diga di Ridracoli.

6. Summary and conclusions

A spatial interpolation scheme based on clustering weather stations
data, multiple linear regressions and anomaly corrections (MICA) was
presented. The scheme was designed to work with hourly and sub-
hourly time scales, which are generally highly variable and more af-
fected by weather conditions than daily or monthly means.
Over the three regions considered, a reduction of CV RMSE was

obtained. However, MICA exhibited a better performance on Catalonia

Fig. 8. Map of the cross-validation (CV) RMSE percentage difference between
considering a single cluster and applying the MICA scheme in Emilia-Romagna.
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and Emilia-Romagna compared to Baden-Württemberg, which can be
related to station density and orography complexity present in the
former regions. Therefore, this suggests that MICA is suited mostly for

complex terrain regions, but limited by weather station availability.
However, it can also be applied to more gentle orographic regions
where added value can be found during specific meteorological

Fig. 9. Fog bank on 21 February 2017 12 UTC (a, b, c) and air temperature inversion on 11 March 2017 06 UTC (d, e) study cases in Catalonia. a) satellite image from
NASA Worldview where fog over Central Depression can be easily seen. b) and c) are the relative humidity fields obtained using the Global cluster and MICA,
respectively, for the fog case. d) and e) are the air temperature interpolated fields obtained using the Global cluster and MICA, respectively, for the inversion case.

Fig. 10. Fog study case on 25th September 2017 11.00 UTC in Baden-Württemberg Land. a) Satellite image from NASA Worldview where fog over Rhine Valley can
be easily seen. b) and c) are the relative humidity interpolated fields obtained using the Global cluster and MICA, respectively, through the air temperature and dew
point temperature fields.
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conditions, such as fog or air temperature inversions.
Clustering stations allowed to reduce middle and high altitude sta-

tion errors, together with a better representation of complex orography
features, such as valley bottoms, found in Catalonia and Emilia-
Romagna. This was mainly due to the increase of middle and high al-
titude station weight on MLR models and also benefiting from a line-
arity increase when stations are grouped in smaller groups rather than
considering them as a whole. In fact, in the three regions considered, a
tendency to select configurations with the highest number of clusters
was found.
Case studies showed more plausible air temperature and relative

interpolated fields with a clear drop of RMSE, as the fog cases examples
presented for Catalonia, Baden-Württemberg and Emilia-Romagna with
more homogeneous fields under fog area. Regarding the strong inver-
sion cases in Catalonia and Emilia-Romagna, apart from the RMSE re-
duction, a clear disguising of interpolation residuals was observed
across the regions. These examples showed that MICA, with an in-
formed cluster definition, was useful to isolate a part of a region prone
to specific meteorological conditions, such as fog. At the same time,
MICA exhibited its usefulness when the observations do not follow the
expected trends, such as air temperature inversions. Still, MICA is based
on linear regression calculations and poor correlations may be found at
high-temporal scales or when interpolating other meteorological vari-
ables such as precipitation. The latter, due to its high spatial variability
at high temporal resolution may require further information than time
invariant explanatory variables (altitude, distance to coast) to obtain a
successful interpolation, such as weather radar data. In these cases,
geostatistical interpolation or methodologies relying on observations
only should be considered.
The interpolation scheme presented in this study is available as an

open-source library implemented in Python, pyMICA (Casellas et al.,
2019).
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Chapter 3

Diagnosing the precipitation phase

3.1 Surface precipitation phase discrimination in complex ter-
rain

3.1.1 Summary

This chapter presents the validation and implementation of a surface precipitation phase
(SPP) diagnose product in Catalonia to classify precipitation among rain, sleet, and
snow. Estimating precipitation phase at ground level is fundamental in numerous me-
teorological and hydrological applications. Several studies have addressed this issue con-
sidering SPP discrimination schemes based on establishing thresholds to surface mete-
orological variable observations, such as air temperature or dew point temperature. For
example, if precipitation is observed above a certain air temperature value, it is classified
as rain; otherwise, as snow.

In this study, the evaluation of eight SPP schemes based on different meteorolog-
ical variables was conducted considering 7,702 precipitation phase observations. These
were collected between 2010 and 2018 from different sources, but unlike other studies
most of the precipitation phase observations did not concurrently report meteorological
variable observations such as air temperature and relative humidity. This could be seen
as an inconvenience, but at the same time it was an opportunity to test the application of
SPP schemes at catchment and regional scales using interpolated fields of meteorolog-
ical variables rather than observations. Therefore, the performance evaluation of SPP
schemes was conducted by comparing precipitation phase observations against interpo-
lated fields of air temperature and dew point temperature, among other meteorological

29
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variables. The evaluation of SPP schemes consisted in obtaining optimised thresholds
for each scheme considering all observations. Results indicate that schemes based on
meteorological variables including air saturation conditions, such as wet bulb temper-
ature, exhibited a better performance compared to those considering air temperature
alone, which is a widely used SPP scheme. Once the best thresholds for each SPP
scheme were found, their application to two low altitude snowfall events in Catalonia
was tested. In addition, optimised thresholds for each event were also calculated. This
revealed certain variability among the thresholds set and SPP scheme performance, not
only between the two considered events, but inside the same event. Therefore, taking
into account different SPP schemes or a range of discrimination thresholds was sug-
gested when monitoring snowfall events. Finally, citizen science and crowd sourced
observations were also collected and evaluated proving their potential and limitations.
Both provided important information since they are mostly concentrated in populated
areas and close to critical infrastructures complementing other data from conventional
observational networks.

Despite the notable performance of the SPP schemes, two limitations have been
identified: (i) exclusion of vertical temperature profiles, which play a key role on de-
termining precipitation phase at surface level, and (ii) no single SPP scheme is able to
capture the precise nature of precipitation phase discrimination, which could be over-
come by combining different SPP schemes or adjusting the thresholds of a single SPP
scheme depending on the event.

3.1.2 Article

Casellas, E., Bech, J., Veciana, R., Pineda, N., Rigo, T., Miró, J. R., & Sairouni, A.
(2021). Surface precipitation phase discrimination in complex terrain. Journal of Hy-
drology, 592, 125780.
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A B S T R A C T   

Surface precipitation phase (SPP) discrimination at the ground level (rain or snow) is a key step in numerous 
meteorological and hydrological applications. Previous studies have undertaken this by comparing surface ob-
servations, such as air temperature, relative humidity and wet-bulb temperature, with concurrent present 
weather observations of the precipitation phase to derive thresholds for discrimination purposes. The first 
objective of this study was to examine schemes for precipitation phase discrimination at the ground level, using 
data interpolated from a network of automatic weather stations covering an area of complex terrain. The second 
objective was to combine the SPP interpolated fields with precipitation estimates from single-polarisation 
weather radar, which provide precipitation occurrence information but not precipitation phase type, to obtain 
a real-time SPP product. Finally, the third objective was to evaluate the role of citizen science and crowd sourced 
observations in the monitoring of snowfall events with SPP schemes. Results from nine cold seasons (Oct-May) 
indicated that out of the seven SPP schemes tested against 7,702 quality-controlled present weather observations 
in Catalonia (NE Spain), those including information on air saturation conditions provided the best results. A 
wet-bulb temperature threshold of 0.7 ◦C produced the best discrimination for snow vs no snow, with a Pierce 
skill score of 0.77. Finally, the SPP product was used with two case studies, demonstrating its added value and 
pending challenges for real-time applications.   

1. Introduction 

Surface precipitation phase (SPP) discrimination at the ground level 
(rain, snow or a mixture of both, hereafter referred to as sleet) is 
fundamental in many meteorological and hydrological applications such 
as the surveillance of heavy rainfall, precipitation-runoff modelling, and 
snow avalanche forecasting. Several studies have undertaken SPP 
discrimination using different methodologies and predictors (Harpold 
et al., 2017). These strategies vary in the type of information used to 
classify the precipitation phase. Some use surface observations (e.g. 
Gjertsen and Ødegaard, 2005; Dai, 2008), others are based on additional 
atmospheric characteristics such as microphysics schemes from nu-
merical weather prediction models (e.g. Fernández-González et al., 
2015; Tapiador et al., 2019) or vertical temperature profiles (e.g. 
Bourgouin, 2000; Wandishin et al., 2005), while some include data from 
dual-polarisation weather radars (e.g. Ryzhkov and Zrnic, 1998; Schuur 
et al., 2012). 

The methodology involving surface observations, used in this study, 

has produced notable results across different regions (Gjertsen and 
Ødegaard, 2005; Chen et al., 2014; Froidurot et al., 2014) and involve 
the use of atmospheric variables such as air temperature or dew point 
temperature to classify the precipitation phase by establishing a pre-
determined threshold. For example, if air temperature exceeds a selected 
threshold, the precipitation is labelled as rain; otherwise it is classified 
as snow. A preliminary air temperature threshold could be 0.0 ◦C, since 
it corresponds to the freezing point, but snow is usually reported at 
warmer air temperatures. Two physical effects, melting and evapora-
tion, explain the presence of snow at warmer temperatures (Harpold 
et al., 2017). When snowflakes fall through a layer with saturated air 
conditions where the temperature is above freezing, the melting of the 
snowflakes extracts heat from their surroundings, thereby cooling the 
environment (Kain et al., 2000). However, under unsaturated air con-
ditions, the dominant effect is evaporation. In this case, there is a flux of 
latent heat to the snowflake from the surrounding air, cooling the 
temperature of the air adjacent to the snowflake (Kain et al., 2000). 
When evaporation ceases, the temperature of the snowflake is that of the 
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wet-bulb temperature (Lumb, 1961). In both cases, the probability of 
solid precipitation particles maintaining their phase throughout their 
path to the surface increases. For this reason, the following variables 
that take into account the moisture content of air have also been 
considered when establishing thresholds to discriminate the precipita-
tion phase: relative humidity together with air temperature (Koistinen 
and Saltikoff, 1998), the dew point temperature (Feiccabrino and 
Lundberg, 2009), and the wet-bulb temperature (Froidurot et al., 2014). 

These schemes, especially those based on air temperature, are widely 
used in hydrological models to calculate the fraction of precipitation 
that falls as snow and rain, such as the Penn State Integrated Hydrologic 
Modeling System (PHIM) (Jepsen et al., 2016), the Distributed Hydro-
logical Model (DHM) (Shrestha et al., 2014) and the Hydrologiska 
Byråns Vattenbalansavdelnin (HBV) (Sikorska and Seibert, 2018). In 
addition to its application in hydrological models, SPP information can 
be merged with data from weather radars when data from dual- 
polarisation radars are not available. These combined data indicate 
the extent, intensity and spatial distribution of the precipitation together 
with its phase, becoming a key tool in the monitoring of snowfall events 
(Koistinen and Saltikoff, 1998; Schmid and Mathis, 2004; Gjertsen and 
Ødegaard, 2005; Saltikoff, 2012). This diagnostic tool can provide 
critical information to meteorological services and decision makers, 
especially in regions where there is occasional snowfall at low altitudes, 
such as Catalonia (NE Spain) (Fig. 1). This NW Mediterranean region is 
characterised by complex terrain and areas with high population den-
sities, where low-altitude snowfall can have a high socio-economic 
impact. For instance, the events of March 2010 (Bech et al., 2013; Lla-
sat et al., 2014), February 2015 and February 2018 led to 58,000, 1,090 
and 3,608 phone calls, respectively, from the general public to the 
emergency services due to power outages, trapped vehicles, collapsed 
roofs, and public transport problems, among other reasons. Therefore, 
this study aimed to determine the best schemes and thresholds for pre-
cipitation phase discrimination in order to provide an SPP product that 
can improve emergency management, as well as the diagnostic and 
surveillance tasks of winter weather events. 

Different sources of surface-based precipitation phase observations 
were used to achieve the following objectives: (1) performance analysis 
of the different schemes and thresholds for precipitation phase 
discrimination at the surface level with quality-controlled surface-based 

observations; (2) evaluation of the role of citizen science and social 
network observations in the monitoring of snow events; and (3) imple-
mentation of a real-time SPP product providing the necessary tools for 
diagnosing and surveillance tasks. The results are shown for the study 
region, Catalonia (NE Spain), using data from the Meteorological Ser-
vice of Catalonia (SMC). The methodology implemented can be applied 
to other regions that have surface observations and radar data available, 
using the open-source software developed for this purpose, pyPROS 
(Casellas et al., 2019). 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The study region and the 
data employed are described in Section 2, while the precipitation phase 
discrimination methodologies and the validation strategy are presented 
in Section 3. Section 4 provides the validation results of the different 
sources of precipitation phase observations, including those from citizen 
science, with threshold-based schemes using information on air mois-
ture content outperforming the rest. Two low-altitude snowfall events 
were examined in depth regarding the performance of the SPP schemes, 
from which the following question arose: should the threshold param-
eters be adjusted at the event scale? This is discussed in Section 5, which 
also describes the implementation of a real-time SPP product as well as 
considerations for future studies. 

2. Data 

2.1. Study site 

The study region, Catalonia, is located in the NE Iberian Peninsula 
(SW Europe) and is bordered by the Pyrenees mountain range to the N, 
the Ebre Valley to the W and the Mediterranean Sea to the E and S 
(Fig. 1). The region has an area of ̃32,000 km2 and presents marked 
orographic variability, which yields strong contrasts of precipitation and 
temperature. The highest mountains exceed 3,000 m above sea level (a. 
s.l.) in the north, contrasting with the lower coastal mountain ranges 
(500̃1,000 m a.s.l.) and some inland plains. Snowfalls occur regularly 
from late autumn to early spring, concentrating mainly in the moun-
tainous regions. However, they are occasionally reported to occur at 
lower altitudes, below 700 m a.s.l., where the socio-economic impact 
may be high due to vulnerable infrastructures and the high population 
densities, e.g., cities containing up to 250,000 inhabitants and the 

Fig. 1. Map of Catalonia and Andorra (black line) showing (a) the main orographic features and the automatic weather stations used in this study, (b) the distri-
bution of the altitudes of the automatic weather stations (non-shaded histogram) and the region’s relief (% of the area of Catalonia; dark shaded histogram), and (c) 
locations of the quality-controlled present weather observations and the position of the region in Europe. 
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Barcelona metropolitan area containing ̃5 million inhabitants (Bech 
et al., 2013; Llasat et al., 2014). 

2.2. Surface observations 

2.2.1. Temperature and humidity fields 
The methodologies used in this study to discriminate between rain, 

sleet and snow (Section 3.1) require surface meteorological data. The 
surface observations of air temperature (Ta) and dew point temperature 
(Td) were obtained from 185 automatic weather stations (AWS, Fig. 1a) 
of the Xarxa d’Estacions Meteorològiques Automàtiques (XEMA) 
network, which have an irregular spatial distribution and a 30-min 
temporal resolution (Serra et al., 2016) that reports the mean value 
for each 30-min period (0 to 30 min past the hour, and 30 min past the 
hour to 0). Most of the XEMA stations (160) are located in flat areas. As 
the altitude increases, the density of the AWS decreases, with 12 stations 
located at medium altitudes and 12 in high mountainous areas (>2,000 
m a.s.l., Fig. 1a, b). However, the precipitation phase was not reported at 
the locations of the AWS. Therefore, it was necessary to interpolate 
temperature and humidity fields to estimate their values. This was 
achieved using a spatial interpolation methodology that is based on 
linear regression with anomaly correction and clustering, using both 
discrete meteorological observations and a digital terrain model (Case-
llas et al., 2020). Interpolated fields were obtained with a spatial and 
temporal resolution of 250 m and 30 min, respectively, and included the 
following meteorological variables: Ta, Td, relative humidity (RH) and 
wet-bulb temperature (Tw). RH was derived from Ta and Td (Lawrence, 
2005) and Tw from Ta,Td, and air pressure (Sadeghi et al., 2013), since 
altitude differences, although small, yield variations in Tw values. 

2.2.2. Weather radar data 
Weather radar observations were obtained from the Xarxa de Radars 

Meteorològics (XRAD), which consists of four single-polarisation C-band 
Doppler weather radars located at specific locations to minimise radar 
beam blockage by orographic features (Bech et al., 2003; Trapero et al., 
2009). The product used in this study is the lowest height of the com-
posite reflectivity of the four weather radars obtained after performing a 
number of automatic quality control procedures to optimise the accu-
racy of the surface precipitation mass estimates (Sánchez-Diezma et al., 
2002; Bech et al., 2005; Franco et al., 2006; Altube et al., 2015). The 
product has a temporal resolution of 6 min and a spatial resolution of 1 
km. 

2.2.3. Precipitation phase 
Present weather observations of the precipitation phase (rain, sleet 

and snow) were used in this study. Available sources included automatic 
instruments, such as disdrometers, and manual reports from observers 
(trained meteorological staff, meteorological spotters, and social net-
works). The quality of the source was determined by assessing the 
following: location uncertainty, temporal uncertainty, and the quality 
control procedures applied. The number of observations and the avail-
able period of each source are presented in Table 1, including NIVOBS, 
XOM-OBS, XOM-SPO, ISD, PARS and Twitter, which are defined below. 

NIVOBS (Xarxa d’Observadors Nivometeorològics de Catalunya) 

provides at least one present weather observation per day as well as 
other measurements such as the cloud base height, snow drift and fresh 
snow accumulation. Stations are located across the Pyrenees range 
(Fig. 1c, red squares) and their data are quality controlled by the 
Cartographic and Geological Institute of Catalonia (ICGC). Data are 
presented according to the international NIMET code, which is the 
standard codification used for nivo-meteorological observations in the 
Pyrenees mountains (Andorra, France and Spain) resembling that of 
SYNOP (Gavaldà et al., 2014; Apodaka et al., 2018). 

XOM (Xarxa d’Observadors Meteorològics) consists of 233 trained 
meteorological volunteers, who are grouped as observers (XOM-OBS, 
137 members) or spotters (XOM-SPO, 94 members) (Ripoll et al., 2016). 
The observers report different meteorological observations, including 
present weather, from manual weather stations every day at 07:00 UTC. 
The spotters provide information about in situ relevant meteorological 
phenomena (not necessarily always at a fixed location), such as snow, 
hail, or fog. The observers and spotters, although part of XOM, are 
considered separately (as explained in Section 3.2) since the locations of 
the observers are fixed (Fig. 1c, black dots), whereas those of the spotters 
may vary, with only the town centre provided in their reports. In 
addition, information from the XOM-OBS is quality controlled with 
daily, monthly and annual protocols by SMC staff, ensuring consistency 
and comparing against the meteorological situation of that moment with 
remote sensing data (satellite and weather radar products) and infor-
mation from the XEMA network. 

ISD stands for Integrated Surface Database (Smith et al., 2011) and 
compiles hourly airport reports (METARs) and synoptic surface obser-
vations (SYNOPs) from more than 20,000 stations around the globe. The 
present study included data produced by the Spanish Meteorological 
Agency (AEMET) from eight stations between 2010 and 2018, five from 
the Catalan airports (Barcelona-El Prat, Sabadell, Reus, Girona-Costa 
Brava and Lleida-Alguaire) and three from manned observatories 
(Talarn, Tortosa and Lleida) (see Fig. 1c, green triangles). ISD data were 
filtered according to the quality of the observation parameter provided 
in the datasets (Lott, 2004). Finally, PARS stands for Parsivel observa-
tions. Parsivel is a laser disdrometer that provides not only automated 
present weather precipitation phase records, but also the ranges of the 
precipitation particle size and fall speed (Löffler-Mang and Blahak, 
2001; Bloemink and Lanzinger, 2005). The University of Barcelona has 
one unit installed (Gonzalez et al., 2019) at an altitude of 1,100 m a.s.l. 
in the Pyrenees (Fig. 1c, yellow diamond). Parsivel data were filtered 
with a sensor status parameter indicating the quality of the observation. 

Twitter, an online social network service, was also used. As can be 
seen in Table 1, the amount of reports or “tweets” regarding snow 
largely exceed those for rain and sleet, mainly because low-altitude 
snowfall is a relatively unusual event in the region. Two types of 
tweets were considered: reports with a geolocation and those containing 
the name of the town or location (a ski resort, a neighbourhood or the 
name of a hotel). Both types were processed to assign the coordinates of 
the indicated location to each observation. 

NIVOBS, Twitter and XOM observations correspond mostly to day-
time hours while ISD and PARS are reported every hour. Considering the 
latter two sources no diurnal cycle of precipitation phase was found in 
our dataset. Based on the location and temporal uncertainty as well as 

Table 1 
Total number of precipitation phase observations from different sources and, in the parentheses, the observations used for the verification that are within the air 
temperature range [− 7.5 ◦C to 5 ◦C]. NIVOBS, nivo-meteorological observations; XOM-OBS and XOM-SPO, Xarxa d’Observadors Meteorològics observers and spotters, 
respectively; ISD, Integrated Surface Database; PARS, Parsivel disdrometer.  

Source Period Rain Sleet Snow 

NIVOBS 2010–2014 244 (200) 31 (30) 900 (769) 
XOM-OBS 2010–2018 249955 (2640) 331 (314) 1769 (1675) 

ISD 2010–2018 28719 (1292) 51 (34) 315 (304) 
PARS 2016–2018 519 (203) 42 (37) 267 (204) 

XOM-SPO 2010–2018 2864 (107) 602 (556) 3680 (3658) 
Twitter 2018 24 (0) 33 (0) 1211 (1188)  
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the quality control procedures, data from the NIVOBS, XOM-OBS, ISD 
and PARS were considered to be of high quality in this study. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Precipitation phase classification 

Three types of classification strategies based on surface meteoro-
logical information were used, depending on how the precipitation 
phase discrimination was performed: (1) one using a single threshold for 
physical variables such as air temperature (Liu, 2008); (2) another 
approach using two thresholds for physical variables (Liu et al., 2018); 
and (3) one involving a logistic formula to derive probabilities (Koisti-
nen and Saltikoff, 1998), on which thresholds were also applied. 

The single threshold (ST) approach is the simplest one and classifies 
precipitation into two types, rain and snow. For example, when 
considering the air temperature, if this temperature is cooler (equal or 
warmer) than the threshold, the precipitation is labelled as snow (rain) 
(Fig. 2). A similar strategy is followed by the dual threshold (DT) 
approach, but with three precipitation phases classified (rain, snow and 
sleet). This procedure yields more realistic results than the single 
threshold approach, since a diffuse boundary is expected between rain 
and snow. Finally, the third methodology considers results from an 
empirical formulation that takes into account Ta and RH, indicating the 
probability that the precipitation is snow (p(snow)), defined in Eq. (1) as 
follows: 

p(snow) = 1 −
1

1 + e(22− 2.7×Ta − 0.2×RH)
(1) 

This equation was originally developed in Finland (Koistinen and 
Saltikoff (1998); DT-KS hereafter) to determine the probability of rain 

(p(rain) = 1 − p(snow)), and was later applied and tested in other regions 
such as Norway (Gjertsen and Ødegaard, 2005), the Swiss Alps (Froi-
durot et al., 2014), Spain (Bech et al., 2014) and China (Chen et al., 
2014). For practical reasons, it is formulated here as the probability of 
the precipitation being snow at a given air temperature and relative 
humidity. To account for three different precipitation phases, two 
probability thresholds were set, initially 33% and 66% (Koistinen and 
Saltikoff, 1998). The three approaches for precipitation phase discrim-
ination are summarised in Table 2. 

3.2. Adjustment and validation strategy 

The validation was separated into two parts depending on the source 
of the precipitation phase observations, and an additional analysis was 
performed using two case studies. 

3.2.1. Threshold determination 
The first part of the validation consisted of using only quality- 

controlled present weather observations, which included data from 
NIVOBS, ISD (METARS and SYNOPS) and XOM-OBS. Each observation 
was compared with the nearest pixel of the estimated precipitation 
phase field obtained through interpolation (Section 2.2.1) with a spatial 
resolution of 250 m. Since the interpolated fields were built using 30- 
min averages of the AWS observations and as the present weather ob-
servations were not averaged but mostly reported either at 00 or 30 min 
past the hour, the mean of the preceding and subsequent interpolated 
fields including the time of the observation was used. 

The different methodologies presented in Section 3.1 were compared 
in terms of verifying deterministic event forecasts, that is, defining a 
contingency table comparing all possible cases of the observation and 
the forecast (Table A1). For example, the discrimination of snow indi-
vidually was evaluated by comparing observations of snow vs no snow, 
that is, snow against sleet and rain events. Two skill scores, suitable for 
multi-categorical forecasts (Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2012), were 
selected to determine the thresholds that separated the positive and 
negative events: the Pierce skill score (PSS) (Table A2) for the single 
threshold schemes and the Gerrity skill score (GSS) (Gerrity, 1992) for 
the dual threshold schemes (Appendix A). 

Each precipitation phase considered was evaluated individually and 
compared against the others. Threshold determination consisted of 
evaluating each methodology (Table 2) by varying the corresponding 
meteorological variable within a range from − 5 ◦C to 5 ◦C in 0.1 ◦C steps 
for single and dual threshold schemes and from 0% to 100% in 1% steps 
for the Koistinen–Saltikoff method. The thresholds that maximised the 
PSS and GSS scores were selected. In addition, three skill scores were 
selected to characterise the schemes for precipitation phase discrimi-
nation: probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR) and fre-
quency bias index (FBI) (Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2012) (Table A2). 

3.2.2. Citizen science and crowd sourced data value assessment 
Once the best performing thresholds and schemes were selected, the 

second part of the validation evaluated the reliability and role of the 
XOM-SPO data and observations on social networks. Both sources have 
some issues that must be taken into account. First, the time of the 
observation may not exactly coincide with the time the reported event 
occurred. Second, the location of the observation can be misleading, 
since the spotter may be reporting an event that is occurring at their 
vicinity and not at the indicated location, for instance, being at the 
bottom of a valley, but reporting snow at a higher altitude. Third, the 
precipitation phase reported could be a misclassification. Therefore, the 
assessment procedure resembled that of the other sources (Section 
3.2.1), but including spatial fuzzy verification (Ebert, 2008). Thus, 
different areas around the locations of the observations were considered. 
If a single pixel inside the defined area agreed with the precipitation 
phase observed, this was considered a hit. 

Fig. 2. Methodologies for precipitation phase discrimination presented in the 
relative humidity vs air temperature plane, including the air temperature (Ta), 
dew point temperature (Td), wet-bulb temperature (Tw) and Koistinen–Saltikoff 
(KS) schemes. 

Table 2 
Three strategies for surface precipitation phase discrimination. X can be 
replaced by any of the following meteorological variables: air temperature (Ta), 
dew point temperature (Td) or wet-bulb temperature (Tw). p(snow) refers to the 
logistic equation (Eq. 1).  

Method Rain Sleet Snow 

Single threshold X > Xth  – X <= Xth  

Double threshold X >= Xthrain  Xthsnow < X < Xthrain  X <= Xthsnow  

Koistinen–Saltikoff p(snow) <=

%rain  

%rain < p(snow) < %snow  p(snow) >=

%snow   
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3.2.3. Case studies 
Two low-altitude snowfall events were selected to analyse the per-

formance of the schemes at the event scale and to examine how snow/ 
rain and rain/snow transitions were described by the precipitation phase 
estimates. In addition to comparing the precipitation phase observed 
with the estimated one, the coverage of the present weather observa-
tions of the precipitation fields derived from the weather radar (XRAD) 
was also evaluated. As the radar observations have a temporal resolution 
of 6 min, a temporal fuzzy scheme was adopted. For a single observation 
and the time when it was reported, the coinciding as well as the two 
preceding and the subsequent radar images were selected. This 
approach tried to account for different effects such as the time that the 
precipitation takes to reach the ground from the moment it is observed 
by the radar, especially if it is in the form of snow, and possible 
advection below the radar observation (Mittermaier et al., 2004; Lauri 
et al., 2012; Saltikoff, 2012). 

4. Results 

4.1. Precipitation phase and air temperature 

Before evaluating the different schemes for precipitation phase 
discrimination described in Section 3.1, the present weather observa-
tions were narrowed down based on their Ta, like in Ding et al. (2014) 
and Froidurot et al. (2014). To establish the Ta range of the study, each 
precipitation phase observation was linked to its corresponding Ta 
estimation, obtained from the nearest pixel of the interpolated air 
temperature field. Fig. 3 shows the precipitation phase when the Ta is 
between − 10 ◦C and 10 ◦C. The range where the precipitation phases 

overlap falls approximately between − 7.5 ◦C and 5.0 ◦C, which was 
adopted as the range of this study. This range included 7,702 observa-
tions, of which 2,952 were snow, 415 sleet and 4,335 rain. The range 
selected was consistent with those of previous studies: − 3 ◦C to 5 ◦C in 
Froidurot et al. (2014), − 4 ◦C to 8 ◦C in Liu et al. (2018), − 8 ◦C to 8 ◦C in 
Jennings et al. (2018) and − 10 ◦C to 10 ◦C in Ding et al. (2014). 

4.2. Threshold determination 

4.2.1. Single threshold 
A PSS score of 0.77 was obtained for the ST-Tw scheme, using Tw =

0.7 ◦C. Tw was the best performing meteorological variable among the 
single threshold methodologies (ST in Table 3). The POD and FAR 
showed high and low values, respectively (Table 3), for both snow and 
rain. The Tw threshold obtained was similar to that of Sims and Liu 
(2015) over land (1.0 ◦C) and of Froidurot et al. (2014) (̃1 ◦C). It also 
fell within the range of thresholds reported by Behrangi et al. (2018) 
(0.6 ◦C – 1.0 ◦C). Regarding the Ta and Td, the latter performed better in 
terms of the PSS and exhibited the highest POD for snow (Table 3). The 
best Ta threshold obtained in this study (1.3 ◦C) was in agreement with 
the threshold of 1.0 ◦C found for Sweden (Feiccabrino and Lundberg, 
2009) and Northern USA (Feiccabrino et al., 2012) and that of 1.1 ◦C 
reported for the Czech Republic (Hynčica and Huth, 2019). It was also 
similar to the values reported by Sims and Liu (2015) (1.6 ◦C) and Liu 
(2008) (2.0 ◦C). Furthermore, it was comparable to those used in 
different hydrological models, such as the threshold of 1.0 ◦C reported in 
Quéno et al. (2018) and Azam et al. (2019). The Td threshold in this 
study was similar to those of other studies, such as the threshold of 
0.0 ◦C used by (Marks et al., 2013) in a mountain basin in the USA and 
0.1 ◦C applied by (Feiccabrino and Lundberg, 2009) in Sweden. 

4.2.2. Dual threshold 
The results from the dual threshold methodologies (DT, Table 3) 

showed that the best schemes discriminating rain, sleet and snow were 
DT-KS and DT-Tw, with a GSS of 0.73, compared to that of 0.68 and 0.70 
for DT-Ta and DT-Td, respectively. The DT-Tw and DT-KS methodologies 
produced practically the same results for the PSS. The largest differences 
between the two methodologies arose in the POD and FAR scores for the 
rain and snow categories. The DT-KS scheme showed a higher POD for 
rain (0.87) compared to that of DT-Tw (0.84) (Table 3). The DT-Tw 
scheme exhibited a POD of 0.89 for snow, which was four points higher 
than that of DT-KS (Table 3). The small differences between the meth-
odologies in terms of the GSS and PSS could be due to the similar 
boundaries in the Ta vs RH plane that can be seen in Fig. 2. By contrast, 
the DT-Td scheme was completely different, presenting a lower slope 
(Fig. 2) and consequently yielding the highest and lowest POD for snow 
and rain, respectively. 

Based on the results presented in Table 3, the best PSS and POD 
scores were obtained with the single threshold methodologies. However, 
they do not account for the mixed phase transition between rain and 

Table 3 
Skill scores for the different schemes for precipitation phase discrimination (single threshold (ST), dual threshold (DT) and Koistinen–Saltikoff (DT-KS)) and their 
corresponding optimal thresholds. Scores stratified by the precipitation phase (rain, sleet and snow). The highest scores for each precipitation phase are shown in bold. 
POD, probability of detection; FAR, false alarm rate; PSS, Pierce skill score; FBI, frequency bias index; GSS, Gerrity skill score.  

Scheme Threshold/s GSS Rain/No rain Sleet/No sleet Snow/No snow    

POD FAR PSS FBI POD FAR PSS FBI POD FAR PSS FBI 

ST-Ta  1.3 ◦C – 0.88 0.10 0.72 0.98 – – – – 0.84 0.18 0.72 1.03 
ST-Td  0.1◦C – 0.83 0.06 0.74 0.89 – – – – 0.90 0.22 0.74 1.16 
ST-Tw  0.7 ◦C – 0.88 0.08 0.77 0.95 – – – – 0.88 0.17 0.77 1.06  

DT-Ta  1.0 ◦C 1.7 ◦C 0.68 0.82 0.12 0.68 0.93 0.11 0.81 0.06 0.59 0.81 0.19 0.69 1.00 
DT-Td  0.1 ◦C 0.4 ◦C 0.70 0.79 0.09 0.69 0.87 0.03 0.90 0.01 0.37 0.90 0.26 0.71 1.23 
DT-Tw  0.7 ◦C 1.0 ◦C 0.73 0.84 0.09 0.72 0.93 0.14 0.84 0.09 1.29 0.89 0.22 0.73 1.13 
DT-KS 40% 58%  0.73 0.87 0.11 0.72 0.98 0.17 0.84 0.13 1.14 0.85 0.19 0.73 1.05  

Fig. 3. Occurrence of the precipitation phase based on quality-controlled pre-
sent weather observations (NIVOBS, ISD and XOM-OBS) as a function of the 
estimated air temperature. 
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snow. For this purpose, sleet observations were valuable to define the 
boundaries between rain and snow. Among the seven schemes consid-
ered, ST-Tw, DT-Tw and DT-KS stood above the rest. 

4.3. Value assessment of citizen science and crowd sourced data 

The interest from the general public for severe weather is increased 
when weather warnings are issued, as found for the United States and 
the word “tornado” on Twitter (Ripberger et al., 2014). Studying human 
responses to physical stimuli, Weber and Ross (1978) found that the 
greater the level of change in the stimulus compared to a given back-
ground value, the greater the human response. This principle was 
applied to a climate change study which found that people’s sensitivity 
to extreme weather events was proportional to the situation they nor-
mally experienced: i.e., the larger the change, the greater the impact 
(Sisco et al., 2017). Thus, this study took advantage of the exceptionality 
of low-altitude snow events in Catalonia by gathering precipitation 
phase observations from Twitter, together with those from the SMC 
spotter network. However, there were far fewer rain and sleet obser-
vations on Twitter and on the spotter network compared to snow ob-
servations. Therefore, only the snow observations were considered. For 
this reason, only the POD score was calculated. When the nearest pixel 
(250-m) was considered, the POD obtained was 0.77 for the XOM-SPO 
observations and 0.70 for Twitter. When the area was expanded to 3 
km2, the POD was 0.90 for XOM-SPO and 0.84 for Twitter. Both of these 
POD scores are notable, highlighting the importance and the value of 
non-conventional real-time observations in weather surveillance. 
Moreover, if the area considered for the fuzzy verification was extended 
to ̃30 km2, similar to the mean area of the Catalan towns, the POD 
values obtained were 0.94 for XOM-SPO and 0.89 for Twitter. Fig. 4 
shows an example of citizen science and crowd sourced observations for 

an event on 28th February 2018. Although a few observations did not 
agree with the estimated form of precipitation, the vast majority coin-
cided with the estimates (Fig. 4), including the progressive displacement 
of the snowfall towards the north of the region. 

Therefore, both citizen science and crowd sourced observations are 
reliable and provide important information since they cover a wider 
area than the fixed ISD and XOM-OBS observations. In addition, they are 
mostly concentrated in populated areas and close to critical in-
frastructures such as highways, train lines and schools. Nevertheless, 
care must be taken when using crowd sourced data due to their inherent 
issues (Schuster et al., 2005; Saltikoff et al., 2010; Reeves et al., 2014). 

4.4. Case studies 

4.4.1. 7th–8th March 2010 
In March 2010, one of the most important low-altitude snowfall 

events in recent years in Catalonia took place, not only from a meteo-
rological point of view (Aran et al., 2010), but also for the damages it 
caused (Llasat et al., 2014). This event has been widely studied from 
different points of view: the social impact (Amaro et al., 2010), the 
weather warnings issued (Vilaclara et al., 2010), the meteorological 
conditions (Aran et al., 2010), and the occurrence of thundersnow (Bech 
et al., 2013). 

The event was characterised by the passage of a cold and dry air mass 
from Central Europe and a low air pressure centre that formed SE of the 
Catalan coast, which advected warmer and humid air from the Medi-
terranean Sea, common in low-altitude snowfall events in the region 
(Bech et al., 2013). The situation is illustrated in Fig. 5a, b, based on 
ERA5-Reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020). At the coast (sea level), snow 
depths ranged from 4 to 15 cm, reaching 60 cm at 500 m a.s.l. on the 
coastal hills. These depths had not been reported since 1992 (Llasat 

Fig. 4. Surface precipitation phase obtained with 
the Koistinen–Saltikoff (DT-KS) scheme merged 
with weather radar precipitation fields on 28th 
February 2018. Shaded colours represent rain 
(reddish), sleet (yellowish), snow (blueish) and un-
defined for areas outside the boundaries of Cata-
lonia (greyish). Symbols represent citizen science 
and crowd sourced observations: snow (blue 
crosses), sleet (yellow empty circles) and rain (red 
solid circles). Grey lines represent major highways 
(continuous line) and railways (dotted line), and 
black squares major cities (>100,000 inhabitants). 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)   
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et al., 2014). The event started in the afternoon of 7th March in the SW 
of Catalonia, progressively spreading to the whole region during 8th 
March before finally being restricted to the NE sector. 

The ISD and XOM-OBS gathered 277 observations from this event, of 
which 132 corresponded to snow, 29 to sleet and 116 to rain. These, 
together with their air temperature and relative humidity estimates, are 
shown in Fig. 6a. Fig. 6b displays the precipitation phase field on 8th 
March 2010 at 07:00 UTC based on the DT-Tw scheme, with a threshold 
of 0.7 ◦C for snow and 1.0 ◦C for rain. There was general agreement 
between the precipitation phase observations and the estimated field, 
even for the spatial precipitation phase transition (snow, sleet and rain) 
observed in the surroundings of Reus and Barcelona. However, there 
were some observations that clearly did not fit with the estimates, 
especially the locations with rain observations that were surrounded 
extensively by snow areas (Fig. 6b). 

The DT-KS and DT-Tw schemes produced a PSS of 0.66 and 0.65, 
respectively, and a relatively high POD for snow vs no snow observa-
tions. When using the event-optimised thresholds, the snow threshold 
shifted from 40% to 32% for the DT-KS scheme and from 0.7 ◦C to 0.9 ◦C 
for the DT-Tw scheme (Table 4). These changes increased the POD and 
PSS scores for both schemes (Table 4), suggesting that despite applying 

predetermined thresholds, different meteorological conditions at the 
event scale may lead to variability in the thresholds used to discriminate 
between rain and snow. One reason for this could be the limitation of the 
schemes to capture variations in vertical temperature profiles (Feic-
cabrino et al., 2015). 

The weather reports from the four airports of Barcelona-El Prat, 
Girona-Costa Brava, Sabadell and Reus (Fig. 6c) indicated that at least 
one rain-to-snow transition occurred during the event, allowing us to 
test the ability of the diagnostic scheme to deal with changing condi-
tions. In Sabadell, there was a slow transition from rain to snow with 
several hours of sleet that was only interrupted by some rain. The DT-KS 
scheme (represented by the black line and the shaded colours in Fig. 6c, 
Sabadell) captured the sleet observations, together with the transient 
change to rain. Even though it managed to identify sleet, the DT-KS 
scheme estimated the occurrence of snow too early. At the Girona- 
Costa Brava and Reus airports (Fig. 6c, Girona-Costa Brava and Reus), 
the precipitation phase estimates were mostly in agreement with the 
observations, including the snow-sleet-rain-snow transition in Girona- 
Costa Brava at around 06:00 UTC on 8th March 2010. Finally, at the 
Barcelona-El Prat airport, the scheme failed to identify the rain-to-snow 
transition properly because the KS values were between the thresholds 

Fig. 5. ERA5 reanalysis showing the geopotential height at 500 hPa (shaded colours), as well as the mean sea level pressure (black contours) in the left column and 
air temperature (shaded colours) and mean wind (barbs) at 850 hPa in the right column. First row corresponds to 12:00 UTC on 8th March 2010, while the second 
row corresponds to 00:00 UTC on 28th February 2018. 
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for rain and snow (indicated by the yellow shade in Fig. 6c) during the 
observations of snow. Nevertheless, the misclassification was, in gen-
eral, marginal and the KS value was close to the established thresholds 
compared to the reports. 

The results also indicated that 98% of the present weather observa-
tions were covered by the precipitation fields detected by the weather 
radar when compared to the nearest pixel of the composite reflectivity. 
Thus, 271 of the 277 quality-controlled observations were included in 
the SPP product combining the precipitation phase and mask fields. 

4.4.2. 26th–28th February 2018 
Between 26th and 28th February 2018, two low-altitude snowfall 

events took place in Catalonia. On the 26th and 27th February, during 
the first snowfall event, the snow was restricted to the NE sector of the 
region, with snow accumulations at 500 m a.s.l. of up to 26 cm. This was 
due to the arrival of a polar continental air mass that did not cover the 
entire Iberian Peninsula, but led to air temperature values of around 
− 7 ◦C at the 850 hPa level (Fig. 5c, d). On 28th February, the second 
snowfall event occurred. This was a more general and widespread 
snowfall event associated with the passage of a warm front (Bullón and 
Fernández, 2019). Advection of humid air from the south (Fig. 5c, d), 
favoured by an Atlantic low pressure located west of the Iberian 
Peninsula and warmer than the Siberian one, facilitated substantial 
precipitation across Catalonia, especially in the Pyrenees. The snowfall 
followed a SW to NE path, with snow occurring at around 100 m a.s.l. or 
even 0 m a.s.l. in the early morning and at 1,000 m a.s.l. during the day. 
Snow accumulations were 5 to 10 cm in the coastal and pre-coastal 
ranges, more than 40 cm on the peaks of the Pyrenees, and 20 to 30 
cm in the Pre-Pyrenees range and in the central part of Catalonia. 

This event was evaluated by considering 431 observations from be-
tween 26th and 28th February, of which 191 corresponded to snow, 17 
to sleet and 223 to rain (shown in the Ta vs RH plane in Fig. 7a). Both the 

Fig. 6. Summary of the low-altitude snowfall event of 7th and 8th March 2010. (a) Precipitation phase observations with corresponding air temperature and relative 
humidity estimates, together with the Koistinen–Saltikoff (DT-KS) (dashed line) and dual threshold wet-bulb temperature (DT-Tw) (solid line) threshold for snow 
[based on (Froidurot et al., 2014)]. (b) Precipitation phase field obtained with the DT-Tw scheme using precipitation phase observations for 07:00 UTC on 8th March 
2010. (c) Precipitation phase observations (coloured symbols as in panel (a)) and KS probability of snow values (black line) during the event, together with the 
precipitation phase estimates represented by the shaded colours (red for rain, yellow for sleet and. blue for snow). (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 4 
Skill scores for snow vs no snow observations for the 7th-8th March 2010 
episode using general thresholds. The scores for the event-optimised thresholds 
are indicated with (Adjusted).  

Scheme Thresholds PSS POD FAR 

DT-KS 40% 58%  0.60 0.76 0.14 
DT-KS (Adjusted) 32% 50%  0.65 0.83 0.14 

DT-Tw 0.7 ◦C 1.0 ◦C 0.59 0.75 0.14 
DT-Tw (Adjusted) 0.9 ◦C 1.3 ◦C 0.66 0.84 0.14  
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DT-KS and DT-Tw methodologies produced a similar PSS of 0.78 for rain 
and 0.74 for snow (Table 5). As in Section 4.4.1, the event-optimised 
thresholds were adjusted. This optimisation increased the FAR, but 
this was compensated by the increase in the POD and PSS scores for 
snow vs no snow observations (Table 5). Fig. 7b presents an example of 
the DT-KS field for this event for 28th February 2018 at 07:00 UTC. It 
can be seen that more than half of the region was experiencing snowfall, 
except for the central coastline and the southern sector. Despite some 

exceptions, there was generally good agreement between the DT-KS 
field and the observations, especially in the boundaries between rain 
and snow. 

Transitions from rain to snow and vice versa are shown in Fig. 7c. For 
example, in Barcelona, there were three of these transitions. First, on 
27th February at 12:00 UTC, the DT-KS and DT-Tw (not shown) schemes 
failed to identify the transition. Indeed, the schemes estimated it three 
hours too early. In this case, it snowed at relatively warm temperatures 
(2.0 ◦C to 3.0 ◦C) and relatively high RH (80% to 90%). The black line in 
the Barcelona-El Prat graph is far from the thresholds for rain and snow, 
suggesting that the scheme clearly attributed the precipitation phase to 
rain. However, this did not occur in Sabadell or Reus. In Sabadell, it 
estimated rain and sleet instead of the snow that was observed. How-
ever, the DT-KS value was closer to the thresholds for Sabadell than for 
Barcelona. By contrast, the snow-to-rain transition was mostly captured 
by the DT-KS scheme in Reus. 

Fig. 7c shows that all the present weather observations reported 
during 28th February included precipitation phase transitions. In Lleida, 
Girona-Costa Brava and Sabadell, the DT-KS scheme was able to 

Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, for the event of 26th to 28t.h February 2018.  

Table 5 
Skill scores for snow vs no snow observations for the 27th-28th February 2018 
episode using general thresholds. The scores for the event-optimised thresholds 
are indicated with (Adjusted).  

Scheme Thresholds PSS POD FAR 

DT-KS 40% 58%  0.74 0.85 0.10 
DT-KS (Adjusted) 39% 46%  0.76 0.90 0.13 

DT-Tw 0.7 ◦C 1.0 ◦C 0.74 0.84 0.10 
DT-Tw (Adjusted) 1.0 ◦C 1.1 ◦C 0.75 0.92 0.15  
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reproduce approximately the observed transitions. In Talarn, despite the 
DT-KS scheme not estimating the time of the transition correctly, the 
snow and rain thresholds worked reasonably well. The rain-snow-rain 
transition at the Barcelona-El Prat airport on 28th February at 06:00 
UTC was captured almost perfectly by the DT-KS scheme. In this case, 
however, the DT-Td scheme failed to identify the sharp transition in 
Barcelona-El Prat, but performed better for Reus and similarly to DT-KS 
in Sabadell (Fig. 8). 

The results indicated that 75% of the present weather observations 
were covered by the precipitation fields detected by the weather radar 
when compared to the nearest pixel of the composite reflectivity. If an 
area of 5 x 5 px (1 px is ̃1 km2) surrounding the location of the ob-
servations was taken into account, this increased to 82%. 

During the first hours of the event, the DT-KS and DT-Tw (not shown) 
schemes failed to capture properly the precipitation phase due to a 
combination of high air temperatures and high RH. However, the DT-Td 
scheme captured this well, since it diagnoses snow at warmer air tem-
peratures (Figs. 2 and 8). However, for 28th February, the DT-KS and 
DT-Tw schemes performed better than the DT-Td scheme. This suggests 
that there is no unique methodology that fully covers the precise nature 
of rain-to-snow transitions, indicating that these schemes are unable to 
capture variations in vertical temperature profiles (Feiccabrino et al., 
2015). In this case, the DT-Td scheme performed well in the first part of 
the event, but failed in the middle and final parts of it. 

4.5. Implementation of a real-time SPP product 

The implementation of a real-time SPP product for monitoring and 
surveillance must provide sufficient and clear information to decision 
makers. Analysis of individual events, as described in Section 4.4, can 
lead to different optimal thresholds, with differences not only at the 
event scale, but also in the intra-event periods. Therefore, the real-time 
SPP product must reflect the variability observed, allowing decision 
makers to modify the predetermined thresholds within a restricted range 
or schemes to discriminate between snow, sleet and rain, in accordance 
with the precipitation phase observations. 

Furthermore, the implementation must take into account the end- 
users. Thresholds that maximise the validation scores may not meet all 
the needs of the end-users, since decision makers may be less concerned 
about the FAR if this is compensated by an increase in the POD (Man-
zato, 2007). 

The methodologies described have been implemented for real-time 
operations at the Meteorological Service of Catalonia, where schemes 
using the wet-bulb temperature and variable thresholds have been used. 
This can be easily adopted elsewhere with the open-source software 
package pyPROS (standing for Precipitation type: Rain Or Snow). 
Scripts, tutorials and documentation can be found in Casellas et al. 
(2019). 

5. Discussion 

Froidurot et al. (2014) suggested the need to analyse schemes for 
precipitation phase discrimination using estimated (instead of 
measured) data, allowing applications at a catchment scale. In this 
study, only estimated Ta,Td,RH and Tw values were used. The Ta and Td 
fields were obtained from the spatial interpolation of AWS observations, 
while RH and Tw were calculated from the aforementioned fields. The 
results showed that including information on humidity clearly increased 
performance (Table 3), indicating that schemes that take into account 
air saturation conditions play an important role in precipitation phase 
discrimination. The obtained results (Table 3) are comparable with 
those reported in previous studies. For example, Gjertsen and Ødegaard 
(2005) obtained a POD of 0.85 (0.97) and a FAR of 0.05 (0.15) for rain 
(snow), Schmid and Mathis (2004) reported a POD of 0.98 (0.89) and a 
FAR of 0.19 (0.01) for rain (snow), while Froidurot et al. (2014) ob-
tained a CSI of 0.84 for rain, compared to the 0.78 identified in this 
study. 

One of the limitations of the study was the relatively low number of 
simultaneous observations of SPP, Ta and Td, which were only available 
in the SYNOP and METAR locations. These data were gathered from the 
ISD and used to assess the agreement between the thresholds and the 
performance of the schemes using observed and interpolated data. The 
results demonstrated that the optimised thresholds and the corre-
sponding PSS values for the ISD locations (Fig. 1c, green triangles) were 
similar for the interpolated and observed data for the DT-Tw and DT-KS 
schemes (Table 6). The other schemes provided comparable results (not 
shown). One of the reasons behind these results could be the interpo-
lation method applied, including the residual correction, which led to 
the interpolated field values being equal to those of the observations at 
their locations. Therefore, this enabled the schemes to be tested with 

Fig. 8. The low-altitude snowfall event of 26th to 28th February 2018. Evolution of the precipitation phase observations and Td values (black line) during the event, 
together with the precipitation estimates from the dual threshold dew point temperature (DT-Td) scheme represented by shaded colours (red for rain, yellow for sleet 
and blue for snow) for Barcelona-El Prat, Sabadell and Reus. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Table 6 
Pierce skill score (PSS) for the wet-bulb temperature dual threshold (DT-Tw) and 
Koistinen-Saltikoff (DT-KS) schemes for the Integrated Surface Database (ISD) 
observations only. Observed refers to the scores obtained when using the 
observed air temperature and dew point temperature values, whereas the 
interpolated results refer to those obtained from the interpolation of the Ta and 
Td observations.  

Scheme Thresholds PSS (Rain/No 
rain) 

PSS (Snow/No 
snow) 

DT-KS (Observed) 10% 15%  0.74 0.75 
DT-KS 

(Interpolated) 
10% 20%  0.77 0.78 

DT-Tw (Observed) 1.0 ◦C 1.3 ◦C 0.74 0.74 
DT-Tw 

(Interpolated) 
0.9 ◦C 1.3 ◦C 0.77 0.77  
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estimated values and provided added value through the use of infor-
mation on humidity when applying the schemes at a catchment or 
regional scale. 

Despite the reasonably good performance of the SPP schemes, there 
were some limitations. First, the vertical temperature profiles play a key 
role in determining the precipitation phase at the surface level (Bour-
gouin, 2000) through the effects of melting, evaporation and refreezing. 
These processes are not considered when only surface information is 
used. Second, some threshold variability was observed, not only at the 
inter-event scale, but also at the intra-event scale, suggesting that the 
parameters of the schemes should be adjusted according to the event. 
This is in agreement with the findings of Cortinas et al. (2002) and 
Wandishin et al. (2005), who noted that no vertical temperature profile- 
based algorithm discriminating the SPP outperformed the other algo-
rithms all the time. 

This variability was addressed in the implementation of the real-time 
SPP product by using different thresholds. Despite the simplicity of the 
schemes used, they produced good results that could be improved in 
further studies by including vertical temperature profiles, which would 
provide key information about possible warm or cold layers above the 
surface, as well as a more extensive database of case studies to check for 
possible relationships between the scheme thresholds and event char-
acteristics. An option to enlarge this precipitation phase observation 
database could be achieved through citizen science and crowdsourcing, 
whose role experienced in recent years an increasing trend in Earth 
observation topics (Fritz et al., 2017), such as heavy precipitation events 
(Spruce et al., 2020), natural disasters (Guan and Chen, 2014) and 
catchment modelling (Starkey et al., 2017). mPING (Elmore et al., 
2014), CoCoRaHS (Reges et al., 2016) and WOW (wow.metoffice.gov. 
uk) are examples of well established user friendly applications that cit-
izens can use to report weather observations. Another option to gather 
observations is the use of social networks, such as Twitter or Facebook. 
In this study, precipitation phase observations were retrieved from 
Twitter exhibiting good results. Still, more observations could have been 
gathered with an active campaign, such as “Snowtweets” (King et al., 
2009) or “Picking up Hailstones” (Farnell and Rigo, 2020) campaigns, 
which encouraged citizens to use specific hashtags to report snow and 
hail size, respectively. These are examples of how people can provide 
valuable information using applications not specifically developed for 
citizen science purposes. Therefore, active campaigns using a specific 
communication strategy, such as comparing a forecast to a well-known 
past event, can engage and motivate citizens to report weather-related 

observations during particular events (Lambrecht et al., 2019). In 
addition, it is also important to assure that the observations reported by 
citizens are needed, appreciated and acknowledged (Reges et al., 2016). 
The combination of citizen-science and the installation of present 
weather sensors at key locations could improve the management of 
risks, transport infrastructure and road safety. 

6. Summary and conclusions 

This paper studied the application of different schemes for precipi-
tation phase discrimination to evaluate their performances and suit-
ability for a real-time SPP product. Compared to previous studies that 
developed and analysed schemes based on concurrent meteorological 
measurements and precipitation phase observations, the present study 
used interpolated air temperature and dew point estimates. In addition, 
the role of citizen science and crowd sourced data regarding precipita-
tion classification among rain, sleet and snow was assessed. Finally, a 
proposal on the implementation of a real-time SPP product was pre-
sented. The following conclusions arose from the study:  

• Out of all the schemes considered in this study, those incorporating 
information on air humidity, even that estimated through interpo-
lation, performed better than those considering air temperature 
alone.  

• The single threshold air temperature scheme (ST-Ta), widely used in 
hydrological models, resulted in a threshold of 1.3 ◦C.  

• The two best schemes from a statistical point of view when three 
types of precipitation (rain, sleet and snow) are considered were the 
dual threshold wet-bulb temperature (DT-Tw) and Koistinen–Saltik-
off (DT-KS) schemes, with both including information on humidity 
and temperature.  

• Citizen science and crowd sourced observations presented a high 
probability of detection (POD), indicating their potential in the 
monitoring of low-altitude snow events.  

• The analyses of individual events showed that small modifications in 
the defined thresholds may improve the schemes, suggesting that 
they should be adapted to specific events.  

• The implementation of a real-time surface precipitation phase 
product should consider variability in the optimum thresholds 
observed at the inter- and intra-event scales. 
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Table A1 
A 3x3 contingency table.    

Observed   

Rain Snow Sleet 

Forecast Rain a b e  
Snow c d f  
Sleet g h i  

Table A2 
Skill scores for the Rain/No Rain case used in the validation strategy, their 
formula and perfect value: POD (Probability of Detection), FAR (False Alarm 
Rate), FBI (Frequency Bias Index) and PSS (Pierce Skill Score). a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h 
and i refer to letters defined in the contingency table in Table A1. When sleet 
observations are not considered e, f, g, h and i equal to 0.  

Skill score Formula Perfect value 

POD a
a + (c + g)

1 

FAR (b + e)
a + (b + e)

0 

FBI a + (b + e)
a + (c + g)

1 

PSS a⋅(d + i) − (b + e)⋅(c + g)
(a + c + g)⋅(b + e + d + i)

1  
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Appendix A. Skill scores calculation 

Multi-categorical binary events (rain, sleet and snow), can be rep-
resented by a contingency table (Table A1), accounting for the correctly 
classified, correctly rejected, missed and false alarm events. For 
example, for the Rain/No Rain case a corresponds to correctly classified, 
d and i to correctly rejected, c and g to missed, and b and e to false alarm 
occurrences. 

From these values, skill scores calculated are listed in Table A2 for 
the Rain/No Rain case. For the Snow/No Snow and Sleet/No Sleet cases, 
formulas in Table A2 must be changed accordingly. 

When only two categories are considered, such as rain and snow, 
sleet column and row values are set to null, that is, collapsing the con-
tingency table from 3 x 3 to 2 x 2. Therefore, e, f, g, h and i in skill score 
formulas (Table A2) are set to 0 for the Rain/No Rain case. 

Gerrity Skill Score (GSS), indicated for multi-categorical forecasts 
(Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2012), is used solely for dual threshold 
schemes to find the best thresholds that properly separate the three 
precipitation phase considered. GSS is a modification of a score defined 
by Gandin and Murphy (Gandin and Murphy, 1992) introduced by 
Gerrity (1992) which uses a scoring matrix based on the sample prob-
abilities making the score truly equitable. A characteristic of using GSS is 
that penalizes misclassification differently depending on the distance 
from the correct category. A complete description of GSS calculation can 
be found in Jolliffe and Stephenson (2012). 
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Chapter 4

Nowcasting the precipitation phase

4.1 Nowcasting the precipitation phase combining weather
radar data, surface observations, and NWP model fore-
casts

4.1.1 Summary

This chapter presents the development and implementation of a nowcasting system to
estimate the precipitation phase. As mentioned in the previous paper, diagnosing the
precipitation phase at ground level is critical in manifold meteorological and hydrolog-
ical applications, as well as its nowcasting which helps to prevent risks and harm to
people and critical infrastructures.

The determination of the precipitation phase for nowcasting purposes is usually
achieved through a combination of extrapolated observational data and NWP model
output. It is a topic that has been widely studied considering different algorithms, in-
cluding surface observation threshold-based schemes, decision tree algorithms based
on vertical temperature profiles, and machine learning methods. However, nowcasting
the precipitation phase is still a challenging problem, especially when air temperature is
close to freezing point. In fact, some studies reported that a single algorithm may not
capture all the variability involved in precipitation phase discrimination at surface level,
suggesting a combination of algorithms.

Therefore, in this study, the nowcasting of precipitation phase is not only addressed
considering eight individual algorithms (four of them based on surface extrapolated ob-
servations and the other four on modelled vertical temperature profiles), but also three
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ensembles of algorithms. Firstly, an ensemble that has already been tested in other stud-
ies which consists of the combination of the four vertical temperature profile algorithms
(hereafter, Profiles) was considered. Secondly, an ensemble of the surface extrapolated
observations algorithms (hereafter, MostDelta). Thirdly, the combination of the pre-
viously considered eight algorithms (hereafter, MostAll). The two last ensembles are
tested for the first time in this study.

As a test bank for the verification of the different algorithms and ensembles, eight
low-altitude snowfall events reported in Catalonia between 2010 and 2021 are consid-
ered. The verification includes not only the evaluation of the algorithms and ensembles
to discriminate precipitation phase, but also their ability to capture precipitation phase
transitions. The verification results show that threshold algorithms based on surface ex-
trapolated observations exhibit the best performance in most of the events. However, in
some events or parts of them, algorithms based on modelled vertical temperature pro-
files show a better performance. Therefore, and as reported in previous studies in other
regions, certain performance variability is observed in the algorithms’ performance de-
pending on the event which makes an ensemble of algorithms advisable.

Among the three ensembles considered, MostAll performs best in three out of eight
events and presents a similar performance to the best-performing algorithm in the rest of
the events. MostDelta also shows a similar behaviour to MostAll, but the latter includes
information on vertical temperature profiles, which play a key role in determining the
precipitation phase at ground level. Another advantage of using an ensemble rather
than a single algorithm is that agreement or disagreement between its members can be
interpreted as forecast uncertainty. The latter provides a wider perspective to forecasters
and may be helpful in precipitation phase transitions and in situations where the air
temperature is close to freezing point and the difficulty in determining the precipitation
phase is greater.

4.1.2 Article

Casellas, E., Bech, J., Veciana, R., Pineda, N., Miró, J. R., Moré, J., Rigo, T. & Sairouni,
A. (2021). Nowcasting the precipitation phase combining weather radar data, surface
observations, and NWP model forecasts. Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological
Society, 147(739), 3135-3153.
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Abstract
Heavy snowfall events can cause substantial transport disruption and exert a
negative socioeconomic impact, particularly in low-altitude and midlatitude
regions, where it seldom snows. Such problems may be exacerbated if there are
rapid transitions between different precipitation phases within the same event.
Previous studies have addressed this issue using precipitation-phase nowcast-
ing techniques, often focusing on critical infrastructures such as airports. Very
short-range forecasts are usually based on trends of observations and numerical
weather prediction models. Nowcasting schemes considering the precipitation
phase generally merge extrapolated surface observations, modelled vertical tem-
perature profiles, and extrapolated weather radar precipitation fields. In this
study, a precipitation-phase nowcasting scheme was developed and evaluated,
initially using eight different algorithms to classify precipitation into rain, sleet
or snow, together with a probabilistic weather radar data extrapolation tech-
nique. In addition, three combinations of the previous algorithms were also
evaluated. The nowcasting scheme was applied to a midlatitude region in the
Northwestern Mediterranean to assess its performance during eight snowfall
events. Single and combined algorithms were compared to determine their
suitability in conditions close to freezing point, when there is increased uncer-
tainty about the precipitation phase. The results indicate that, although single
and combined algorithms perform similarly, the latter can provide valuable
information during event monitoring. Precipitation phase transitions were also
analysed, finding that on average they can be forecast correctly with a lead time
of 120 min. The proposed methodology can be readily applied to other regions
where ground-based observations, weather radar data, and model forecasts are
available.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Severe winter weather conditions can affect transport
infrastructures, road safety, road maintenance, and every-
day activities (Schmidlin, 1993; Andrey et al., 2003; Papa-
giannaki et al., 2013; Malin et al., 2019). Nowcasting the
precipitation phase can provide key information for mete-
orological services or emergency managers, who can then
activate specific protocols to prevent or manage risks
and harm to people and critical infrastructures (Vilaclara
et al., 2010; Bonelli et al., 2011; Kann et al., 2015). For
example, airports are critical infrastructures sensitive to
snowfall, and several ad hoc nowcasting systems have been
developed to address this issue specifically, such as the
Canadian Airport Nowcasting system (CAN-Now: Isaac
et al., 2014), Probabilistic Nowcasting of Winter Weather
for Airports (PNOWWA: Saltikoff et al., 2018), and Win-
ter Hazards in Terminal Environment for Munich Air-
port (WHITE: Keis, 2015). Recent progress has also been
reported regarding the use of medium-range forecasts
(Gascón et al., 2018; Fehlmann et al., 2019).

Discrimination of the precipitation phase at the surface
level has been widely studied using several approaches,
including near-surface air-temperature threshold-based
schemes (e.g., Koistinen and Saltikoff, 1998; Froidurot
et al., 2014; Behrangi et al., 2018), decision-tree algorithms
based on implicit assumptions about microphysical pro-
cesses and vertical temperature profiles (e.g., Bourgouin,
2000; Schuur et al., 2012), explicit algorithms based on
hydrometeor mixing ratios at the ground level provided
by complex microphysics parameterisations (e.g., Ikeda
et al., 2013; Benjamin et al., 2016), and machine-learning
algorithms (e.g., McGovern et al., 2017; 2019). How-
ever, surface precipitation phase discrimination remains
challenging, especially at temperatures close to freezing
point. Therefore, a single methodology may not capture
all variability involved in precipitation phase discrimina-
tion at surface level. In fact, Cortinas et al. (2002) and
Wandishin et al. (2005) reported that no single precipita-
tion phase algorithm based on vertical temperature pro-
files outperformed the rest all the time, suggesting that
a combination of algorithms was superior to the single
algorithm that performed the best. A similar conclusion
was drawn when considering surface information alone,
where threshold-based strategies may present very high
spatial and temporal variability (Zhong et al., 2018; Casel-
las et al., 2021). In addition, in some models, thresholds
for single events can be changed or adjusted dynamically
(Pomeroy et al., 2007).

Precipitation-phase nowcasting schemes generally
form part of a nowcasting system, which tends to combine
extrapolated observational data and numerical weather
prediction (NWP) model output. Nowcasting is usually

achieved by means of persistence or trends of observa-
tions, since their performance surpasses that of NWP
models (Golding, 1998; Haiden et al., 2011). Examples
of surface precipitation type nowcasting include com-
bined ground-temperature trend observations and NWP
vertical temperature profiles in Integrated Nowcasting
through Comprehensive Analysis (INCA: Haiden et al.,
2011), a decision-tree algorithm based on modelled verti-
cal temperature profiles in CAN-Now (Isaac et al., 2014),
surface temperature conditions to classify different types
of snow in PNOWWA (Saltikoff et al., 2018), and features
of modelled vertical temperature profiles and trends of
observations in WHITE (Keis, 2015). All the aforemen-
tioned nowcasting schemes implement a weather radar
extrapolation technique for precipitation, since this tends
to outperform NWP models for the first 1.5–2 hr (Simonin
et al., 2017). In INCA, CAN-Now, and WHITE, a deter-
ministic extrapolation is used, whereas PNOWWA uses a
probabilistic approach.

For the sake of simplicity, and similarly to Ikeda et al.
(2017), only three different precipitation types are con-
sidered here, namely rain, snow, and a mixture of both,
hereafter mixed. Other precipitation types, such as freez-
ing rain and ice pellets, were not considered, due to the
lack of observations in the datasets analysed. Therefore,
strictly speaking, this study focused on nowcasting precip-
itation phase rather than precipitation type. The proposed
methodology was applied in the Northwest Mediterranean
region, where snowfall at low altitudes can be consid-
ered exceptional or rare. Thus, the correct forecast of
these events is critical, compared with higher altitude
or latitude regions where snowfall is much more com-
mon. Consequently, we considered several precipitation
phase algorithms based on modelled vertical temperature
profiles and trends of surface observations. We evaluated
the individual performance of eight selected precipitation
phase schemes in eight low-altitude snowfall events that
took place in the study area between January 2010 and
January 2021. In addition, we evaluated two new pro-
posed combinations of algorithms. Our analysis focused
on precipitation phase classification and precipitation
phase transitions throughout the region and at specific
locations, including airports. This evaluation raised the
following question: is there a single precipitation phase
discrimination scheme capable of capturing the variabil-
ity of low-altitude snowfall events, or is a combination of
algorithms preferable?

The rest of the article is organised as follows. Section 2
describes the study area and the data sources considered.
Section 3 presents the nowcasting scheme designed. Then,
Section 4 provides validation results for single and com-
bined precipitation phase discrimination algorithms in
eight different low-altitude snowfall events in the study
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F I G U R E 1 Study area, including (a) the main orographic characteristics, (b) the location of the precipitation phase observation
sources considered: Xarxa d’Observadors Meteorològics (XOM) and Integrated Surface Database (ISD), and (c) the WRF model 9 km and
3 km domains [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

area. Section 5 addresses the question of whether a com-
bination of algorithms is preferable to a single algorithm,
and, lastly, the study is summarised and the conclusions
presented in Section 6.

2 DATA

2.1 Study area

The study area, Catalonia, is located in the northeast (NE)
of the Iberian Peninsula and is bordered by the Pyrenees
mountain range to the north, the Mediterranean Sea to
the east and south, and the Ebre Valley to the west. It
presents marked orographic complexity, with mountains
exceeding 3,000 m above sea level (a.s.l.), mountainous
ranges (∼500–1,000 m a.s.l) close to the coastline, such
as the coastal and precoastal ranges, and extensive plains
(Figure 1a). Snowfall episodes generally occur between
late autumn and early spring and are mainly restricted to
mountainous areas. However, occasional snowfall at low
altitudes has been reported below 700 m a.s.l, and can
generate a significant socioeconomic impact because of
infrastructure vulnerability and high population density
(Bech et al., 2013; Llasat et al., 2014).

2.2 Precipitation phase observations

Snow, mixed, and rain observations were collected from
several sources. Eight events were selected between

January 2010 and January 2021, applying the criteria of
social impact and over 100 precipitation phase ground
observations. These events, their identification code, and
the number of observations are listed in Table 1. They
included the March 8, 2010 event, which notably affected
the city of Barcelona and the NE of Catalonia (Bech et al.,
2013; Llasat et al., 2014), a three-day event in February
2018 and the so-called Storm Filomena in January 2021,
which affected extensive parts of the Iberian Peninsula.

Two precipitation phase observation sources were
used: the Integrated Surface Database (ISD) and Xarxa
d’Observadors Meteorològics (XOM). The ISD (Smith
et al., 2011) includes airport (METAR) reports and synoptic
surface observations (SYNOP) corresponding to nine loca-
tions in the study area, while the XOM consists of a trained
volunteer meteorological observers’ network, which
reports the precipitation phase in addition to other mete-
orological variables. Observations are routinely measured
at 0700, 1200, and 1800 UTC (Ripoll et al., 2016). Figure 1b
shows the location of observational sites and Table 2 gives
the number of observations available from each source.
Precipitation phase observations were filtered according
to their air temperature values, excluding those that fell
outside a (−7.5 to 5.0 ◦C) interval (Casellas et al., 2021).

2.3 Temperature and humidity
observations

Some of the precipitation phase discrimination schemes
considered here are based on interpolated surface
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Event Start date Finish date
Duration
(hr) # Observations

E1 2010-01-07 06:00 2010-01-08 18:00 36 218

E2 2010-03-07 17:30 2010-03-08 19:30 26 275

E3 2011-03-03 06:00 2011-03-04 17:00 35 118

E4 2013-02-22 06:00 2013-02-23 08:30 27 124

E5 2015-02-03 06:00 2015-02-05 08:00 50 204

E6 2018-02-04 07:00 2018-02-06 17:00 58 189

E7 2018-02-26 14:30 2018-03-01 02:00 60 376

E8 2021-01-08 20:00 2021-01-11 18:00 70 379

Total 362 1,883

T A B L E 1 Summary of selected events
including their identification, start, and
finish dates (in YYYY-mm-dd HH:MM UTC
format), duration, and the number of
precipitation phase observations

T A B L E 2 Precipitation phase
observations from the Integrated Surface
Database (ISD) and the Xarxa d’Observadors
Meteorològics (XOM)

Source Rain Mixed Snow Total

ISD 657 40 263 960

XOM 407 87 429 923

Total 1,064 127 692 1,883

temperature and humidity fields (see Section 3.1.1). These
fields were obtained using dry-bulb air temperature (Ta)
and dew-point temperature (Td) observations acquired
from the automatic weather station (AWS) network of the
Meteorological Service of Catalonia (Xarxa d’Estacions
Meteorològiques Automàtiques (XEMA): Serra et al.,
2016) with a 30-min temporal resolution. Interpolated
fields of Ta and Td with a horizontal resolution of 1 km
were calculated using multiple linear regression, anomaly
correction, and clustering (Casellas et al., 2020). Then,
relative humidity (RH) and wet-bulb temperature (Tw)
fields were derived from the Ta and Td fields following
Lawrence (2005) and Sadeghi et al. (2013), respectively.

2.4 Weather radar data

The Xarxa de Radars Meteorològics (XRAD), a meteoro-
logical radar network consisting of four single-polarisation
C-band Doppler weather radars located at specific loca-
tions to reduce radar beam blockage (Bech et al., 2003;
Trapero et al., 2009), provided weather radar observa-
tions covering the study area. The lowest height of the
radar reflectivity composite was used after the application
of automatic quality-control procedures (Sánchez-Diezma
et al., 2002; Bech et al., 2005; Franco et al., 2006; Altube

et al., 2015; 2017). The temporal resolution of the data was
6 min and the spatial resolution was 1 km.

2.5 Temperature and humidity profiles

The modelled vertical temperature and humidity profiles
required for some of the algorithms used were provided by
the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model with the
ARW (Advanced Research WRF) solver, version 3.5.1 (Ska-
marock et al., 2008). The use of soundings was ruled out
because of their lack of suitability for nowcasting purposes,
since only twice-daily data from one location (Barcelona)
were available for the study area. The WRF model was con-
figured in three nested domains: horizontal grid lengths
of 27, 9, and 3 km with 31 sigma levels and applying
one-way nesting (Figure 1c). The set up for the main physi-
cal parameterisations was as follows: WRF Single-Moment
(WSM) five-class microphysics scheme (Hong et al., 2004;
2006), Kain–Fritsch (new Eta) cumulus scheme (Kain,
2004), Dudhia scheme (Dudhia, 1989) for short-wave radi-
ation, RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997) for long-wave radi-
ation, YSU scheme (Hong et al., 2006) for PBL, and
NOAH land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001).
ECMWF-IFS data were employed as initial and bound-
ary conditions for the coarsest domain. For the innermost
domain at 3 km, WRF was updated every 3 hr (0000, 0300,
0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800, 1900, and 2100 UTC), tak-
ing advantage of the improved initial conditions obtained
with a data assimilation cycle based on three-dimensional
variational analysis (3DVAR) conducted by the WRF Data
Assimilation System (WRF-DA). In particular, reflectiv-
ity and radial wind velocity from the weather radar net-
work (XRAD) and surface observation data (XEMA and
METAR) were assimilated in a 3-hr cycle. The resulting
WRF simulations at 3 km (namely WRF-3DVAR, hereafter
WRF) provided 12-hr forecasts at an hourly resolution that
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were linearly interpolated to a 30-min temporal resolution,
following Isaac et al. (2014) and Keis (2015), to render them
consistent with AWS network observations.

3 NOWCASTING SCHEME

The proposed precipitation-phase nowcasting scheme
consists of two parts: classification of the hydrometeor
phase at surface level and temporal extrapolation of the
precipitation field. The former is performed by consid-
ering extrapolated surface observations and NWP model
vertical temperature profiles, while the latter is obtained
using weather radar data and a probabilistic advection
scheme. Hence, precipitation phase nowcasting involves
forecasting both the hydrometeor classification and the
spatial evolution of the precipitation field. The scheme was
designed to produce 3-hr lead time forecasts with a 30-min
temporal resolution, a 1 km spatial resolution, and 30-min
frequency updates. From now on, the forecast lead time
refers to the lead time of the nowcasting scheme.

The process to obtain a precipitation phase nowcast
involved the following steps:

1. calculation of the precipitation phase at surface level for
each lead time;

2. calculation of the precipitation field extrapolation using
a probabilistic approach; and

3. combination of the precipitation phase field calculated
in step 1 and the extrapolated precipitation field calcu-
lated in step 2.

Each step of the process is detailed in the following
subsections.

3.1 Step 1: Precipitation phase
classification

Eleven precipitation phase discrimination algorithms
were considered in this study and are presented in this
section. Thus, we analysed eight single algorithms (four
based on using surface information only, and four based on
modelled vertical temperature profiles) and three schemes
that combined different algorithms. A description of each
algorithm is provided below.

3.1.1 Surface information

Precipitation phase classification using surface informa-
tion alone was performed using threshold-based schemes
relying on physical variables. For example, if the air

temperature is cooler (warmer) than a threshold, precip-
itation is classified as snow (rain). In this study, we con-
sidered four dual threshold (DT) schemes, which estab-
lish two thresholds to classify precipitation into three
different types: rain, mixed, and snow. The selected DT
schemes are based on different meteorological variables:
air temperature (DT-Ta: Liu, 2008), dew-point tempera-
ture (DT-Td: Marks et al., 2013), wet-bulb temperature
(DT-Tw: Behrangi et al., 2018), and the Koistinen and
Saltikoff (1998) formula (DT-KS). The final of these gives
the probability that precipitation will be in the form of
snow (p(snow)) and is based on an empirical formula using
air temperature (Ta) and relative humidity (RH) as follows:

p(snow) = 1 − 1
1 + e22−2.7⋅Ta−0.2⋅RH . (1)

Based upon this probability, the thresholds used were
< 40% for rain, > 58% for snow, and between the two for
mixed. Similarly, the rest of the schemes were based on
establishing two thresholds, one to discriminate between
snow and mixed and another to discriminate between
mixed and rain. In the case of wet-bulb temperature
(DT-Tw), 0.7 and 1.0 ◦C were used as snow–mixed and
mixed–rain thresholds, respectively. The thresholds used
for the other two schemes were 0.1 and 0.4 ◦C for DT-Td
and 1.0 and 1.4 ◦C for DT-Ta. The selection of these
schemes and their corresponding thresholds was based on
an analysis carried out in the study area (Casellas et al.,
2021).

Diagnostic DT schemes were built using interpolated
Ta, Td, Tw, and RH fields from Ta and Td observations
(see Section 2.3). Extrapolation of these fields to a 3-hr
lead time was performed considering the forecast varia-
tions of the analogous WRF model fields, adapted from
Haiden et al. (2011) (hereafter, DeltaForecast). In addition,
we blended the extrapolated fields with those of the WRF
model. The process to obtain the extrapolated Ta fields at a
future time step i+1 can be expressed by adding the model
tendency between time step i and time step i+1 as

TDelta
ai+1

= TDelta
ai

+ (TWRF
ai+1

− TWRF
ai

), (2)

when i= 0, Tao corresponds to the observed Ta. Then, the
blending with the WRF output was achieved through

TDeltaForecast
ai

= g(i) ⋅ TDelta
ai

+ (1 − g(i)) ⋅ TWRF
ai

, (3)

where g(i) is a weight function (e−i∕8) and i is the lead
time (in hours). The process was repeated for Td, while Tw
and RH were obtained from the Ta and Td fields follow-
ing Sadeghi et al. (2013) and Lawrence (2005), respectively.
From now on, forecast DT schemes are termed Delta Ta for
air temperature, Delta Td for dew-point temperature, Delta
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Tw for wet-bulb temperature, and Delta KS for Koistinen
and Saltikoff (1998).

Since the spatial resolution of the WRF model output
is 3 km, it was downscaled to the resolution of the inter-
polated fields of surface observations, that is, from 3 to
1 km. Downscaling of Ta and Td was achieved using the
so-called elevation correction (Sheridan et al., 2010; Rouf
et al., 2020). This accounts for differences between the
orography used by the WRF model and that used by a finer
source. Generally, this method is applied to regions with
a complex orography where differences between the two
orography sources are marked, such as deep valleys or high
mountain ridges (Haiden et al., 2011).

3.1.2 Vertical thermodynamic profiles

We studied four precipitation type algorithms based
on vertical thermodynamic information from the WRF
model: Ramer (Ramer, 1993), Baldwin (Baldwin et al.,
1994), Bourgouin (Bourgouin, 2000) and Schuur (Schuur
et al., 2012). The algorithms consider wet-bulb tempera-
ture profiles, melting and freezing energies, and warm and
cold layer depths, which are used to determine the pre-
cipitation type at ground level. A general overview of the
algorithms is provided here and more detailed descriptions
are given in the above references and in Cortinas et al.
(2002) and Wandishin et al. (2005).

The Ramer algorithm (Ramer, 1993) is based on the
ice fraction of hydrometeors (I) and its changes between
a defined precipitation generation layer and the surface.
The precipitation generation layer corresponds to the high-
est saturated layer, and the Tw at that level determines
the hydrometeor characteristics: supercooled droplets or
ice. The ice fraction (I) is 1 for ice and 0 for supercooled
droplets. Then, changes in I from the precipitation gener-
ation layer to the surface are calculated layer by layer as
follows:

ΔI =
(0 − Tw)(ln(pz−1) − ln(pz))

0.045 ⋅ RH
, (4)

where ΔI corresponds to the ice fraction change, Tw to
the layer mean wet-bulb temperature, RH to the layer
mean relative humidity, and p to air pressure. z identifies
each layer, starting from the precipitation generation layer
and using a top-down approach until the surface layer is
reached. If I < 0.04 at the lowest model level, precipitation
is classified as rain when Tw > 0 ◦C and as freezing rain
when Tw ≤ 0 ◦C. If I > 0.85, ice pellets are assumed, but
snow if I = 1. If 0.04 ≤ I ≤ 0.85, precipitation is classified
as freezing rain when Tw < 0 ◦C at the lowest model level
or as a mixture of types when Tw ≥ 0 ◦C.

Similarly to Ramer (1993), the Baldwin algorithm
(Baldwin et al., 1994) classifies the initial phase of the
hydrometeors at the precipitation generation level using
Tw. Solid precipitation at the highest saturated level is con-
sidered when Tw < −4◦C, otherwise the liquid phase is
assumed. Precipitation type at ground level is obtained
using a decision-tree algorithm based on the depth and
strength of cold and warm layers. These are calculated
from the area between the vertical Tw profile and Tw = 0 ◦C
for all layers from the highest saturated level to the surface.
Then, phase changes of the established initial phase are
evaluated considering calculated melting (warm layers)
and freezing (cold layers) potential together with surface
air temperature. If the melting area is large enough, rain is
diagnosed. Otherwise, a decision tree is followed to classify
precipitation into snow, ice pellets, or freezing rain, which
is ultimately determined using surface Ta. For example,
snow is diagnosed if Tw < −4 ◦C is reported in any layer
between the surface and the highest saturated level and the
area between −4 ◦C and the Tw profile does not exceed an
empirically derived value (Baldwin et al., 1994).

The Schuur algorithm (Schuur et al., 2012) consists
of two steps. In the first one, the precipitation type is
retrieved from the Tw model profile, while the second
one is a refinement of the previous classification based on
dual-polarisation weather radar data. Here, only the first
step was implemented. The algorithm is based on the form
of vertical Tw profiles considering the number of crossing
points of 0 ◦C. Four types of profile are defined depending
on the number of crossings. Precipitation type is deter-
mined for each profile taking into account its type and the
depth of melting and freezing layers. In addition, surface
Tw is also used to classify precipitation type. For example,
if surface Tw ≥ 3◦C, then precipitation is classified as rain.
In contrast, if Tw is below 0 ◦C at the surface and also
for the entire vertical profile, precipitation is classified
as snow.

The Bourgouin algorithm (Bourgouin, 2000) consid-
ers vertical temperature (Ta) profiles and the melting and
freezing energies available to change the phase of hydrom-
eteors. The energy corresponds to areas calculated accord-
ing to the departure of the observed or modelled vertical
Ta profile from Ta = 0 ◦C. If the Ta profile is below 0 ◦C,
a cold layer is diagnosed and contributes to the freezing
energy. Otherwise, a warm layer is identified and con-
tributes to the melting energy. Precipitation type at the
surface level is determined by comparing the melting and
freezing energies. In addition, surface Ta is used to discrim-
inate between freezing rain and rain.

As explained in the Introduction, owing to the lim-
ited number of different precipitation type observations
(Table 2), only rain, snow and mixed were considered.
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Therefore, the outcome of the algorithms described above
was narrowed to rain, mixed, and snow. Consequently,
ice pellets (Ramer, Bourgouin, Schuur, Baldwin) were
reclassified as snow, and freezing rain (Ramer, Bourgouin,
Schuur, Baldwin) and wet snow (Schuur) as mixed (Ikeda
et al., 2017).

3.1.3 Combination of algorithms

Besides the eight algorithms presented above, three addi-
tional combinations of algorithms were also considered,
resulting in 11 different strategies to classify precipita-
tion into rain, mixed or snow. The first combination has
already been tested in previous studies (Cortinas et al.,
2002; Manikin, 2005; Wandishin et al., 2005) and consists
of considering the ensemble of vertical temperature pro-
file algorithms (Baldwin, Bourgouin, Ramer, and Schuur),
hereafter Profiles. The other two combinations are pro-
posed in this study. One includes schemes based on extrap-
olated surface observations only (Delta Ta, Delta Td, Delta
Tw, and Delta KS), hereafter MostDelta, while the other
combines all eight algorithms (Delta Ta, Delta Td, Delta
Tw, Delta KS, Baldwin, Bourgouin, Ramer, and Schuur),
hereafter MostAll. For each of these strategies, the most
probable precipitation phase from among the algorithms
considered was selected for every pixel in the field.

3.2 Step 2: Nowcasting of precipitation
fields

The nowcasting of precipitation fields was conducted
using the extrapolation of weather radar data, because,
depending on the weather situation, it generally out-
performs NWP forecasts for the first forecasting hours
(Berenguer et al., 2012; Simonin et al., 2017). We selected a
probabilistic approach, the Short-Term Ensemble Predic-
tion System (STEPS), which was developed by the UK Met
Office and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Bowler
et al., 2006). STEPS is based on perturbing determinis-
tic Lagrangian extrapolation of weather radar data fields
through stochastic noise to account for unpredictable pre-
cipitation growth and decay processes (Seed, 2003). In this
study, it was applied using pySTEPS (Pulkkinen et al.,
2019), a Python library that implements different precipi-
tation nowcasting approaches, including STEPS.

STEPS was configured to calculate 20-member ensem-
ble, 3-hr lead time forecasts with 6-min temporal res-
olution output fields. The nowcast was produced using
a nonparametric noise generator and the motion field
was estimated using the Lucas–Kanade method. The spa-
tial resolution of the output fields was that of the native

weather radar data, 1 km. The outcome of the precipitation
nowcasting scheme was processed to obtain the probabil-
ity fields of exceeding 0.1 mm of precipitation in 30 min.

3.3 Step 3: Outcome of the
precipitation-phase nowcasting scheme

Once the precipitation phase and the precipitation proba-
bility forecast fields had been calculated, they were merged
onto the same geographic coordinate with a 1 km spatial
resolution. Then, they were combined to obtain 30-min
temporal resolution fields including the probability of
exceeding 0.1 mm of precipitation, the precipitation phase
alone, and the precipitation phase masked with precipita-
tion probability.

4 RESULTS

Validation of the precipitation-phase nowcasting scheme
focused on the problem of distinguishing the precipita-
tion phase rather than on the occurrence of precipitation,
following the approach of Wandishin et al. (2005). There-
fore, we determined the capacity of different strategies
to discriminate the precipitation phase independently of
the occurrence of forecast precipitation for eight selected
low-altitude snowfall events.

Validation was conducted considering a spatial fuzzy
verification scheme with a 9× 9 km2 neighbourhood area
around the nearest pixel of the observation (Ebert, 2008).
Therefore, point-to-grid comparison limits potential mis-
classification due to a short grid distance between an
observation and the nearest pixel (Ebert, 2008; Jolliffe and
Stephenson, 2012). The comparison between a point obser-
vation and grid forecast was performed as follows: (a)
selection of the 30-min forecast window that matched the
observation time, (b) calculation of the nearest pixel in the
grid to the observation location and selection of 9× 9 km2

neighbourhood area, and (c) comparison of the present
weather observation and the precipitation phase estima-
tion from the nowcasting scheme grid forecast to evaluate
the capacity of the scheme to discriminate between snow,
mixed, and rain. For example, the capacity to discriminate
snow individually was evaluated by comparing observa-
tions of snow versus no snow, that is, snow against rain
and mixed observations. Since a fuzzy verification scheme
was employed, we selected the most frequent precipitation
phase in the 9× 9 km neighbourhood area. Each step was
repeated for each 30-min interval of the 180-min forecast
lead time. The WRF model run used in each nowcast-
ing calculation was the last one available at the time the
nowcasting was conducted.
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Performance of the nowcasting schemes was evaluated
using a contingency table and calculating different verifi-
cation scores. The Gerrity skill score (GSS: Gerrity, 1992)
was estimated to evaluate three precipitation phases simul-
taneously. The value of GSS is dependent on the order
of the classes, which in this study were ordered accord-
ing to a “physical” criterion (Elmore et al., 2015): rain,
mixed, and snow. Therefore, a misclassification of rain as
mixed is penalised less than a misclassification as snow. In
addition, we calculated the Peirce skill score (PSS), which
measures the capacity to discriminate between events and
non-events, the probability of detection (POD), and the
false-alarm rate (FAR: Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2012). The
best score for GSS, PSS, and POD is 1 and the worst is 0,
whereas for FAR it is the opposite.

A bootstrapping technique (Efron and Tibshirani,
1994; Jolliffe, 2007) was used with 1,000 iterations to
obtain a sampling distribution of the scores, defining
their mean and 95% confidence level. Then, as in McCabe
et al. (2016) and Moon and Kim (2020), Wilcoxon tests
for paired samples (Wilks, 2011) were performed to assess
the statistical significance of score differences between
schemes. The tests were performed for all lead times indi-
vidually and for the average scores of each scheme. In
this study, differences were considered significant if the
p-value was below .001.

4.1 Overview of performance
of precipitation phase algorithms

According to mean GSS values considering all events,
the algorithms based on extrapolated surface observations
(Delta Ta, Delta Td, Delta Tw, and Delta KS) outperformed
those based on NWP model vertical temperature profiles
(Baldwin, Bourgouin, Ramer, and Schuur: see Table 3).
Among the schemes including surface information only,
Delta KS and Delta Tw exhibited similar performance, but
presented some statistically significant differences. The
performance of Delta KS and Delta Tw was superior to that
of Delta Ta and Delta Td. Regarding NWP model vertical
temperature profile based algorithms, Schuur showed the
best performance (0.53), closely followed by Ramer and
Baldwin (0.51), and then Bourgouin with a GSS of 0.41
(Figure 2a and Table 3). An analysis of the evolution of
mean GSS over forecast lead time showed that extrapo-
lated surface observation schemes presented a decreasing
trend, starting at ∼0.7 for the first 30 min of lead time
and reaching ∼0.5 at 180 min of lead time. Delta Ta and
Delta Td were surpassed by the NWP model-based algo-
rithms beyond 120 min of lead time for Delta Ta and
150 min of lead time for Delta Td (Figure 2a). Results for
the NWP model-based algorithms are shown as straight

T A B L E 3 Mean verification skill scores and 95% confidence
interval obtained from bootstrap sampling for the precipitation
phase discrimination strategies

Scheme GSS PSS snow PSS rain

MostDelta 0.62 (0.61–0.63) 0.63 (0.61–0.64) 0.61 (0.60–0.63)

MostAll 0.61 (0.60–0.62) 0.61 (0.60–0.62) 0.61 (0.60–0.62)

Profiles 0.54 (0.53–0.55) 0.55 (0.54–0.57) 0.53 (0.52–0.54)

Schuur 0.53 (0.51–0.54) 0.52 (0.50–0.53) 0.53 (0.52–0.55)

Baldwin 0.51 (0.50–0.53) 0.53 (0.52–0.54) 0.51 (0.49–0.52)

Bourgouin 0.41 (0.39–0.42) 0.41 (0.39–0.42) 0.40 (0.39–0.41)

Ramer 0.51 (0.50–0.52) 0.52 (0.51–0.53) 0.50 (0.49–0.52)

Delta Tw 0.62 (0.61–0.63) 0.62 (0.60–0.63) 0.62 (0.61–0.63)

Delta Td 0.60 (0.59–0.61) 0.61 (0.60–0.62) 0.59 (0.57–0.60)

Delta KS 0.62 (0.61–0.63) 0.63 (0.61–0.64) 0.62 (0.61–0.63)

Delta Ta 0.56 (0.55–0.58) 0.54 (0.53–0.55) 0.59 (0.58–0.60)

Note: Scores correspond to the mean value over a 180-min lead time for all
events. The Gerrity skill score (GSS) evaluates each strategy from a
multicategorical perspective (3× 3 contingency table), while the Peirce skill
score (PSS) evaluates dichotomous events (2× 2 contingency table), applied
to snow versus no snow and rain versus no rain observations. Wilcoxon
tests indicate that score differences between all schemes shown in this table
are significant. Bold values indicate the best performing discrimination
strategies for each score.

lines, since the same model forecast was used for different
lead times in the nowcasting scheme, providing constant
verification scores. Therefore, they simply provide a refer-
ence benchmark for the performance of NWP model-based
algorithms (Figure 2a).

The mean GSS verification results of combining dif-
ferent algorithms are presented in Table 3. MostDelta
exhibited the best performance (0.62), closely followed by
MostAll (0.61), but with a statistically significant differ-
ence. As for Profiles, this exhibited better performance
than any single NWP model-based scheme, but did not
outperform the combination of surface extrapolated obser-
vation schemes (Table 3). Regarding the evolution of
these combinations of schemes over lead time, MostDelta
was superior during the first 120 min, and from then on
MostAll was the best (Figure 2b).

The Peirce skill score (PSS) was used to evalu-
ate algorithm performance for individual precipitation
phases, obtaining similar results to those for GSS. PSS
values showed that single and combined dual threshold
schemes and their combination with vertical tempera-
ture profiles exhibited the best performance for either
snow or rain observations (Table 3). Poor performance was
obtained for the mixed precipitation phase, with PSS val-
ues below 0.1 (not shown). All methods obtained a very
high POD for rain and snow observations, and FAR scores
were ∼0.20 for all the schemes (not shown).
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(a) (b)

F I G U R E 2 Mean Gerrity skill score (GSS) obtained from bootstrap sampling over the forecast lead time for each precipitation phase
discrimination algorithm considering all available observations. (a) Scores for single precipitation phase algorithms. (b) Scores for combined
precipitation phase algorithms: MostDelta for extrapolated surface information schemes, Profiles for vertical temperature profile algorithms,
and MostAll for a combination of both. Bullets indicate statistical significance of score differences relative to all schemes for each lead time
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.2 Event-to-event variability
of algorithm performance

The performance of the single and combined algorithms
for each event is presented in Tables 4 and 5, including the
mean GSS and 95% confidence interval obtained by means
of bootstrap sampling. Additionally, Figure 3 illustrates the
evolution of mean GSS over the forecast lead time.

A high event-to-event variability was observed among
algorithms, including those using surface information
only, since none of them exhibited the best performance
in each of the eight events (Table 4 and 5) at all times
(Figure 3). For example, Delta Tw was the best in E3, E7,
and E8, Delta Td in E1 and E4, Delta Ta in E6, and Delta
KS in E5 (p-value< .001). Regarding E2, Delta Ta and Delta
KS presented a similar result and the null hypothesis could
not be rejected; in contrast, Delta Td showed statistically
significantly better performance.

NWP model vertical profile schemes showed the same
variability. Schuur presented the best performance in three
out of the eight events (E1, E5, and E7), Ramer (E3
and E8) and Baldwin (E4 and E6) in two of them, and
Bourgouin outperformed all other NWP model schemes
in E2 (Tables 4 and 5). As regards the combinations of
algorithms, Profiles was the best combination in E6, but
MostAll and MostDelta dominated the rest of the events
(Table 4 and 5). Although MostDelta showed the best per-
formance of all combination schemes in E2, it was similar

to Delta Ta or Delta KS and the null hypothesis could not
be rejected. In E8, however, MostDelta was statistically sig-
nificantly better than the other combinations. Meanwhile,
MostAll presented the best performance in three events
(E1, E3, E7), not only among combinations of algorithms
but also compared with single algorithms.

Figure 3 shows the mean GSS of the algorithms for
each event over the forecast lead time. As can be seen, in
five out of the eight events considered, some of the algo-
rithms based on vertical temperature profiles and their
combination (Profiles) outperformed the two best extrap-
olated surface observation schemes (Delta KS and Delta
Tw): over the entire forecast lead time in E1 (Figure 3a)
and partially in E5, E6, E7, and E8 (Figure 3e,f,g,h,
respectively). Figure 3 also indicates the statistical sig-
nificance of score differences between a scheme and the
rest with a marker symbol (otherwise, differences were
not statistically significant). Although some of the differ-
ences between schemes were not statistically significant
for some of the forecast lead times, as in the case of E1
(at 180 min lead time between MostDelta and Delta Td),
E3 (between 30 and 90 min forecast lead time between
MostDelta and Delta KS), or E7 (at 30 min forecast lead
time between Delta Ta and Baldwin), their differences can
be statistically significant when all forecast lead times of
an event are considered (Tables 4 and 5). Profiles outper-
formed all single NWP model-based algorithms in three
events, but was surpassed in the others. However, the
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T A B L E 4 Mean Gerrity skill score (GSS) and 95% confidence interval obtained from bootstrap sampling for the precipitation
phase discrimination strategies in events E1–E4

Scheme E1 2010-01-07 E2 2010-03-07 E3 2011-03-03 E4 2013-02-22

MostDelta 0.65 (0.60–0.70) 0.43 (0.38–0.47)* 0.78 (0.72–0.85) 0.56 (0.50–0.64)

MostAll 0.74 (0.69–0.78) 0.34 (0.29–0.39) 0.81 (0.75–0.86) 0.56 (0.49–0.64)

Profiles 0.72 (0.67–0.77) 0.19 (0.13–0.25) 0.76 (0.70–0.83) 0.50 (0.40–0.58)

Schuur 0.73 (0.68–0.78) 0.18 (0.13–0.23) 0.70 (0.63–0.77) 0.52 (0.44–0.60)

Baldwin 0.69 (0.64–0.74) 0.23 (0.17–0.30) 0.71 (0.65–0.78)* 0.53 (0.46–0.61)

Bourgouin 0.47 (0.40–0.53) 0.24 (0.19–0.30) 0.75 (0.67–0.82) 0.38 (0.28–0.48)

Ramer 0.71 (0.67–0.76) 0.22 (0.15–0.28) 0.76 (0.70–0.83) 0.47 (0.39–0.55)

Delta Tw 0.63 (0.58–0.68) 0.42 (0.37–0.47) 0.78 (0.72–0.85) 0.56 (0.48–0.63)

Delta Td 0.68 (0.63–0.73) 0.43 (0.38–0.48) 0.77 (0.72–0.83)* 0.61 (0.54–0.68)

Delta KS 0.67 (0.62–0.72) 0.43 (0.38–0.48)* 0.77 (0.71–0.84)* 0.57 (0.50–0.64)

Delta Ta 0.54 (0.49–0.60) 0.43 (0.38–0.47)* 0.72 (0.66–0.78)* 0.45 (0.38–0.53)

Note: Scores correspond to the mean value over a 180-min forecast lead time. The asterisk superscript (*) indicates that differences between this scheme
and at least another one are not significant (p> .001). Bold values indicate the best performing discrimination strategies for each score.

T A B L E 5 As Table 4, for E5–E8

Scheme E5 2015-02-03 E6 2018-02-04 E7 2018-02-26 E8 2021-01-08

MostDelta 0.62 (0.58–0.67) 0.54 (0.45–0.63) 0.68 (0.66–0.71) 0.68 (0.64–0.71)

MostAll 0.62 (0.57–0.67) 0.52 (0.43–0.63) 0.70 (0.68–0.73) 0.67 (0.63–0.71)*

Profiles 0.56 (0.50–0.62) 0.55 (0.46–0.64)* 0.67 (0.64–0.70) 0.57 (0.52–0.61)

Schuur 0.48 (0.42–0.54) 0.49 (0.40–0.58) 0.65 (0.63–0.68) 0.60 (0.56–0.64)

Baldwin 0.39 (0.33–0.45) 0.55 (0.47–0.64) 0.62 (0.59–0.64) 0.52 (0.47–0.57)

Bourgouin 0.36 (0.30–0.42) 0.49 (0.39–0.59) 0.54 (0.51–0.57) 0.30 (0.26–0.35)

Ramer 0.45 (0.39–0.51) 0.50 (0.43–0.59) 0.60 (0.57–0.63) 0.63 (0.59–0.67)

Delta Tw 0.62 (0.57–0.67) 0.55 (0.46–0.64)* 0.69 (0.66–0.71) 0.69 (0.65–0.72)

Delta Td 0.49 (0.43–0.54) 0.51 (0.42–0.61) 0.64 (0.62–0.67) 0.61 (0.57–0.65)

Delta KS 0.63 (0.58–0.68) 0.54 (0.45–0.62) 0.68 (0.65–0.70) 0.68 (0.64–0.71)

Delta Ta 0.59 (0.54–0.64) 0.56 (0.48–0.65) 0.58 (0.55–0.61) 0.67 (0.64–0.70)*

Note: Bold values indicate the best performing discrimination strategies for each score.

Profiles combination was superior to any single NWP
model-based algorithm when all events were considered
(Table 3).

4.3 Precipitation phase transitions

During the eight events considered, different precipita-
tion phase transitions took place and some of them are
analysed in the following subsections regarding correct
determination of the precipitation phase and its timing.

4.3.1 Precipitation phase determination:
Single and combination of algorithms

The behaviour of one of the best-performing schemes
according to Figure 2 and Table 3, Delta KS, was compared

against two combinations of algorithms, MostDelta and
MostAll. For example, Figure 4 shows a snow to rain tran-
sition in Barcelona on February 27, 2018, between 1330
and 1630 UTC. It also includes several meteorological vari-
ables between 0900 and 2100 UTC, together with precipi-
tation phase observations. Interestingly, it can be seen that
snow was observed at a warmer air temperature than rain
(Figure 4a). Focusing on the precipitation phase transition
(grey box in Figure 4a), rain was forecast by Delta KS dur-
ing the entire forecast lead time. At the same time, the most
probable precipitation phase according to MostDelta and
MostAll forecasts was also rain, but both reported small
percentages of snow and mixed.

Other precipitation phase transitions are shown in
Figure 5. During E1 on January 8, 2010, a transition
from rain to snow occurred in Reus, and, according to
Figure 5a, Delta KS, MostDelta, and MostAll all failed to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

F I G U R E 3 Mean Gerrity skill score (GSS) obtained from bootstrap sampling over the forecast lead time for each precipitation phase
discrimination algorithm and each event. Bullets indicate the statistical significance of score differences relative to all schemes for each lead
time [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

forecast it correctly. On the one hand, Delta KS forecast
rain throughout the entire forecast lead time, except for
30 min when mixed precipitation was forecast. On the

other hand, MostAll presented a wide disparity between
algorithms, with ∼50% probability of rain, ∼40% of snow,
and ∼10% of mixed. MostDelta showed high probabilities
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F I G U R E 4 (a) Air temperature
(Ta), dew-point temperature (Td), wet-bulb
temperature (Tw), and relative humidity
(RH) observations on February 27, 2018,
between 0900 and 2100 UTC for Barcelona.
Markers represent the actual precipitation
phase observed (snow, mixed, rain and no
precipitation). (b,c,d) Nowcasting for
Barcelona initialised at 1300 UTC (valid
for the grey box in (a)), for (b) Delta KS,
(c) MostDelta, and (d) MostAll schemes.
Shaded colours indicate the probability of
each precipitation phase and markers
represent the actual precipitation phase
observed [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

for rain, but some mixed and snow probabilities were also
reported. Another example took place in Girona during E4
on February 22, 2013. The three schemes correctly fore-
cast the rain to snow transition with a lead time of 150 min
(Figure 5b). In this case, Delta KS showed 30 min of mixed
precipitation before estimating snow, while MostDelta and
MostAll forecast an increasing probability of snow over
the forecast lead time. The last two examples in Figure 5
show two forecasts where rapid precipitation phase transi-
tions took place: in Figure 5c (event E6), rain was observed
between two observations of snow, and in Figure 5d (event
E8), mixed precipitation was reported between two rain
observations. In both cases, Delta KS forecast rain for the
entire lead time, whereas MostDelta forecast some mixed
and snow probabilities and MostAll reported similar prob-
abilities for rain and snow.

4.3.2 Application of a combination
of algorithms and a precipitation field

The examples above concerned precipitation phase
estimates at specific locations without considering pre-
cipitation occurrence information. In this section, we
examine the combination resulting from merging the pre-
cipitation phase field and precipitation field forecast for

three events. In this case, we shall focus on application of
the MostAll algorithm. For example, on March 8, 2010,
at 1100 UTC, a widespread snowfall affected most of the
study area, but at that time it was raining in Barcelona
(Figure 6a). Two hours later, rain transitioned to snow,
as shown by the crosses in Figure 6b,c. The nowcasting
scheme based on the MostAll combination forecast a pre-
cipitation phase transition from rain to snow at 1230 UTC,
which was actually observed. Therefore, the transition
from rain to snow was forecast correctly with a lead time
of 120 min. At the same time, in Girona, which is located
in the NE of the region, snow was observed but rain was
forecast (Figure 6a,b).

Another example of precipitation phase transition
occurred during Storm Filomena on January 9, 2021 (E8).
At 0900 and 1000 UTC snow was observed in Lleida, but
then it transitioned to rain at 1100 UTC (Figure 6d,e).
This phase change was forecast correctly by the nowcast-
ing scheme with a 150-min lead time, with a probabil-
ity exceeding 50% for rain among the eight algorithms
included in MostAll (Figure 6f). In this nowcast, the pre-
cipitation area forecast missed some observations in the
southern part of the region at 150-min lead time.

The last example corresponds to the second part of E7,
which took place on February 28, 2018. This was asso-
ciated with the passage of a warm front, which is an
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

F I G U R E 5 Comparison between Delta KS, MostDelta, and MostAll precipitation-phase nowcasting schemes over the forecast lead
time for different locations and events. The location and nowcasting initialisation time are shown above each panel. Shaded colours indicate
the probability of each precipitation phase: snow, mixed, and rain. Markers represent the actual precipitation phase observed [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

unusual situation for a snowfall in the region (Bullón and
Fernández, 2019). At 1000 UTC, Catalonia was mostly
under snowfall conditions, with the precipitation phase
being highly influenced by the warm front position. Thus,
the snow level in the northern part of the region was 0 m
a.s.l at 1000 UTC, whereas it was ∼300 m a.s.l in the south-
ern part (Figure 7a). The warm front moved towards the
north and, as indicated by precipitation phase observa-
tions, the snow level rose accordingly (Figure 7a–f). The
nowcasting scheme failed to forecast the transition from
snow to rain correctly in Sabadell (Figure 7g), since this
was forecast 60 min earlier (1030 UTC) than when it actu-
ally occurred (1130 UTC). Nevertheless, the forecast prob-
ability of rain was not 100% and some algorithms in the
MostAll combination forecast snow (Figure 7g). However,
in Girona, the nowcasting scheme forecast the transition
correctly with a lead time of 120 min (Figure 7h).

5 DISCUSSION

Regardless of the algorithm used, the performance of
precipitation phase classification algorithms generally
presented a slight decrease from 30 to 180 min forecast
lead time (Figure 2). This result is consistent with Wan-
dishin et al. (2005) and Elmore et al. (2015), who found that

precipitation phase algorithms are relatively insensitive to
model errors over the forecast lead time. The mean GSS
values presented in Table 3 for 180-min lead time and all
events suggest that single extrapolated surface observation
threshold-based schemes (Delta Ta, Delta Td, Delta Tw,
and Delta KS) perform better than vertical temperature
profile-based algorithms (Baldwin, Bourgouin, Ramer
and Schuur).

Above all, considering GSS and PSS values for snow
and rain observations (Figure 2 and Table 3), the
best-performing algorithms were Delta Tw and Delta KS.
Both obtained a mean GSS value of 0.62, but Delta KS
presented statistically significantly better performance,
albeit the differences were marginal. Nevertheless, when
the algorithms were analysed for individual events, some
variability was observed (Figure 3, Tables 4 and 5). This
result is in accordance with Cortinas et al. (2002), Manikin
(2005), and Wandishin et al. (2005), who indicated that
no algorithm performed better than all others at all
times and therefore suggested using a combination of
algorithms.

In this study, single NWP model-based algorithms were
outperformed by their combination, Profiles, in terms
of average performance (Figure 2 and Table 3). On the
other hand, MostAll and MostDelta did not surpass the
best-performing single algorithms, Delta KS or Delta Tw,
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F I G U R E 6 Most probable precipitation phase (MostAll) nowcasting masked with probability of precipitation exceeding 0.1 mm⋅hr−1

at (a, d) 30 and (b, e) 150 min forecast lead time. The lowest area in (e) indicates where the extrapolated precipitation field is not available. (c,
f) Nowcasting for a specific location. The left column corresponds to a nowcast initialised on March 8, 2010, at 1100 UTC, and the right
column to January 9, 2021, at 0900 UTC. Precipitation phases shown are rain, mixed, and snow. Shaded colours in (c, f) indicate the
probability of each precipitation phase and markers represent the actual precipitation phase observed in Barcelona (c) and in Lleida (f)
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

presenting statistically significant differences but a similar
mean GSS (Table 3). Therefore, a reasonable conclusion
would be to select either Delta KS or Delta Tw. However,
the performance variability observed in different events

cannot be captured using a single algorithm (Tables 4
and 5). MostAll was the best scheme in three out of
eight events, and, except for E2, it presented similar
performance to the best-performing algorithm in each
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F I G U R E 7 Most probable precipitation phase (MostAll) nowcasting masked with the probability of precipitation exceeding 0.1
mm⋅hr−1 on February 28, 2018, at 1000 UTC, for (a–f) 30–180 min lead time. Precipitation phases shown are rain, mixed, and snow.
Nowcasting for (g) Sabadell and (h) Girona: shaded colours indicate the probability of each precipitation phase and markers represent the
actual precipitation phase observed [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

event. Furthermore, in some situations, a combination of
algorithms can provide more information than just one.
Figures 4 and 5 show that MostDelta and MostAll gave
the same most probable precipitation phase estimates as
Delta KS, but, at the same time, probability information
can assist operational forecasters in situations of high
uncertainty or difficulty in determining the precipitation
phase. As an example, it is worth highlighting the case of
February 27, 2018, in Barcelona (Figure 4), where air sat-
uration conditions played a key role in determining the
precipitation phase at surface level. During the snowfall,
considerably low relative humidity values, together with
calm winds, produced solid precipitation (snowflakes)

near the ground through evaporative cooling, an effect
described in previous studies (Kain et al., 2000). The
snow to rain transition started with humid air advection
from the Mediterranean Sea, increasing relative humid-
ity values and consequently enhancing snowflake melting
despite the decrease in air temperature (Matsuo and Sasyo,
1981). The precise nature of this transition was not well
captured by Delta KS, which estimated rain, or by Most-
Delta or MostAll. However, the latter two schemes showed
some non-negligible snow and mixed probabilities, illus-
trating qualitatively the discrepancy between algorithms,
which may provide guidance about the overall uncertainty
of the event.
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Considering the examples presented above and
from a statistical point of view, the differences in
performance between the two best single extrapolated sur-
face observation schemes and the MostDelta and MostAll
combinations were narrow, albeit statistically significant.
However, using a combination of algorithms provides
three advantages compared with using only one. First,
the amount of information provided to an operational
forecaster surpasses that of a single scheme. This can be
critical in cases close to freezing point, where a bias or
an error in the temperature forecast can affect precipita-
tion phase algorithms (Bailey et al., 2014) substantially.
Therefore, considering more than one algorithm can mit-
igate this potential error. Second, if MostAll is chosen, the
inclusion of NWP model-based discrimination algorithms
makes it possible to consider vertical temperature profile
information, which plays a key role in determining the
precipitation phase at the surface level (Bourgouin, 2000).
Third, agreement or disagreement between schemes can
be interpreted as forecast uncertainty (Cortinas et al.,
2002; Wandishin et al., 2005) and can provide key infor-
mation if the output of the precipitation-phase nowcasting
scheme is applied to subsequent forecasting systems such
as hydrological models (Rossa et al., 2010).

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study evaluated the application of a
precipitation-phase nowcasting scheme in the Western
Mediterranean region. The scheme was constructed by
merging precipitation phase discrimination algorithms
and extrapolated weather radar precipitation fields. The
main findings were as follows.

• Two algorithms based on extrapolated surface informa-
tion only, Delta Tw and Delta KS, were the best precipi-
tation phase discrimination schemes in terms of average
performance.

• Precipitation phase algorithm performance exhibited
some event-to-event variability, suggesting that an
equally weighted ensemble of algorithms is advisable.

• The two proposed combinations of precipitation phase
discrimination schemes, MostDelta and MostAll, out-
performed the combination of NWP model vertical tem-
perature profiles (Profiles).

• Application of the nowcasting scheme to the study cases
reported here revealed notable performance in terms of
determining the precipitation phase and the timing of
precipitation phase transitions.

• The MostAll combination included extrapolated sur-
face observations and vertical temperature profiles.

Agreement and disagreement among the eight schemes
included in MostAll can assist operational forecasters
by providing a wider perspective, and may be helpful
in situations where the temperature is close to freezing
point and the difficulty in determining the precipitation
phase is greater.

As the observations included only three different pre-
cipitation types (in this case, precipitation phases), rain,
mixed, and snow, the vertical temperature profile algo-
rithms were narrowed to these three categories. Future
studies should consider more events with other precipita-
tion types, such as freezing rain or ice pellets. In addition,
with a larger precipitation type observation database, rela-
tionships between the performance of different algorithms
regarding event conditions could be analysed in greater
detail. Nevertheless, the methodology described here can
be applied readily to other regions where ground-based
observations, weather radar data, and model forecasts are
available.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this chapter the conclusions resulting from the research done during the predoctoral
period are presented. The general objectives, previously outlined in Chapter 1, Section
1.3, upon the present thesis was structured are the following:

• GO1. Adjustment and implementation of a diagnostic surface precipitation
phase product.

• GO2. Development and implementation of a nowcasting surface precipita-
tion phase product.

The present thesis also contains six specific objectives which allowed the accom-
plishment of the two general objectives. Therefore, this section summarizes the actions
and results that give answers to each of the defined objectives. Furthermore, future per-
spectives and working lines on how to improve the diagnostic and nowcasting of surface
precipitation phase are provided.

5.1 Final conclusions
SO1. Obtentionof adynamic interpolation scheme suitable for complex terrain, and
high spatial and temporal resolution. The proposed interpolation scheme, named
Meteorological field Interpolation based on Clustered data Analysis (MICA), includes
clustering weather stations data, multiple linear regressions and anomaly corrections.
The combination of multiple linear regression and anomaly correction is a common spa-
tial interpolation strategy, but the clustering of weather stations data confers an adaptive
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character to the interpolation scheme. How? A linear regression model is calculated
for each cluster of weather stations and compared against a model calculated with all
weather stations (global). Only the clusters whose regression model yields an error re-
duction compared to that of the global model are selected. It is the testing of several
numbers of clusters every time an interpolation is conducted where lays the adaptive
condition of the scheme.

The results of applying MICA scheme for air temperature and dew point tem-
perature observations to three European regions (Catalonia, Baden-Württemberg and
Emilia-Romagna) yielded a reduction of cross-validation errors compared to using an
MLR model followed by an anomaly correction without clusters. This was mainly due to
the linearity increase when stations are grouped in smaller groups rather than consider-
ing them all in a MLR model. In addition, a clear reduction in middle and high altitude
station air temperature and dew point temperature errors was obtained benefiting from
the increase of those stations weight on MLR models.

Apart from the general results, case studies exhibited the usefulness ofMICAduring
specific meteorological conditions. For example, interpolated fields with more homoge-
neous representation of areas under fog conditions, where an informed cluster definition
was useful to isolate a part of a region prone to fog. In addition, grouping stations in dif-
ferent clusters allowed to reduce interpolation errors when observations did not follow
the expected trends, such as strong temperature inversions.

SO2. Evaluation and adjustment of different schemes and meteorological variables
todiagnosediscriminationof the surfaceprecipitationphase. Seven threshold-based
schemes were evaluated regarding the discrimination of the surface precipitation phase.
Three of them were based on a single threshold and four on dual thresholds. Among the
single threshold discrimination schemes, wet bulb temperature exhibited the best vali-
dation scores for snow and rain observations with Pierce skill score (PSS) values of 0.77,
followed by dew point temperature and air temperature. For dual threshold schemes,
which include three types of precipitation observations (rain, sleet and snow), a similar
trend was found. Wet bulb temperature (DT-Tw) and Koistinen-Saltikoff (DT-KS)
schemes performed best and air temperature (DT-Ta) worst. These results indicate the
suitability of meteorological variables including information about air saturation condi-
tions compared to using air temperature alone for precipitation phase discrimination.

One of the most common schemes in hydrological models regarding precipitation
phase classification is the single threshold based on air temperature. For Catalonia,
after the validation and adjustment withmore than 7000 quality-controlled precipitation
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observations, this threshold was set to 1.3°C. The single threshold that performed best,
based on wet bulb temperature, was set to 0.7°C. In case of dual threshold schemes, a
wet bulb temperature of 0.7°C was found to better distinguish between snow and sleet
and 1.0°C between sleet and rain.

Although the single and double threshold schemes to discriminate the precipitation
phase were already tested in other regions, the added value of this study is that it only
used interpolated surface information rather than actual observations. The results indi-
cate that the regionalisation of relative humidity observations has a positive impact on
the precipitation phase discrimination schemes, which may be translated into an hydro-
logical modelling improvement.

SO3. Assessment of citizen science and crowd sourced observations for monitoring
snow events. Precipitation phase observations reported by the SMC spotter network
(XOM) exhibited a notable probability of detection (POD) score (0.90) when compared
to precipitation phase estimates. Moreover, precipitation phase observations gathered
from Twitter social network showed a similar POD (0.84). Both scores prove that valu-
able information can be obtained from citizen science and crowd-sourcing to monitor
low-altitude snowfall events.

The exceptionality of low-altitude snowfall events in Catalonia increases the number
of observations of snow when these events occur. Thus, the present study took advan-
tage of this exceptionality to test around 1200 snow observations collected from Twitter
during February and March 2018. This amount of observations, compared to the rest
of precipitation phase sources, opens up the possibility to operatively consider Twitter
or social networks as a reliable source of information for monitoring snowfall events.
However, a higher degree of filtering and quality control checks should be considered
with these observations due to their inherent issues.

After all and despite the implicit location and temporal uncertainty of these kind
of sources, the results highlight the importance and value of these non-conventional
real-time observations in weather surveillance.

SO4. Development and evaluation of different schemes to nowcast discrimination
of the precipitation phase. The precipitation phase discrimination schemes based on
extrapolated surface observations exhibited a superior performance compared to the ver-
tical temperature profile-based algorithms. Schemes based on the extrapolation of wet
bulb temperature (Delta Tw) and Koistinen-Saltikoff (KS, Koistinen& Saltikoff (1998))
presented best results among the selected algorithms when all events are considered
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with GSS values of 0.62. Regarding the vertical temperature profile-based algorithms,
Schuur (Schuur et al., 2012), was the best (GSS=0.53).

The best performing algorithms, either those based on extrapolated surface observa-
tions or vertical temperature profiles, included humidity information. Delta Ta, includ-
ing only air temperature observations, and Bourgouin, based only on the air temperature
profile, obtained the least good performance, highlighting the importance of the inclu-
sion of air saturation information in precipitation phase discrimination schemes.

However, some performance variability among precipitation phase discrimination
schemes was observed when the algorithms were analysed for individual events. That is,
no algorithm performed better than all others at all times. This conclusion is in accor-
dance with previous studies in other regions, which suggested to combine the algorithms
as an equally weighted ensemble.

SO5. Evaluation of ensemble techniques to nowcast discrimination of the precipita-
tion phase. Combination of precipitation phase discrimination schemes was already
tested in other studies and regions, but including only vertical temperature profile-based
algorithms (Profiles). In the present study two new combinations were evaluated: one
including only extrapolated surface observations schemes (MostDelta) and one includ-
ing all the schemes (MostAll). Profiles outperformed single NWP model-based algo-
rithms in terms of average performance among all events. However, MostDelta and
MostAll exhibited a similar behaviour to Delta KS or Delta Tw (based on extrapolated
observations only), but considering a combination of algorithms resulted in three ad-
vantages. First, the amount of information provided surpasses that of a single scheme,
which can be critical in cases close to freezing point and a small bias in the temperature
forecast can affect precipitation phase algorithms. Second, forecast uncertainty can be
interpreted from agreement or disagreement between schemes. And third, if MostAll
is considered, it allows to include extrapolated observations together with vertical tem-
perature profile information, which plays a key role in precipitation phase at surface
level.

Apart from correctly determining the precipitation phase, it is also important to
estimate the timing of possible phase transitions. It is true that this can be achieved
with a single scheme, but in the present study, results show that when uncertainty is
high or rapid precipitation phase transitions occur, an ensemble approach is advisable.
When the precise nature of a transition cannot be correctly determined and schemes
estimate different precipitation phase, an ensemble technique qualitatively illustrates
the discrepancy among algorithms and, at the same time, may provide guidance about
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the overall uncertainty of the transition.

SO6. Implementationof aprecipitationphaseproduct inanoperational chain. The
final objective of this thesis is to implement a diagnosis and nowcasting operational chain
to estimate the precipitation phase in the Meteorological Service of Catalonia.

The implemented precipitation phase diagnosing product is based on a dual thresh-
old scheme based on wet bulb temperature. Threshold values correspond to those ob-
tained in SO2 and are applied to a wet bulb temperature interpolated field obtained
with the resultant interpolation scheme from SO1. In addition, a second set of thresh-
olds was selected to account for the threshold variability observed during the validation
process. Thereby, the operational forecasters can adapt the precipitation phase product
to different weather situations. This can be useful especially for low altitude snowfall
events where a small change in threshold temperature greatly drives the potential area
affected by snow conditions. The estimation of the precipitation phase is combined with
weather radar composite fields providing not only the precipitation phase but also the
precipitation occurrence.

Regarding the nowcasting operational chain, an ensemble of precipitation phase
discrimination schemes was selected according to the results obtained from SO4 and
SO5. Eight different schemes were combined to obtain not only the most probable
precipitation phase but also the probability of each phase. Precipitation occurrence in-
formation was derived from weather radar reflectivity composite fields extrapolated with
a stochastic nowcasting technique. The combination of both sources results in a three
hour lead time forecast including an estimation of themost probable precipitation phase,
the probability of each phase and the occurrence of precipitation with an update every
thirty minutes.

The diagnose product was made publicly available on the website of the Meteoro-
logical Service of Catalonia. On the other hand, an ad-hoc internal map viewer was
designed for the nowcasting product with the aim to make it public in the future.

5.2 Future work
The present thesis addressed three issues which future work should focus on: inter-
polation of surface meteorological observations, and diagnosing and nowcasting of the
precipitation phase.

In regard to interpolation of meteorological observations and for the time being, the
MICA scheme developed in the present thesis is only available for air temperature and
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dew point temperature variables and should be expanded to other key meteorological
variables such as precipitation. In this sense, MICA should not only rely on linear
regressions, but could also include more sophisticated methodologies such as kriging
(Haberlandt, 2007; Moral, 2010). Another aspect that could be improved in MICA
is the way clusters are selected. For now, the clusters are designed beforehand based
on orographic features and separating regions prone to potential behaviour differences.
A possible upgrade would be to dynamically cluster stations depending on the weather
conditions or the circulation type using machine learning techniques.

One of the limitations of the present thesis is the low number of precipitation phase
observations compared to other studies in other regions for a similar period of time. It
is true that precipitation in form of snow in Catalonia is mainly limited to mountainous
regions and barely affects low altitude areas. However, the occasional snowfall events
below 700 m a.s.l can cause a high socio-economic impact (Bech et al., 2013; Llasat
et al., 2014). For this reason an effort on collecting precipitation phase information
should be considered in key locations. An option would be to deploy a network of dis-
drometers (Pickering et al., 2019) that not only automatically reports the precipitation
phase but also other critical information, such as drop size distributions (DSD) to cali-
brate weather radars (Leinonen et al., 2012; Adirosi et al., 2018). In the present thesis,
citizen-science and crowdsourced data were assessed as valid sources for precipitation
phase information, highlighting their importance in snowfall events. Therefore, advan-
tage should be taken on social networks, such as Twitter, with active campaigns and
specific communications to motivate their users to report information regarding snow
events following previous successful campaigns (“Snowtweets” by King et al. (2009) or
“Picking up Hailstones” by Farnell & Rigo (2020)). However, engagement in these
campaigns is sometimes difficult and other strategies may be followed. In the present
thesis, a scraping of Twitter with the aid of its API, that may be labelled as a passive
campaign, provided notable results as seen in SO3 and its automatisation and opera-
tional implementation could be considered as a future work. All these strategies share
the aim of collecting a larger number of precipitation phase observation that would con-
tribute to a better understanding of the precipitation phase behaviour in the region and
to a better calibration of discrimination schemes.

Finally, regarding the diagnosing and nowcasting of the precipitation phase, new
methodologies to discriminate the precipitation phase can be incorporated, including
the emerging methodologies based on machine learning (McGovern et al., 2017, 2019).
In fact, the design of the nowcasting of the precipitation phase product in this thesis
was conceived as a modular product, that is, a product expected to be improved in the
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future in three aspects: nowcasting of meteorological variables to discriminate precipita-
tion phase, nowcasting of precipitation fields, and discrimination of precipitation phase
methodologies. For example, the nowcasting of precipitation fields was implemented
using the STEPS methodology implemented in pySTEPS. However, a recent study
(Ravuri et al., 2021) presented a new methodology based on AI that could improve the
current implemented methodology in the product. Therefore, future work should also
be centered on testing newmethodologies and judge whether they yield an improvement
to the whole product.
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Appendix B

Elevation correction of NWP model
forecasts

B.1 Overview
The development of a nowcasting system to discriminate precipitation phase involves
manifold processes. One of them, as shown in Chapter 4 and according to the method-
ologies selected to classify precipitation phase, is the forecast of air temperature and
dew point temperature. Forecasts can be obtained through the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model that it is operatively run at the Meteorological Service of
Catalonia. However, as explained in Chapter 4, the spatial resolution of the nowcasting
product is 1 km, whereas that of WRF is 3 km. Taking into account that some precipi-
tation phase discrimination strategies are based on establishing thresholds to meteoro-
logical variables dependant on air temperature and dew point temperature values, these
are usually highly influenced by altitude. Therefore, the spatial resolution difference be-
tween WRF and the nowcasting product matters. Thereby, one of the objectives was to
refine the 3 km spatial resolution air temperature and dew point temperature fields to 1
km following a different approach than nearest neighbours or bilinear interpolation.

A common kind of methodology to increase the spatial resolution of an air temper-
ature or dew point temperature field is to apply an elevation correction. This consists
on taking into account the altitude differences between the orography at 3 km spatial
resolution compared to 1 km, similarly to Figure B.1.
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Fig. B.1: Extrapolation of surface temperature value from native NWP orography grid (light grey shape)
to desired orography (dark grey line). Red line represents the vertical temperature profiles and dashed lines
represent different pressure levels.

B.2 Methodologies
There are different methodologies to conduct an elevation correction to air temperature
and dew point temperature fields. Most of them are based on applying a temperature
lapse rate to altitude differences between the NWP native orography and the desired
one following the next equation:

T1km = T3km − γ·(z1km − z3km), (B.1)

where T is temperature, γ is a temperature lapse rate, z1km is the altitude given by
a digital terrain model with 1 km gridlength, and z3km the native NWP model altitude
at 3 km resolution.

Altitude differences are usually marked in valley bottoms and high mountainous
ridges. The methodologies evaluated in the present thesis are summarized in Table B.1.

A different approach was followed to obtain the elevation correction of dew point
temperature fields. Rather than calculating the lapse rates, the dew point temperature
depression was calculated at the native grid scale, then interpolated to 1 km spatial scale
using bilinear interpolation, and finally this field was subtracted to elevation corrected
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Table B.1: Descriptions of gradient calculation for each elevation correction methodology considered.

Methodology Gradient calculation

Gao et al. (2017) Methodology based on surface and upper-air infor-
mation. The gradient is calculated considering the
temperature differences between 925 hPa and 700
hPa pressure levels for each pixel of the grid.

INCA (Haiden et al., 2011) Methodology based on surface and upper-air infor-
mation. The gradient is calculated considering the
maximum temperature lapse rate between the clos-
est pressure level to the surface and a specified height
above the surface among successive intervals for each
pixel of the grid.

Fixed Methodology based on surface information. The
gradient considered to use in the refinement process
is a constant one, 6.5°C/km for each pixel of the grid.

Regression Methodology based on surface information. The
gradient is calculated through a linear regression ob-
tained for each pixel of the grid considering the air
temperature and altitude pairs from a neighborhood
around each pixel.
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Fig. B.2: Lead time Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of (a) the different elevation correction methodologies
considered for air temperature and (b) the correction applied to dew point temperature.

air temperature field.

B.3 Results
A verification study was done in order to asses the performance of each elevation cor-
rection methodology and to make an informed decision about which one would be se-
lected for the nowcasting product. The dataset used to verify the refined air temperature
and dew point temperature fields was hourly observations from XEMA network (Serra
et al., 2016) for 2018. Observation and estimated values were compared considering the
closest pixel of the refined field to the observation location, and Mean Absolute Errors
(MAE) were computed.

Figure B.2a presents the MAE values of each methodology and those of WRF-3km
without applying the refinement for air temperature. All methodologies considered ex-
hibited a similar performance, but Regression (yellow line) presents the lowest MAE
in most parts of the forecast lead time. Nevertheless, the performance differences were
narrow and a decision was made accounting also for the amount of information needed
to conduct the refinement of the 3 km spatial resolution field. Thereby, a gradient cal-
culated following the Regression methodology was selected because it does not need
vertical temperature information. This is an advantage because this methodology can be
applied to all air temperature fields without the need of having information in all ver-
tical levels. For example, WRF model is operatively run at the Meteorological Service
of Catalonia, but other NWP models may be obtained from other sources and usually
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Fig. B.3: Air temperature fields corresponding to (a) WRF 3 km output and (b) elevation corrected field
on 1st May 2018 00 UTC.

only some fields and specific pressure levels are available.
Regarding dew point temperature results, the refinement methodology used also

yielded a reduction of MAE, similarly to air temperature as it can be seen in Figure
B.2b. An example of the comparison between the 3 km air temperature field obtained
from the WRF model and that of 1 km obtained through a refinement methodology is
shown in Figure B.3.
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